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1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1  The  study was  conducted by the Manpower  Services Commission  (MSC)  of 
the United Kingdom  (UK)  on behalf o.f  the European Community  (EO),  specifically 
Directorate DGV  of the  Commission.  The  MSC  appointed a  study-leader to 
organise a.nd  carry out the study.  In a.ddi  t5..on  to the MSC  the employment 
services of Belgium  (ONElvi),  Dern:oark  (AD),  Italy (MLPS),  France  {.ANPE), 
West  Germany  (BA)  and Northern Ireland (DMB),  participated in the study. 
1.2  This is one  of several studies  !~itiated by DGV  whose  aims ~be 
summarised as follows: 
1.2.1  to inform questions of possible policy interest to the 
Community; 
1.2.2  to promote  co-operation between employment  services of the 
member· countries; 
1.2.3  to assist these  emplol~ent services in dealing with their 
operational or manpower  problem$) 
1.2.4.  to create a  "pool" of knowledge. 
Conduct  of Study 
1. 3  The  study was  carried out between March 1980  and January 1981.  Infoma.-
tion wa.s  gathered initially by countries sending in n·i  tten reports;  these 
were  discuaa~~i a.t  a.  conference  o£ participants and the St--a.dy-Leader  then 
paid short "-tisi ts to each of the  :p~-ticipating employment  services.  A draft 
report  ·,,  .. a-s  considered at  a.  meating of the participants before the final  ...... : 
report was  presented to the Commission. 
1.4  It was  agreed at the beginning of the study that it would be based on 
comparative descriptions of the  syst&ms  and  system developments in the 
participating countries and that, if time permitted,  one  or two  aspects of 
the subject matter would  be  studied in more  detail.  Appendix A gives tems 
of reference and  the timetable of the study,  and Appendix K lists the main 
participants.  Because of the  amo-a.nt  of detailed material which  could be 
gathered and assessed (in ~la.tion to the timing of,  and the resources 
available for,  the  study) it was  also agreed that the study object!  ves 
should be interpreted as  c''vering the use of computers in the matching of 
jobseekers  and vacancy demands,  in compiling labour market  and management 
statistics (from employment  service da.ta)  and in preparing and  distributing 
copies of vacancies. 
Approach 
1.5  Systems  are rarely completely self-contained;  they impact on each other, 
often in ver~ complicated ways,  and for technical or operational use they 
have  to be  described ln great detail.  It was  not possible for this study to 
go  into au.ch  detail because of the practicalities as well as cost and  time 
constraints.  The  conduct  and reporting of the study had to take account of 
the possibilities for gathering and  interpreting the available material,  the 
usefulness of the  comparisons  and possible conclusions,  and the  ~ture or 
the·  persons  to  whom  the report would  be mainly ·addressed. V/228/81 - EN 
1.  6  The  report is written with employment  service managers in mind.  It is 
about  the. use of computers:  these managers have  to use  (or not use)  them  and 
make  the decisions.  The  technical content has been limited so as to require 
only a  very general understanding of what  computers are about but it does 
assume  familiarity with employment  service aims,  operations and problems. 
Specialist terms  and expressions a:re  defined in Appendix C. 
1.  7  It was  also necessary to interpret what is meant by a  comparative study. 
The  employment  services vary considerably in the factors which determine 
system design and  operation and comparative data of a  really objective nature 
( eg about costs and benefits)  ir•  not always  available because many of the 
systems are at the experimental stage or in course of planning.  Also, 
employment  services exist to serve political and social as well as economic 
ends  so that it is not easy to establish comparative criteria.  Computerisation 
is not  an end in itself; it has to be related to the aims,  operations,  data 
and organisation and  the total environment of an employment  service.  A 
framework  (Appendix D)  for collecting and comparing info:r:mation about 
employment  service systems was  therefore used.  · 
1.8  The  aspects of systems  chosen for closer attention were  the use of 
computers for matching vacancies  and jobseekers and  the benefits to be 
obtained by using them.  The  frameworks  of reference for these two  aspects 
are set out in·Appendices E  and F. 
1.9  There is, probably,  more  reference to MSC  systems  ~erience in this 
report than to that of the other employment  services.  There are several 
reasons for thia.  Firstly MSC  has,  in some  respects,  more  evaluation data 
available.  Secondly,  language  and other constraints make  it easier for the 
Study Leader to obtain.  Thirdly, it makes  :for economy of effort to develop 
the study from the Study Leader's own  knowledge  and experience of MSC  systems. 
It should,  however,  be clear from the report where  MSC  information is being 




1.10  This report would not have been possible without the active co-operation 
!of  the employment  services which participated in the  Stu~ and the help which 
;they provided by way  of material,  experience and advice.  MSC  is very grateful 
:for the assistance they provided to the Study Leader.  If the report has 
:m~ri  t  it will be for this reason;  any defects are  the responsibility of the  .  'IS~dy Leader as are the conclusions.  He  would also like to thank  Pete~ Pond 
arid his colleagues at MSC  for the way  they handled all the detailed a.r:aange-
1m1nts  end their support in obtaining,  and assessing,  inf'o1'1118.tion. 2·.  APPLICATIONS  AND  SYSTEMS 
2.1  "Application" is used by systems people to derive a  short general title 
!or the a.oti  vi  ties which  are to be  transferred to computer operation. .  The 
title has to be  meaningful  to operations sta.f'i'  so  that,  eg,  a  "message  :· 
switching."  system applied to systems  of printing and distributing copies of 
vacancy and  self-service details becomes  a  "circulation"  system.  The 
(inevitable) use of general terms in this way  detracts from  the precision and 
discipline which make  for good  computer systems work.  Computer  staff know 
that accurate,  detailed,  descriptions and  systems  documentation are essential 
to their own  efficient perfor.mance  but themselves  add  to the imprecision of 
teminology when  they coin expressions like "paperless"  o::- "total" systems or 
"intelligent" terminal.  Even  "computers"  now  have  more  general data ·pxoce$sing 
and  communicating functions,  than pure  computation.  This  study has to follow 
suit.  It is only possible to communicate  in language of general  c~ncy. 
2.3  The  choice of applications for the study reflects the need to set ter.ms 
or reference which  a.re  generally meaningful - and  to :put  limits on  the extent 
of the study - whilst choosing functions which have  a  &u:t  .. ficient degree of : 
unity and  continuity in terms  of  dat~ and  employment  service operations. 
The  problem is increased because there is no  sta.nd.a.'"d  definition of "employ-
ment  service".  At  one  extreme  the BA  administers a  widd  range  of manpower 
(including employment  service)  and  income  maintenance  services  (provided 
through a  unified local office network);  at the other,  the placement .services 
of MLPS,  ANPE  and  the Eanployment  Service Division (ESD)  of MSC  largely 
provide services of job and  jobseeker and  labour market  information {including 
statistics). 
2.4  For trJ.is  study,  therefore,  "employment  service" is d~fined a.s  those 
labour market activities which  depend upon  two  sets of information collected 
by· all employment  services,  about  ~raca.ncies and  about  jo  baeekers.  These 
"core"  services a:re  the provision of information about  jobs to  jobseekers and 
about  jobseekers to employers  to enable  them  to reach agreement  on engagements 
(ie to fill or find jobs).  Also  the provision of labour ma.....-ket  information 
(including statistics) which  may  be  used by employment  se=vices in their 
operations  (eg in giving advice)  for m~~power (economic  or social) analysis 
or in the management  of the employment  services themselves.  They  therefore 
encompass  the circulation,  matching and statistical applications set out in 
the  terms of reference. 
2.5  The  applications are not  independent of each other;  there is considerable 
continuity in the collection, filing,  retrieval and use of data for operational 
and statistical purposes.  This reflects the fact that employment  services 
themselves  are largely information systems;  they do  not have  a  direct product. 
They  manipulate data to per.mit  others 1  jobseekers 9  employers or manpower 
agencies to make  decisions.  Both operational and  stati8tical systems require 
the collection of a.  common  set of identity particulars (for eaoh individual 
or vacancy).  Many of the characteristics of the data.  ( eg occupation)  are  used 
both in matching and statistics and  the same  ADP  equipment  can be  used to  -
collect and process data for different purposes.  However,  the coats,  benefits 
and  nature of the  systems ~be  quite different. 
2.6  For example,  not all offices need to circulate vacancies - at least 
to  any extent;  and  computer-assisted matching may  be  of little benefit in 
small self-contained offices with low volumes  or business.  Ho~ ver, 
statistics and management  infor.mation are usually required for all labour 
markets or offices.  Again "circulation" may mean  distribution of paper v  /228/81 - EJ."\\ 
copies of  va.canci~~s or  "th~,:7:r  r~:~cr:L(~Vl"li.J.  f':::om  r:>.  (;c;r;:mon  database by means  of 
VDUs  (visual <iiB}>1r:.y  m1.i t:f,).,  :1:-.r  .:.11.tc b.i.:.1.~t  ;.E  -r.o  oe  ~:Zfective  ~~o:ne  means  of 
internal 01:  ext;,~::w.o~Ll.  H~i:z:cu1a'd.v:'ln  .~~j::  ::.n  a:.t:i  bu-c  the smallest of'fioes. 
2. 7  Ho•wever,.  the  t;xv-o  ;:,;.;;;·::.:.:  i,_  ~-~ :,  ~. t::..'u:  ·'  :.)~·.  ··  -~-,:~_:-':'·.:\:::;::/  .... :/  ~:.::.·b::.:~cc..~.:·:-;;;-t"  C.a·{;~  come 
from different sou  ..  X\:~e~  ~.~.  r:d~  ~·~.~  ..  ~~':::  ~-.~·-··  ···~·  .  J  \.~rJt/::,!--~~~- ... ·-:~&~  ,  ~~~~:J ·  ~lfJ·:r  .. ~~.  ~>~: l.ec 1;ior:s  - Ol.' 
submissions have  to be  mM.o  (.::~0  ::c:.c  )  or when  supply at.id  demand 
need to be  join·tly consd.J  .. e:cv(\,.  ·::.:;;,:.:;  ·:·.:::.'\~.L::.:~v~  ..  '::  ..  ..;t·;,;<;cn  ~t;J(;  sets of data is 
important in syste:':ts  WY.:r::~\.,  I·,;  ~:·.::~;..:-.~3~-G~  .r.:o:z:  ·cr~0  (:tr  ..  <i~:!J...;:.:·,d;;:tnt)  existence of 
t  ·  d  ·  ·  · ·  ' .. ,.:....  ~  ¥  ·~  ~  •••  :.  ,.·. •  ~---~  ..,_..,.l"'  "1·-ry·.-.•, .....  "!"  .l.·n  ~.,.,...ce  B-l.·  te.;n  COmpU  er.:tse  VaCai:.C-:J  G~::C0t..L.~.-~  ... :.0..;.!.  <~::~'-.....  ~, ....  :.:!,  ,. .•••  > "'·'·'J:.:.  .:..~v r.:.  ~-:~·_.  .1..  JJ .... ~  ..  , ,  •·  c;;r...~o 
and Germany  a·T.".-d  foz:·  ~1~.(pa..t·:ci..t.o !I  .:, ;:.:.  ··:.:·  .._;c:~:..)·xc::::.~  :::-; .  ..L:!9  :t.n  Belg~um.  It 
also  makespossibl~~  d:l.ff'·er·~.:..::'G  ;;~:~;;:.:~'<:;.::·:~.":(;',  ·:c~  :::;;;::;·~~:.~::::.r:J  d~·~~v-~·,lo~:r.,ant  e.n.d  file 
structures. 
2.8  "System"  is a:u:n)  ru1  ·:..,b:L~.m--~~L·,~  .  .,;~  ·.;G·::-.:1  ,:~~.-~.j  :us  [·.:pt  to l'e  cor~"'u.sing.  It has 
specific mE::a.ning  only in th<:  oo:;-lt~:;~.:-~  o.\:  :;,a.:..::·l..5.c.~la::·,  ctef'ined,  descriptions 
which set out the entities  a....""...d.  events  con-ca.:tn.ad  in o..  system,  the relationships 
which affect them  o:c  1L:1l:-:  tht:::"1  to::~::  ,--.~no.  -~h~- r;·(-":Ch~.i.z~s  and methods  which 
bring about  -~r  .. es0  ef~c~cr:.:s~  :-E:~y  -~~,::_::.}~  t:::·u:;::\:':·.t'\:r~~»c  be  dynamic.  Infoma.tion 
systems  involve  an  inflo·w oi  d.:~ ·~a 11  :~:::1  c,~..l--;-i::i..o'.,;  B..:lc.~~  ~ sta:to in between which 
creates a  nfile"  r:>::  dr-.t£·.:.1-:g.;::-::·,  "::u·~>. 
b  the volatili·ty of their da:t?  ...  (·the:~ is a  big difference 
between a  ays·tem  in -.fnich  i;:~:.fo:r.rna:~;im~.~.  i:: relatively static 
d  .  ...l...  ·n  •  ""'  ..  -:r•"'  ...,  ::,  .,  -~  ('·.,  -~  ... ,  ..  _  .....  ""'  "  ..  an  one  l.n  \vu~c  l. v  l.S  ... ~p-t.~,.w ,;  ... l  .• J:  •. "'l-::·J  .. .L~g  I~ 
c  complexity (the  8.e·tF_.:i.1E  c.J.sco~:L;;.."'c·:.::i::  \·ri -:h  the ent:i  ties and 
the events) ; 
d  structures  (of  file~. ani  flm<~~ of data) s 
e  their method.s  of data }  .. n)~J.t  r-:rJ.c~  \)t..~;:l:tu:t  (including methods 
of retrieval). 
Time  ( ie speed or delays in da:cc.  .flo't;)  j,t1  al'v:·3.yc  ~pol.~  ant  (and sometimes 
yery important)  in such  sy~tema,  af.fectir~3'  :~.he"  data  c~ptu.re,  the quality of 
data and the  speed with which it can be. made  ~::vai:.able. 
2 .. 9  Systems  wr...ich  combine  c.1er  ica.=i.  at.J(l  ,;:ci.<:.J;n.'l.·te::·  pr·o(;e:sses  are often loosely 
de~cri  bed as  compl~ter systems.  The  conpu't-:::.J."  p:Y:oced.i.l:;::ec  will normally be set 
out and defined as  components  in such  systemso  Eowever1  computers are now 
en~ering so  quickly and pervasively into data  ha.n.dJ~ing and communications 
that the totally non-computer  info~ation system ia likely to be exceptional 
perhaps be  .fore  the end of this decade. 
2.10  It is therefore possible to identify three main elements of an infor.ma-
tion system ie data. collec·tion (which may  involve more  than one  stage, . eg, 
the information passes from  c.J.ic-A:t  +,o  empl.Jyment  staff and then to an 
operator for entry into  tht.;;'  c-.;,r;;vute:;.  ~ ;  .fi.1e  ( d.a:taba.se)  creation and 
maintenance;  and  ·the  outp-u:c  (or re·t:ci-.evnl)  vf data.  Particularly with the 
:f'irst two  elements  th~re  a::·.Ls_;,:;-~  .:;;_ue-s·bio:r:.,~  ::->~"  data..  integrity, ie of maintaining 
that level of  qualit~y o:.:·  ~  ...  :.>:~t..  -;1.rLi.ch  i.;;,~  :.:·s~.;_'l.:..l.:!aed  for  ·~he  output and to ensure 
that the  system work'3  £:u  .. or)i;hJ.y..  Data integrity is particularly important 
for computer  syste1~1c;,  e::·~.-~;  .:.\·::aeon  is that they create opportunities for 
improving the  quE<  ... li  t:;t'  o:f  ·~.at& ana1ysis,  the ether is that computer systems do 
: -V/228/81 - EN 
.not usually work. well  (and often break dow)  i.f faced with irregular!  ti~s of 
· ·data.  "Retrieval" raises  diffe~nt issues which  are  discussed and explained 
in later sections of this report. 
.  2  .11  Computer  system descriptions,  or proposals are often described as  ' 
. solutions (or a  solution).  However,  there is  rarely a  single possible system 
(computer,  non-computer or a  combination of methods)  and  management  usually 
faces a  choice of system alternatives.  There  are consequences in this for the 
wa:y  managers  go  about  developing and  choosing systems but it does  also mean 
that a  particular system mar  be  best for one  management  and not for another 
because  of differences of conditions at the time it comes  to be  implemented. 
One  of these differences also lies in the starting point for the  decision; 
ie the "existing" system.  A computer solution may  be  a.  more  advantageous 
replacemen·t  for a.  rela.ti  vely inefficient clerical system  than f'or a more 
efficient clerical system.  This is another ~  of  ~aying that it may be 
a.dvisab.le  to look at the non-computer as 'well as the computer options. 
2.12  This  again makes  the point that "solution" is perhaps the wrong word 
and  "option"  the better one.  Systems  rarely reach a  stage of perfection,  the 
problem is more  one  of getting the best available result (ie of'  optimising). 
This makes it necessary for managers  to ensure that they have  the right 
information about  system options- and  to recognise and understand.what it 
implies - if they are to make  the best decisions. 
2.1;  This ·raises a  problem for system evaluation.  Is any  comparison·to~be 
with'the existing system or between  two  new  alternatives?  And  how  should the 
alternatives be  expressed?  Which  should be  tested or evaluated firstly to 
establish which is the best possibility and  secondly to establish the nature 
of the change  which will result from  replacing the system by a  new  one? 
Questions of. measuring and  evaluating systems  features therefore raise another 
set of problems.  Finally it ought  to be  clear from  this section and what 
follows  that systems  work  is complex  and  the decisions are often difficult. 
Systems  both create and require disciplines in the making of decisions as 
well as in their design and  operation. 
2.14  It follows  from  the above  definition of employment  service and  the 
discussion of the applications that to computerise  them  fully would  be 
largely to computerise  the employment  service itself.  It is therefore a  big 
step with·major implications for costs, perfor.mance  and methods  of service: V/228/81 - EN 
3.  THE  EMPIDYMENT  SERVICES 
3.1  It is said that the European Community  combines unity with diversity. 
The  common  .factors shared by the employment  services . are as important in 
explaining and contrasting their computerisation developments or proposals 
as are their differences. 
3.2  What  the services have most in common  is people.  Employment  Services 
exist,  as  "brokers",  to reconcile the often conflicting requirements of 
people and  jobs in ways  which promote national aims.  Their "product" is far 
from being standard;  people are very variable,  sometimes even perverse. 
Matching vacancies and  jobseekers is not a  routine task. 
3. 3  The  Services are also operated and managed by people.  Staff' do  not  .. 
generally use data or perfor.m tasks in the logical,  systematic ~  that 
computers  do.  Getting the right relationship between people and computers 
often creates problems of system design.  :But  the main system decisions are 
also made  by managers.  How  these organise so that they clearly understand 
the systems problems  and opportunities is another major factor in successful 
systems work. 
3.4  All the  employment  services serve free labour mar.ket  institutions. 
Jobseekers  and employers  m~  be  constrained by economic or social forces 
but otherwise they generally make,  and are responsible for,  their own 
decisions.  The  services participating in the study also serve the aims of 
active manpower policies and for some  these aims are explicitly laid down 
by law.  All their governments have placed some  legal constraints on employers 
in order to assist t;roups handicapped in the labour market  and all provide 
creative opportunities for training or subsidised employment.  However,  these 
vary in degree,  nature  and extent from  country to country as does  also the 
emphasis placed by the employment  services on their social and labour 
market priori  ties.  This  community of general aim is therefore interpreted in 
significantly different ways  which affect the objecti  vee of the pa.rticlpating 
services;  and therefore the approach to the use of computers.  In partlcula.r 
MLPS  is involved in controls on engagements by employers in order to follow 
certain social priorities in the filling of vacancies. 
3.5  Four of the participating employment• services· are big "businesses". 
The  MSC  employs  about 12,500 staff on,  and has  a  (1979/80)  budget of around 
~
,  105 million for,  the aoti  vi  ties covered by the study.  The  resources employed 
y {  ANPE •  :SA  and MLPS  are very roughly of the  same  order.  ONEM  is about  one~ 
fth of the size and AD  somewhat  in excess of one-tenth.  All therefore 
ace  the problems of managing large or very large organisations with pll.blic 
countabili  ty and particular diff1cul  ties of measuring performance.  The 
problems are not all the  same;  if only because of the relationships with 
governments  and other institutions and  differences of employment  service 
organisations  (eg as agencies or government departments).  Nor are the 
problems perceived in the same  w~s by the employment  service managemer-ts; 
but their needs are not all that different and computers  do  provide significant 
opportunities for improving management  infor.mation and therefore  decisio~ 
making. 
3. 6 \  Not  only are .  the employment  serrlces large organisations but their 
operations are widely dispersed.  The  larger countries haVe  (or expect to 
have)  of the order of 800-1,000 offices and the  two  smaller ones ,  100-150-.· 
Also  they handle very large volumes  of' business  tr~saotions. ·  The ·to'a:Q!t  .  · V/22.8/81  - EN. 
~  . - '  ' 
)>igge·st  services _haVe  ·annuai·. flo_ws  of registrations -~d·  notified ·~ancies 
totall~  roughly'6 ·millions and most make  .double that number  of' submissions;· 
in Gemarry,  with the  lowest rate or Un.employment,  :BA  has  (stock) files of 
· about 1  million regis:t;rations and about :300,000 vacancies.  Size · ~  dispersion 
are very significant factors in computer system design.  Va.riab:ili  ty generally 
. goes with size,  creating greater problems· of. control, -communications  and 
security or systems data;  and ·size  a.t?-d ·-dispersion also increase' the problems 
of .  developing and. implementing 's.ystems.  .·In the . bigpr ~e~ces no  computer 
·system has been,  or will be,· introduced (nationally) in less than_ two  years 
and the larger, more  complicated, ·systems meeti'ng multiple applications may 
well take up to 10 years from initial. investigation to full implem~ntation. 
'  . 
3.7  Each of the employment  services faces  a  wide variety-of labour market 
conditions.'  The  extent of the differences between countries and the 
differences of degree within countries are considerable.  'Appendix G gi  vee · · 
a  broad indication of the di£ferencfis  and·,  in particular,  show&_  the·: conaid~ra.ble 
·variations between the services in the distribution and size· of their  ~very blg 
labour markets.  Size ·  a.."ld  complex!  ty of iabou.r. ma.;kets · (because .  of the · effect . 
.  on the size of,  and .  the interactions between,  computer. files) have ver:r  .. 
important implications for the design of the  computer.sy~~em8 'planned  o~ 
intended by the employment  services.  Other important socio-econOmic  differences 
(not described herein because of problems of space and-available  info~tion) 
a.re  levels of unemployment  ( a.f'fecting the.  matching relationships between 
vacancies and  jobseekers);  industrial/occupational structu:re (affecting the 
complexities of matching)  and mobility (within a.nd  between labour markets). 
These factors are not independent;  they compound,  with other,  eg organisational 
features,  to affect the opportunities and  problems~of',  and the possible 
results from,  computer  syate~. 
3.8  Again the employment  services have ·available much  the  same  levels of 
computer technology.  There are  some .  differences· in the speed. with which 
their national telecommunication  agencie~ are· adopting new  techniques and 
the nature of the computer· system support. available to the services.  Any 
. differences' of opportU.ni  ty arise'  more  frOm  ·government~ policies' ma.nag8ment' 
initiative or the availability of finance,  than· technology since most 
computer manufacturers offer a  good deal of support and there are available 
well-qualified consulta.ncy services.-. In. fact ·all the employment -services· in 
this study have,  or can call on,  strong computer organisations·. · 
;.  9  The  employment  services,  too,  have much  in common  as regards service 
provision,  orga.nisa  tion and ID.a.na8'9ment.  All . provide their  · services mainly 
from  office locations, all operate on similar casework principles, all 
maintain registers of jobseekers and vacancy demands.  and all have fairly 
similar standards of caseworlc  documentation.  But there are differences 
(important for computer system design)  as to service provision (eg in the 
use of self-service and other methods _o£  vacancy dissemination) of internal 
organisation,  and functions,  of systems and·data relationships with other 
author!  ties or services (particularly .unemployment  benefit): and of managerial 
structure and approach•  · 
3.10  There is also.  the general difficulty of deciding ·the  appropriate level 
o£ resources,  especially of staff, to devote to employment  service work.  In 
principle the amount. of time  sta.f'f can spend on a  particular va"ancy or 
jobseeker is not limited and  diffic~ties of cost-benefit-meas~ent make 
for problems in deciding to what  extent pUblic  employment  services should 
. intervene,  as  place~ent agencies,  ~z;t.  the labour market  •  The  general approach 
therefore is to decide upon  the. allocation of a· certain  .. level of resources V/228/81- D 
and  place on  employment  service managers  the task of deciding how  they can 
best be  directed to the achievement  of a  certain balance of aims  and  objectives. 
3.11  To  use  a.  British expression the services are "resource-allocated" as 
compared  eg with social security operations where  rights to benefits are 
prescribed,  where  procedures are closely specified and numbers  of staff can 
be related to the demand  for benefits.  Employment  staff have  to be more 
selective in deciding the extent and  type of assistance to devote to each 
vacancy or jobseeker so  as to produce  the best, overall, result.  In principle 
they could spend a  great deal of  time  on  some  individuals without them 
finding jobs.  Staf'f also have  to be  selective in the amounts  of information 
they collect and  the way  they communicate  with clients or othe~~ces and 
must  endeavour to keep  routine work  to the essential minimum. 
3.12  Employment  service managers  have  therefore to create systems  and 
communicate  objectives which  enable staff to make  the best  ca.sewo~ decisions 
and  these systems have  to be  flexible because of the great variety of conditions 
in which  the Services operate.  In general the decisions have  to be made  as 
close to the· problems  as possible if they are to be efficient.  Designing and 
using computer systems  therefore raise questions of management  eontrol, cost-
effectiveness and of other priorities.  Can  computers  improve  the "quality" 
of "matches"  and  should they be  used mainly for this purpose,  if' necessary 
at increased cost?  Do  computers offer better opportunities for saving stat£ 
time  so  that staff' can have more  opportunity to themselves try and  improve 
the qual.i ty of matching?  Or,  can staff time be  saved on  one  a.cti  vi  ty so  that 
it is available to be used on  another service programme?  And  how  do  short-
term possibilities for using computers in these respects relate to those 
available in the longer ter.m? 
3.13  The  w~  employment  services are responding to these similarities and 
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.  '4·-~-1':. This  SEfction··ciiscusses_ .. certain ·broad··fea~s ·or computers .and,·computer 
_  -·syatems. and  identi~ies _  t}?.ose  aspe~:ts of :technical Problems. 9_.r  developments· 
: which are· of  .most~ si·gnif~cance'-_in:  .. the context of ·.this study.  _The ·main ones 
:.  '  •  '  :_  ,.  ~-.  '  •  •  ~  >.  '  •  •  •  •  •  '  '  I  '  '  o  •  •  ' 
are.·,  4.1.1- the  ith~~:  i~t~ri'ace"' :·ie·_  th~.  atti~de$ and- b~ha.vioUr  .or 
starr and _mS;iagers  in  ·:ret~tiori to. tl,le_  a.doption_:¥1-d. op~_~t;i.on of); 
computer ·systems;  .  '  .  . .  --- -·  --
.  '  - '  - '  ~ ·-' - ' 
4.1.2  technical problems or· storing,. retrleving ~d  colDIIlUD.icatiDg-. 
very large quanti  ties of -data in coir1plioat_ed  ways;  ..  · 
4.1.3  · the rate of cha.nge-:which ·is takj.ngplace ·in· eomp\lter 
-equipm8nt, ·._system  oppprtuni  tie_~_ and-:'costs; .  inc~uding :the. 
e~ergence.-:of 'small,' relatiVefy C~eap.oomputere o£.  high power; . 
4.1.-4  the .g;-owth  of. computer .co~cation sys:tems,  a.nd  the 
·general- impact·~o·r computers_ on telecQminuni-oatioil.s-;  -- · 
·.  4.1.5· _  . the  -.~ed  --~o _appreciate .that :th~.- coJnPU.te~- if?  a  "tool",  tha~. 
' lt is otily one  or a number  of' possible'_vays  Qi'  dealing with  ' . 
_,··systems  Pr<?blems·  ~d- that compu.ter:·_systemli  have  t}lei~. -limitations 
as well_ as their  ·  a.dvantages • 
.  . 4•2  There -•_are  social ·and·  in~ust;iaJ:- ~lations  --is~}ies  affect~~ sta.tr imd 
- comptitere. which .extend well:  peyo~  .• the ·cpntext .or -~this report and  wPJ,ch 
~age.rs·  ha~e:i  .. t~  _:  ~~~.- ,ilj~o:  .. ~?,co~,~--:·~~?~;'~-t~~~-.;s 1.~llf!~~:-~?~·~hc~-*··~~~~--- ()f·~ ~, 
m~tude.  are:·:_env~s~d; ther  ~--%'!0~,- .th~~f'()~-,- __ di,s_cy.s~e~ ~he:t:.·  ·However, 
the  interac·t~on;~  between ·staff  .. and  compute~·- syst~m~  · h.&s  •.  been responsible· for· a 
high proportfon;  or-. ~ystem i'allum_s ''and  'is_~. a'~ sigidfieant  f'act~r .  iri system  ' 
design and  operat~Qtle  The;  sys~ems  -';have< t9  pe; oqnvenient_:.in USE:t  and'  seen by . 
starr as  effici~nt. in·helpirig. them -perfom ·th?ir t'asks,  and  they ·haw; 'to be-· 
helped .to·~ adaptyt(): the  close~  disc'ipline's or:rdata··_integrii;y  ~~d_::oollec.tion; ... 
required by  cotnpU.ters~ ·•  _·  ;·.  ~.  ·1- :·. ·  ·_  ~· ·.  c  -:  --·:~  3 --~.:. ·  ~>  ·  · -···.  _<  •,  ·  <  _.  _  -->  . 
4.3  System designers ·have. -~echniqu:~s  _to·-,in~et_ th~se.  require~ents. proyi~ed .. 
the -problems · a.re · properly underetood·1 _and.~ the ·~echniques applieQ. in :ways 
appropriate to _the  particular' system.  There  are  no ''simple~ solutions because 
the. human  interface is a  total design consideration. a.f'fecting procedural 
details and  o~ten ~elati  vely. small syst,ms  fe_13,~13 ·with complicated effects. 
~  ~  •  - L  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ~  •  ~.  - :  ,  '  'r  - . 
'• 
If. failure is t_o. be  ··avofd~d :..:·  indee·d; ;ir· sys.tem~·-•a.i-e- to>work  \tleil - .·tl)ere has 
.. to be .  appropriate_. ~nvestigat~on;'~ caref'u.+. spe_c-~fic'at~§ri  and~  de-sign  ancr .  .. 
comprehe.nsi  ve  testing and evaluation  •. · Staff ~sing computer systems have ·to- . 
be adequately supported before~·  during. ·and  after' implementation.  It is  -nc)t · 
. possible in. this  ·.report to pick. on .P~icu;lar featUres of sys_tems  beca~e of  .. 
the: levels of  .d~tail~. ~d:  co~plexi  ty.  ·':All it can: do,'is -·to _draw  ·attention to 
certain general considerations in  ··relat~on_ ·to  _employment  service~.·· 
.  '  - '  .  - -
4.4  In the last analysis most- failures - or. sub-optimal  systems - come_._ 
back to the management  function;  for example  perhaps to impatient managers 
anxious for early results or having. to cope with u;rgent  problemP, .  to failures 
to provide adequate  resources -j_n. quality-~d  quan:t~  ty  ,, to (\o  the  systems  job 
·  ~;-equired,. to  fail~-:  to recogriise  arid  adapt to 9ha.ngSs  ~n ~nvironment and 
'  system  requiremen~s during_._ a ·long pe;-iod .:o! ·design,. investigat~on ·ana._  · ; 
testing an~ ofte.n  · to the· inability· to specify ( inde'd to.  ~d.erstand). the user's 
. - - -'  '  '  . ''  '  ~  -'  .  - ~ '  '  - '  . 
". 
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requirements in ways  that lead to the intended or hoped-for results. 
4. 5  The  employment  service applications,  in particular, will need very 
close and continuing management  attention and a  very high level of systems 
effort if they a.re  to  succeed operationally a.nd  economically.  The  applications 
are particularly difficult.  Designing vaca.ncy/jobseeker matching systems 
raises severe,  almost unique,  problems;  management  information systems also 
are notably difficult and statistical applications affect big, politically 
important labour market series  .wh!le  -employmmt service operations are not 
ideal for computer systems. 
4.6  Close data disciplines do  not fit well with employment  service local 
office work.  Staff have  to deal with people in highly varied cond.i tiona 
which call for individual discretion rather than procedural  discipli~e; 
recording in any ind.i  vidual case can be anything from the  simple detai:.s of a 
submission to fairly detailed records of an ind.i  vidual's employment history, 
attributes and personal details.  This situation is not without its positive 
features for computer operation since usually employment  service staff' are 
highly motivated to their job and find routine  wo~ an impediment to their 
main tasks.  However,  not all computer systems  do  result in a  net reduction 
or a  more  advantageous distribution of'  the :routines.  Aga.in,  for a  number ot 
reasons it is more  difficult to incorporate the personal qualities of job-
seekers in computer records.  This follows  f:rom  dif'f'icul  ties of'  categorisation, 
the relationships between caseworker and client (they sometimes have different 
views  about  the client's abilities) and  the constraints being placed by 
governments  on the way  personal data. is handled in computer systems;  ie the 
requirements of computer privacy. 
4.7  The  computer hardware  components  available for use by employment  services 
have indivdual capabilities and limitations.  These  components  include 
processing units, memory,  magnetic data storage devices,  input and  output 
devices  (some  peripheral and some  terminal)  and telecommunications links. 
Each component will have  a  limit to its speed of processing,  and the volume 
of data which it can hold.  Some  of' these limitations and the constraints 
~h'y impose  on possible computer solutions are discussed below. 
' 
4.S  The  storage devices at present available to,  and relevant for,.  the  . ·. 
em~loyment service computer applications are magnetic  tape and discs.  Tape 
isla suitable storage medium  i£ data does ·not need to be retrieved quickly, 
~o  :: close timetables or in complicated wqs and it is generally used to take 
poPies of data or transao  tiona for security reasons or where  a.na.lysis is on.l.y 
~ccasionally required.  Disc  can store huge quanti  ties of data which can be 
retrieved very quickly but not nearly so fast as the speed obtainable within 
the computer itself.  The combination of a  requirement for huge data storap 
~d  very fast retrieval, is a  significant constraint upon system desi&'ll• 
i 
4.9  The  constraint is eased where it is possible to wait whilst the 
information is being retrieved,  but employment  service stat£ frequently have 
to get at data whilst clients are in their presence;  also their time is 
used inefficiently if tasks are held up whilst they wait for data.  There are 
operations and applications where  delay is a.oceptable but the Iila.tcthing  and 
retrieval systems under consideration by the employment  services often  .. 
generate a  "real-time" requirement,  with ve~ fast a.ocess  to, presentation 
and up-date  o~ data with typical requirement specifications of' response w1 thin 
5 seconds for 90%  of transactions and 10 seconds tor 95% of transactions. v  /228/81 - E:i 
4.10  These  can only be provided with equipment of adequate capacity in which 
the data is organised to meet  the requirement.  In principle the solutions 
are not dissimilar from  the use in clerical systems of card indexes or sub-
sidiary file copies of registrations or vacancies but the computer systems 
attempt infinitely more  sophisticated methods  which increase the demands  on 
computer processing,  memory  and programs;  and  thence  the cost of,  and time 
taken to design systems.  These  costs can sometimes  be  reduced by adopting 
software packages from manua.facturers or .other sources but such packages 
have  to be paid for,  reduce  the independence or management  and ~  still require 
many expert staff to introduce,  maintain and operate them. 
4.11  Speed of access to data is also accomplished by bringing the means  of 
communication with the computer close to the user or its prime  source of 
data.  This involves telecommunication ("on-line") links which are usually 
separate telephone lines (but may be by "dial up"  arrangements· )  connected to 
teminals.  Communication to the computer :is  usually through  a.  keyb.oa.t'd  \'lhich 
generates the appropriate signals and may  or mey  not be  combined with the 
output terminals.  Oral communications with computers  as yet are not generally 
feasible  so the computer communicates with users through a  visual medium.  This 
is a.  printer or a  visual display unit  (VDU)  on which messages  are displayed. 
Some canbbtion of these devices is usually required since there is · always  a. 
need for printed information (hard copy). 
4.12  The  te:minal configuration and telecommunications are significant cost 
areas in on-line systems although the  lat~er can be reduced in some  cases 
{at some  extra cost in equipment  and  complications) by the use of concentrating 
or multiplexing devices which enable lines to be shared.  Communication  systems 
also increase the requirement for computer power since the  computer has to 
"manage
11  the terminal configuration and "recognise"  each teminal. and/or the 
source of the data.  Communication  systems  do,  however,  provide possibilities 
for dispersing or altering the distribution of computer power  and storage 
sometimes with advantage  to the  system,  to equipment requirements or to 
other costs. 
4.13  Until fairly recently computers have been large installations operated by 
skilled staff in specially treated accommodation and much  of the input/output 
has been close to the computer.  The  combination of communication systems 
together with the emergence  of small computers  (which do  not need speciaJ. 
accommodation)  is changing the nature of computer operation and bringing 
computer power close to the actual user.  Various technical developments 
have  reduced the size and cost of processors and to a  certain extent peripherals 
and teminals.  Continued development will ensure by the end of this decade 
that small desk computers will be available with the equivalent power of 
today' s  very large mainframe  computers.  In practice there is now  available 
almost a  continuous graduation of computer power but the expressions 
"mainframe"  11mini"  and "micro"  computer still have  some  meaning because they 
associate with some  other characteristics of computer systems. 
4.14  These have  to do  with security or data and operations, with the support 
and service facilities available from ma.nu.facturers  and with overhead costs, 
eg of programs.  Computing equipment is now  very,  but not totally,  reliable. 
I£ data is buried in a  computer and there is an equipment failure then there 
is no  way  of getting at it.  There has to be security of data r"ld  operations 
in the event of a  breakdown in a  telephone line, in te:r:minaJ.s  vr centraJ. 
equipment  and this adds  to the costs and complications of system design ·and 
operation;  particularly with real-time systems.  One  solution is to have 
stand-by computers,  or multiprocessor configurations, but this adds to the V/2·'E/81 - EN 
complexity of communications.  Fairly stringent requirements also exist for 
ensuring that data is not corrupted by some  failure of programs or equipment 
and for reconstituting files if something goes wmng.  Again this can be a 
fairly complicated task particularly if real-time operations are to continue 
with minimum  delay or if there  are no  clerical records. 
4.15  Requirements for physical security of data are similar in principle to 
those provided for clerical records but because  computer in.fomation ia more 
highly concentrated losses can have more  serious consequences,  and extra 
precautions have  to be taken.  Another facet of security which has became 
apparent to managers is that computer systems tend to be more  vulnerable to 
industrial action.  This  can be taken into account to some  extent in system 
design but is much  more  difficult because  the action is more  unpredictable 
than in other causes of breakdown or loss of data. 
4.16  Because they have been in existence longest,  because mainframes are 
costly,  a.nd  to encourage the use of their equipment,  ma.intrame  computer 
manufacturers provide a  great deal of support by way  of advice,  systems and 
maintenance facilities.  This enable the overhead costs or wxiting programs, 
setting up  maintenance organisations and developing systems for common  use  to 
be  shared.  Mini-computer suppliers have had to do  likewise to compete but 
it takes  time for the market to respond and their facilities are not yet as 
comprehensive.  However,  micro-computer manufacturers have not yet built up 
similar levels of support and new  suppliers have been able to enter the 
mar.ket.  Both from  the supply and demand  sides,  the micro-computer ~t  is 
different because of costs, levels of competition and the ranee  of applications; 
micro-computers are replacing traditional office equipment. 
4.17  It may  be  some  time therefore before micro-computer solutions can be 
adopted with the same  ease and seouri  ty as  those using larger computers. 
There is nothing worse  than a  computer system which is out of action and not 
promptly put right.  Staff then regard clerical methods  as  more  reliable and 
acceptable.  However,  whilst the opportunities for using computers are : 
increasing and  the costs of computer power are falling rapidly,  computer 
processing and memor.y  is a  relatively smally proportion of the total cost or 
computer hardware  and operations.  For most  systemJ;J,  maintenance  and computer 
'Staff constitute a.s  great a  proportion of costs as do,  also,  telecommunications 
and  terminals tor communications  systems.  Reducing computer costs therefore, 
,is not  just a  matter or procurement but of designing systems which will enable 
!this cheaply available computer power to optimise other aspects of running 
'COSts.  . 
:4.18  If data is only required to be held for local use there is no  point in 
:concentrating it in a  remote larger computer unless it is more  economic  to do 
'so  or there  are other good  systems :reasons.  For a  local office or district 
which is totally self-contained as regards matching vacancies and jobseekers 
a  small local computer with limited telecommunications is an obvious solution. 
Statistical databases also may  be held locally for line management  but it is 
sometimes  more  efficient to use a  larger computer for big "number-cranohing" 
tasks. 
4.19  On  the other hand a  very large labour market would require a  number or 
small computers which will have  to communicate  with one another (either 
directly or through another computer: see also paragraph 9.15) in order to 
retrieve as well as  to accept data.  Whilst to share the database amongst  a 
number  of oomput era breaks down  its size with beneficial effects on storap 
and retriev,al it imposes  new  demands  on processing power to handle the 
"I 
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communications  and creates technical problems  of maintaining the integrity 
and  consistency of data when  each computer is dependent  upon  others for the 
secuxity or its own  database. 
J, 
4.20  Also,  whereas  database management  systems  are available for use  on 
mainframe  computers,  this is not yet the case for distributed databases 
held  on  small computers,  a..'ld  the general standards on  which  such computer 
communications  will eventually be based have  not yet been fully established. 
There  are standard interfaces,  eg,  for terminals,  but whether one  computer 
·  will communicate  with another satisfactorily ~d at what  cost and  how  computers 
and terminals will fit together in any system is more  questionable;  particu-
larly where  they involve equipment  from  different manufacturers. 
4.21  At  present therefore,  "split" fully communicating databases are not 
available in a.  secure form  and both ANPE  and  MSC  found  the risks and  costs or 
deveioping such  a  system unacceptable.  T.here  are compromise  solutions but 
they inhibit real-time working since data has to be  exchanged in well-defined 
(batch)  segments  under condit-ions  which  enable data to be  recovered if 
necessary;  also small computers  may  carry out specific functions or be linked 
into systems for limited tasks {eg controlling ter.minals  or validating data at 
entry).  At  present,  therefore,  the search for full computer matching systems 
particularly in very big labour markets pushes system solutions towards  large 
expensive central installations.  It is likely that the necessary standards 
and facilities will be  available in a  few  years time  and  that employment 
services will then find advantage in using small computers  with distributed 
databases because that is, in fact the way  their data is organised and used 
at present. 
4.22  These  technical problems  therefore raise big issues in the search for 
the best options for computer matching and also present the critical questions 
for managers  as  to  the opportunity costs of how  quickly they proceed vith 
the development  and implementation of systems  and. o'f  judging the nature and 
speed of future events.  If opportunities are to be  seized,  decisions have 
to be  taken sometime,  but the risks are big.  Some  employment  services plan 
systems  which will take until about 1987 to implement  fully and may  be  "out-
of-date"  as they come  into full operation.  It is not only the costs a.nd 
benefits of available systems  which  have  to be  taken into account but the 
opportunity costs of perhaps not being able to adopt better ones  in a  few 
years. 
4.23  The  ways  in which  the employment  services are approaching these issues, 
and  some  of the factors which  condition their approach,  are set out in later 
sections.  Here it is useful to indicate likely future  developments in 
computers.  The  information is drawn  from  an  MSC  report,  by consultants,  on 
its computer strategy.  The  timescales are set by planning needs,  the rate 
of depreciation of equipment  (usually about  1 years),  obsolescence  (which 
depends  on the rate or change)  and  the ability in any particular case to 
foresee future  developments.  In this case it is convenient to look at 
developments  up  to about  the middle  and  the end of this decade. 
4·  24  Computer  equipment  and  systems  which  are "readily available" at present 
are those which  have  been in use for some  time  so that good  technical support 
facilities and  the main difficulties in using the techniques have  been overcome. 
Following behind these are facilities which  are newly being put into operation 
( eg small computers,  distributed computer systems)  and  which will probably 
reach a  stage of ready availability by the middle of the decade.  Clearly 
availability will mean  different things at different times  to different V/2128/81  - EN 
organisations.  Behind these are known  ideas and methods  which  are emerging 
from  the laboratory stage but which will require considerable development 
over this decade.  Further ahead tha.n this one  ca.n  only be certain that. 
rapid change is likely to continue without being a.ble  to  DUL~e useful  ~sses 
at the details.  -
4.24.1  It is clear that computers will reduce in size a:nd  that there 
will be  a  fa.ll in the cost and increase in the availability of 
computer power over most  of the  decade. 
4.24.2  Database  communication standards,  methods  and programs 
ought to become  available for fairly general use;  perhaps about 
the middle of the decade. 
4.24.3  Until towards  the end of this decade  the main methods of 
storage  (for on-line access)  are likely to be discs and computer 
memory.  The  fundamental constraint \\'ill probably remain although 
improvements in speed of access will result,  eg from  the use of 
laser technology. 
4.24.3  The  communications  options for employment  services will 
continue to be printers and VDUs.  The  costs of VDUs  should fall, 
relatively,  as a  result of demand  and competition;  printers mq 
not fall in price but should become  more  economic  as  a  result 
of increases in speed and flexibility.  It seems  likely that other 
methods of communicating will be limited to special circumstances. 
4.24.5  There will be changes in telecommunications bee ause of the 
use of micro-circuits and  computers for switching {either 
telecommunications links or "packets."  of data)  and new  line 
techniques {such as glass-fibre optics).  These will increase 
reliability and reduce costs provided users can take advantage 
of the most cost-efficient methods. 
4.  24.  6.  Oral communications with computers will progress but are 
not likely to be in general use by the end of the decade. 
4.24.7  The  combination of computer databases with telecommunications 
should lead to rapid improvements in "information technology". 
It is now  possible to link a  television receiver to an ordinar,r 
telephone line so as to obtain access to a  very large computer 
database.  Similar private systems will develop by the end or 
the decade.  It may well be possible for an individual to use 
a  cheap personal terminal to retrieve rapidly from  public and 
private computerised databases simply by dial.ling a ·combination of 
numbers. 
4.25  If managements  are to take  advantage of progress  and not to be  "locked 
in" to their systems because of the costs or problems of making changes (in 
big organisations with large volumes  of data) or because they have tied  · 
themselves to  a  particular supplier,  they will need to develop  c~nt~le on 
methods  of choosing and designing systems which will enable them to react:-
to change,  and to adapt to the fact that systems take years to implement 
with considerable effects on staff and organisation.  If change is rapid, 
systems will begin to be  amended  almost as soon as they are tully implemented. 
Managers will therefore face  quite long periods in which  they will have 
considerable  systems differences within their organisation. 
.  - i 
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4.26  It is unlikely that managemen~will be  able to avoid these problems-
even if they want  to.  Computerisation is probably a.n  inevitable process. 
Employment  services have  to deal with other people  and  organisations in a 
world in which  information handling may  change  rapidly.  Electronic mail 
(ie message  distribution either by  computer communication or throUBh  facsimile 
transmission) is likely to affect postal services in similar wars  to the 
impact  of the motor oar on  public transport.  If they are to remain competitive 
the services will have  to keep up  with the  changes  and their managements  will 
also want  to take advantage  of new,  less costly, methods.  · 
4.27  Employment  service managers  will therefore have  to develop strategies 
for dealing with this situation;  to adapt their planning systems  to the 
changes  in time-scales, ie to the fact that computer systems are more  inflexible 
to change  than are clerical systems,  to the different effects on  the 
distribution of their resource costs between methods,  and  to the more  compli-·  .. 
cated interfaces with the data organisations of other managements. 
4.28  These  changes  and  other developments  in computer  s.ystems  are also 
moving  them  away  from  specialised operation and  control into the ordinaxy 
operational and  line management  environment.  Line managers  at all levels will 
have  to adapt to the disciplines and  changes  in organisation and  control which 
computers  bring about or require.  It will be  necessary to be  aware  not only 
that the  computer is a  "tool" with limitations as well  a.s  advanta&es  but one 
which  will require a  continuing management  involvement.  It will not be  enough 
to delegate the problems  and  the management  issues to the systems  specialist 
and  "leave him to get on  with the  job".  All managers  will be  deeply involved 
and  the efficiency or their involvement will depend on  how  they shape up  to 
the tasks. 
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5.  COSTS  AND  BENEFITS 
5.1  The  starting point for any examination,  whether it be  a  comparative 
study or a  management  judgement between· two,  or more,  systems options,  must 
be  the criteria on which  the  judgement is to be ba.sed.  In the last analysis · 
these are economic  criteria.  Political or social  judgements may  determine  the 
objectives of a  system and some  of lts features but the  job of a  manageme~ is 
to achieve the best results from the use of the resources with which it is 
entrusted. 
5. 2  Managers  may question {but not challenge) political or social decisions 
because they have  to understand what  they entail,  to point out the systems 
consequences  a.nd  to deal with the practical problems.  Also it is often very 
difficult to separate the social and economic  factors in decisions because of 
acute problems of measurement.  Managers  have  to do  their best and for given 
political and social objectives the choice between alternatives should then 
be determined on the basis of cost-effectiveness.  This is the starting point 
for the criteria used in this study;  indeed it is the only objective criterion. 
However,  comparis.ons  between countries are more  dubious  th-&n  between the 
systems  options~  by each individual employment  service,  because o£ 
differences in social policy. 
5.3  The  nature of the subject therefore does not make  it possible to  s~, 
unquestionably,  that system A in one  country is "better" than system B in. 
another.  Indeed the infomation to do  so is not av8.ilable in most cases 
{~hich itself is a  comment  upon  the state of play on cost infor.mation in the 
employment  services)  to enable  such a  judgement  to be made.  All the employment 
services are required to  {or do)  make  careful estimates of computer costs 
and financial  requirements  and all the services have  to indicate, with 
different degrees of precision,  the benefits expected.  Only in Britain, 
apparently,do ~ed  ·estimates have to be made  of the effect of the 
system on running costs as a  whole,  including staff costs (ie changes in the 
amount  of staff time or other resources to perf  om relevant tasks), or are 
attempts made  to put values on benefits. 
5.4  This is surprising because several of the services are looking to 
cojnputers  to relieve staff of routine tasks so that they can use the  (saved) 
time more  productively.  It is well known,  however,  that computers  can take 
mo~ staff time in collecting ·data (or in other,  sometimes indirect,  w~) 
t~  they sa.ve  and that very careful design and mea.summent  is required. 
Some  employment  service tasks are perfomed millions of times in a  period of 
a  fear a.nd  small differences in the time required therefore can have  a  big 
effect on overall staff costs. 
\ 
I 
5. b  Most  of the employment  services take the view that it is sufficient to 
establish in a  very general way  that the desired result is achieved.  It is 
also true that the effects of a  computer system may not be tully apparent 
until it has been in operation .for some  time.  This creates problems since, 
usually,  the actual measurements  can only be obtained by conducting 
experiments but because of the great variability (or labour markets etc) it 
is difficult to get experimental results of seneral application. 
5.6  Whilst this is not  an easy area .for measurements,  therefore, it is also 
difficult to see how  managers  can expect to make  good  decisions without them. 
Certainly some  measurement  (ie estimate) is required to give a  reasonable 
certainty that the expected effects will accrue.  And  how  can decisions be 
.  ; 
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made  as to the best options if the  resource effects of different systems  are 
not known?  Indeed it is only by careful cost a.na.lysis,  breaking down  the 
cost into different systems  areas (for example  the extra cost of'  saving of starr 
time  on  collecting vacancy as against registrant data)  that the best  op~ions are 
made  apparent. 
5. 7  This is an important issue for planning (and therefore  for management 
infor.mation)  because all the services have  to account for their budgets and 
to make  forward estimates  of financial requirements.  In this respect the 
implications of large,  expensive,  computer  systems  on  cost and  resource 
distribution are very significant because  they increase the proportion of 
overhead to variable costs,  may generate addi  tionaJ. running costs (over time), 
involve considerable prior investment in design and  implementation as well as 
equipment  (which  involves future provision for depreciation)  and  significantly 
shift the balance of costs between different resources.  By  WS3  of e:icample  a.  · 
system like CAPITAL  in London  would  involve initial costs in development, 
equipment  and  implementation (over a  period of years)  equivalent to about  the 
cost of providing the employment  service {in London)  for a  year.  The 
comparable  figure for a.  VACS  system  (in another conurbation) is just over ~ 
of the annual cost of the service in that area.  The  balance of'  running costs 
and benefits is, or course, quite different.  The  example  is quoted to 
illustrate the effect on initial resource costs. 
5.8  If'  go~d decisions are to be  made  therefore techniques of investment 
appraisal need to be  used and  estimates have  to be  made  at every stage of' 
project development.  It is not dif'ficul  t  to spend very large sums  developing 
a  system before the actual benefits begin to be realised and it may then be 
too late to go  back and  develop a better option;  or to adopt. more  flexible 
system design and  implementation strategies. 
5.9  This makes  it important to begin the process of cost control and 
analysis  (and therefore of evaluation) before project work  begins.  How  this 
is done  and  the degree of (costing) effort employed will be  affected by the 
circumstances of the organisation.  For example  small projects may not 
justify as much  effort a.s  very large ones or it m~  be  obvious  when  e.  system 
offers clear cost savings over  (and at least equivalent benefits to) other 
system al  temati  ves including the system it is to replace.  The  employment 
services therefore use different techniques  depending on  the requirements of' 
their governments.  In :Sri  tain,  governmental  computer projects a.re  now  all 
subjected to detailed investment appraisal using discounted cash flow 
techniques.  Whatever methods  are employed  there are certain basic principles. 
5.9.1  All the resouxces  employed  (and perhaps the benefits 
expected)  have  to be  identified,  reduced to common  units of 
valueJwhich are nearly alw~s money  values at standardised 
price levels a.nd  rela.  ted to the timing of expenditure or 
benefits. 
5.  9.  2  Cash  flows  ( expend.i ture and  value o! benef'i  ts, if known) 
over the whole  period of expenditure  (including ini  tie.l development 
and  design)  need  to be  taken into account over the useful life of 
the system  (usually the expected life of the equipment). 
5.9.3  Allowance  needs  to be made  for the fact that there ma1 
·be a  greater cost in expenditure which is inc~d  in the early 
years than there is in later years.  This is usually incorporated 
as a  rate of interest but really reflects opportunity costs. V/2l8/81 - ]N 
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For example,  if an employment  service uses staff, or othlr resurces, 
to develop  a  computer system then they cannot be used toJobtain the 
earlier benefits or filling vacancies or otherwise helpi~ people 
find suitable jobs.  f 
I  5.10  If such  techniques are used systematically they have  a  npmber  of 
t 
advantages.  j 
5.10.1  They fit in with estimating,  budgeting and  aoco~ting. 
5.10.2  They  clarify shifts in resources over time  and Jlp with 
~  physical and  organisational planning.  j 
! 
5.10.3  The  relationships of expected benefits _to  aims  ahd 
objectives over time are clearer,  and  strategic pla.nni~ is 
improved.  1 
5.10.4  The  use of such coat appraisal techniques  place~ disciplines 
on managers  and  systems  designers which  affect the wholE1  approach to 
systems  work  and  improve  the cost-effectiveness of systems 
decisions.  I 
f  5.11  Cost  in!omation about particular systems  was  not generally available 
during the study;  partly because this is sensitive management~nfo~tion for 
some  countries, partly because  some  employment  services are  a~ the feasibility 
or investigation stages in their systems  and partly because  sdme  have  not 
attempted to set out the computer strategies on  which  they ha~ emb~ed 
with their broad cost implications.  Also it is not construct2,ve to discuss 
cost features independently of benefits.  T.his  section of  the~report now  , 
identifies and  considers the possible benefits  to be obtained from  the use 
of computers  by employment  services,  draws  mainly from :Sri  tis~ experience to 
indicate the results achieved or likely,  and  summarizes  the comparative 
approaches  of the participants to the subject.  ~ 
~ 
5.12  The  benefits themselves  are discussed in more  detail infAppendix F. 
Here,  the first point to be  made  is that computers  do  not introduce  ne\o~  . 
fbenefi ts but only improvements.  This simplifies the issue as !to one  of' 
)whether computers  do,  or are more  likely to do,  better than nqn-computer 
!methods  (or whether some  computer systems  do  better than others).  Fbr this 
!stu~ the questions are whether and how  the employment  servicds have 
[identified and  quantified benefits, what  improvements  seem  tojbe feasible and 
;how  they affect the objectives and priori  ties of the services f  · 
I  ~  t5.13  In this context,  MSC  and  ANPE  have  experience of co~terised  . 
:circulation (but ANPE  ha.s  still to complete its evaluation) and AD,  ONEM  and 
'ANPE  have  computerised statistical systems.  Only BA  (and onli in the 
professional occupations)  and MSC  have  practical experience  o~ computer 
matching and :SA  has not yet obtained evaluation data.  MLPS  is beginning to 
get infomation from its Latina experiment but of a  very dif'.f'l'rent  t;ype of ; 
"matching" •  ~  · 
5.14  The  subject of the benefits of public employment  servic]"s is known  to 
be  very difficult and a delicate one.  Given an assumption that they exist -
for any employment  service - in the first place,  computer pos ibilities oan 
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5-14•1  A reduction in recruitment costs.  - Employers  and  jobseekers 
do  not pay for "free"  services and the costs fall on the State so 
that in practice,  computers will reduce  "recruitment" costs to the 
extent that they reduce  the cost of making placings.  Since employment 
services have  "overhead"  costs of maintaining jobseeker registers 
(usually increased by computers)  the bias is towards measuring 
average  cost per placing.  Marginal costs may  be  important if 
volumes  ca.n  be varied a.nd  this is sometimes possible.  Only MSC 
has made  a  practice of monitoring cost per placing (or including 
them in evaluations).  None  of its experimental,  or pilot, 
computer matching systems have reduced ave~  placing costs (if' all 
development etc costs are taken into account) but more  cost-efficient 
designs may  do  so.  Computerised vacancy circulation systems  (in MSC) 
have  reduced circulation costs  (without  a:oy  reduction in placings). 
The  cost reductions  came  from  savings in staf'f time to copy va.'cancies 
and self-service display cards and also because  the systems have been 
restricted to offices with sufficient volumes of circulation to 
justifY the overhead costs of lines and texminals. 
5.14.2  An  i  rovement in the  s  eed of filli  vacancies.  - In practice 
this is measured by MSC  as the speed of successful'  ie one  resulting in 
a  placing)  submissions.  The  implication of 11lling vacancies more 
quickly is that frictional unemployment  will be  reduced and production 
increased (see Appendix F).  MSC  evaluations give clear evidence that 
submission speeds are increased by an average of up to three-quarters 
of a  day in the case of a  pilot matching system (CAPITAL)  in London 
and about one-third of a  day in the case of a  computerised system in 
another very large urban area (see paragraph 6. 37).  This 
improvement results mainly from  an increase in speed of deli  very which 
was  mea.suxed  from the notification of a  vacancy to its displ~ in self-
service or to its receipt in the traditional matching section.  It is 
therefore mainly a  "circulation effect".  Computerised vacancy 
copying and distribution systems on average reduced the time to 
circulate between offices from nearly  1~ days to about  one hour and 
by about haJ..f  an hour for distribution within each office.  There 
was  a  (resulting)  comparable increase in the speed with which 
submissions to employers were made.  Since this is mainly caused by 
speed of distribution,  the improvement in speed of vacancy filling 
is largely a  "circulation" effect. 
5  .14. 3  An  increase in the number of placings.  - This has no  value in 
itself (only as it affects the other benefits) but it is one measure 
of perfo:r:mance  which most  employment  services use.  Perhaps more 
significant are ratios of jobseekers placed or vacancies filled 
since these  ~ve some  indication of improvements in the effectiveness 
of matching {for the service,  the  jobseeker and the employer).  These 
ratios are discussed in Appendix F,  but,  again,  the experience of 
MSC  has not been that large improvements  are possible or likely from 
the use c£  computers.  The  results from  the Jobscan system are mentioned 
in paragraph 6.26.5  and the evaluation of the CAPITAL  pilot system 
was  not more  encouraging.  MSC  experience is that average improvements 
of more  than about  5%  in its placing results are unlikely and that 
different labour markets will produce different results.  There are 
severe difficulties of measurement  (see section 1 especially 
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5.14.4  Improvements  in the quality of placings.  - Conceptually 
"quality" could mean: 
a  improvements in stability of employment  (increase in 
duration of job tenure)  resulting in a  reduction in 
the employer's costs of labour turnover (and increased 
production); 
b  im  ro"rements  in labour market  erfoma.nce - for example 
by filling more  "sca.rci  ty" vacancies  \-rhich  cause 
production blockages  and therefore have  a  disproportionate 
effect on production)  or perhaps concentrating efforts 
on skilled vacancies where  the effect on production is 
probably greatert  on average,  than that of filling 
unskilled vacancies; 
c  im~rovements in social performance - placing people who 
are handicapped in the labour market either has  an economic 
value  (in which case it falls under other headings) or it 
is pursued to the  detriment of "economic"  performance. 
In this event it must  follow that specified political or 
social objectives must be set and some  other measure -of 
value  (than economic)  be  adduced.  Contra - cyclical 
activities (placing people in subsidised employment,  work 
creation schemes  or training) may,  for example,  serve both 
economic  and social objectives. 
5.15  It is essential to bear in mind that any meas~ments, or possibilities 
{quoted in paragraph 5.14)  are relative.  They  are improvements  of a 
computer against a  "clerical" system.  Clearly an (efficient)  computer 
system is likely to yield greater improvements  against an inefficient 
clerical system than an efficient one. 
5.16  The  employment  services embrace all these objectives to some  extent. 
In Italy, where  there are controls on engagements  and social priori  ties 
ate established by law,  MLPS  puts the emphasis on administering the law and 
e~suring that the social priorities are efficiently administered,  and that 
;the labour market works  as efficiently as possible,  given these priorities. 
:  I~ Gema.ny,  with lower unemployment,  BA  puts the emphasis  on promoting 
· ujward  job mobility and helping people adjust to the labour market.  ANPE  and 
M$C  have  emphasised increasing the proportion of vacancies notified and 
~
lled (and  jobseekers using the service) with objectives of' increasing cost-
recti  Yeness,  improving their ability to influence the labour market  and 
giving greater assistance to their existing registrants in finding jobs. 
C also seeks to .fill vacancies more  quickly.  AD  in Denmark,  has 
eci.fied speed o.f  vacancy filling and improvement in stability of employment 
(duration o.f  job tenure)  as particular objectives o.f  computerisation.  ONEM 
sees the employment  service as a  general instrument of its country's active 
manpower policies. 
5.17  In practice the specific objectives o.f  computer systems are modified 
(particularly "b7  ANPE,  BA  and AD)  by the recognition that computers have a 
limited role in matching.  It is the interaction between staff and  computer 
that is important,  particularly by relieving sta.f.f of routine tasks so they 
can use their own  time more  productively. 
.. 
'  ) 6.  MATCHING 
6.1  Matching,  ie helping people to find suitable jobs and  employers  suitable 
workers,  is the central function of an employment  service.  It has tended _to 
develop  as a  casework process,  loosely structured around trained,  experienced 
staff' suitably located for,  in general,  face-to-face recording a.nd  communi-
cations. 
6.2  This process has been modified by involvement  in active manpower 
policies, by improvements  in communications  (both transport and  info~tion) 
by education and by socio-economic  changes  which have  resulted in a  more 
mobile,  involved and articulate labour force.  Employment  services have-
responded by changes in methods  of  disseminati~ infor.mation  (for example 
self-service and  the use of press,  TV  etc media)  but the basic structure 
a.nd  organisation of services remains  much  the same,  tha.t is to say 'register-
based using mainly "traditional" methods. 
6.3  This is a  model  which has some  defects when  an attempt is made  to 
introduce computers  into the matching process.  Computers  do  not change  the 
process when  they are used purely in order to assist staff with routines 
(eg in circulating vacancies) without being involved in the matching process 
i tsel.f'.  Once  systems  are developed to a  point where  computers  begin to make, 
at least initial, selections,  the process needs  to be  made  more  explicit if 
cost-effective systems  are to be  developed. 
6.4  For example,  to what  exten~ does  selection involve examining every 
available registrant (or job) to  find the absolutely most  suitable one  (find-
ing "square pegs for square holes") and to wha.t  extent does it involve 
choosing a  suitable jobseeker (or vacancy)  from  an initial _selection taken 
from  a  small (perhaps  randomly  chosen),  section of'  the register?  Indeed 
where  there are thousands  of unemployed  jobseekers  "chasing" a  few  vacancies, 
does  "selection" arise at all? 
6.5  These  are questions which  a.  head office aOministrator does  not have  to 
answer explicitly if the process is delegated to local managers  and  case-
workers  operating very flexible,  relatively unstructured~clerical proceduxes. 
No  central administrator can decide whether A or B Should be  chosen for a 
particular vacancy but the attempt is being made  to involve a  "central" 
computer in the decision. 
6.6  Essentially the problem demands  the creation of some  kind of model,  or 
at least a  good  understanding of'  the process,  to which  the computer system is 
to be  applied.  Employment  services and  their system designers understand 
that computers  onlr assist starr in matching (ie,  they can only help to make 
initial selections).  Precisely what  "assisting" means  is not made  explicit; 
it is a  consequence  of the chosen  ~stem.  Indeed the infor.mation available 
may  not enable it to be understood at the level of'  detail required for good 
system design.  It is already clear, however,  that this is not  just a  matter 
of designing a  computerised date handling mechanism  and  choosing the right 
selecting factors;  it is about  system design in total. 
6. 7  Appendix  E discusses the matching process as a  "structure".  This is 
drawn  mainly from  British experience and resulted from  an  att~~t to under-
stand the problems  which  arose during,  or as a  consequence  of,  experiments 
in computer  "matching".  Most  of this "process" will probably apply fairly 
generally (except perhaps in Italy) to the participating employment  services 
but could vary considerably at some  :points.  Indeed there is never a.n  ideal "model" for a  process of this kind and the one  in Appendix E is drawn  more 
from  the general experience and  judgement  of  e~loyment service managers  than 
from measurements  or operational research.  It was  also used in this study 
as a  framework  to compare  computer matching developments  in the participating 
services.  Several of these developments  throw important light on  the process 
and problems of matching but it should be noted that time and the nature of 
the study did not  enable all the accumulated wisdom  of the employment  services 
on  this subject to be distilled in this report. 
6.  8  The  Italian experience and approach is particularly interesting.  The 
Constitution recognises certain labour market rights of Italian citizens and 
these have been interpreted by la.w  and employment  service administration as  a. 
set of labour market and social priorities.  It is not possible, here,  to go 
into full details,  but certain job engagements  (eg for family  e~loyment or 
direct passage from  one  job to another)  can be made  freely and ha.ve  only to 
be reported to the placement office.  others (for managerial,  most  white-
collar jobs and other specialised manual  jobs) can be filled by employers by 
free recruitment but each engagement  has to be vetted and authorised by the 
placement office.  For the remaining engagements  (most  ''blue-collar" jobs) 
employers can only send a  "numerical  ..  request (ie the number of jobs to be 
filled and the details) to the placement office.  Whilst an employer can 
reject on  grotmds  of industrial unsuitability,  he must  otherwise engage the 
worker(s)  sent by the placement office.  In this task the placement office is 
assisted and directed by national,  regional, provincial a.nd  local Commissions 
which deter.mine  the professional categorisations to be used  (matching factors) 
in making selections,  issue authorisations to engage,  arbitrate ih worker 
disputes and establish the principles and practices on which lists of wo~ers 
are to be  drawn for vacancies. 
6.9  These lists can either be occupational - ie contain those workers who 
have the requisite professional (occupational) skills and experience  {eg 
languages) for the  job - or from  general (local) lists where  specific, 
defined,  skills are not required.  Registrants are listed, in order, 
~cording to a  set of social priorities {length of unemployment,  family. 
tncome  and needs,  handicaps) which are expressed in a.  points system {lowest 
l;lOints  highest priority).  For any appropriate vacancy the selection is 
iaken from  the top of the list or any selection from ~  set of otherwise 
~table workers is settled on a  points basis. 
~.10  Vacancies have to be  disp~ed in the placement office for the 
infoxma.tion of jobseekers with the date and time when  the list is to be  drawn 
(ie, when  the  jobseeker is to be selected for the vacancy)  and in a  very 
large office it is difficult to continually draw  a.z;t.d  update lists.  Registrant 
details and their points have to be kept up-to-date in their records as far 
as possible ~t lists are compiled from those who  attend to be considered 
for the vacancy {including those who  have been selected from the register and 
invited to a.ttend by the placement office).  An  element of "self-selection" 
therefore enters into the process;  but only for numerical requests. 
6.  11  Several important facets of the ma..tching process are clarified by'  the 
Italian approach and experience.  For example when  there is an "excess" 
labour supply the process becomes  more  one  of discrimination than of 
selection.  :By  making explicit (and codifying them in a  points system)  the 
social factors  on  which discrimination is to be based MI&PS  (and the 
Commissions)  reduce this to a  process of "selection".  In this respect the 
MU>S  experimental computer  "matching" B7Btem  is "oompute1'-assisted" in the 
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full sense because staff (and Commissions)  deter.mine  and calculate the points 
and  the computer keeps  the records and  orders the points so as to produce  the 
lists, in sequence,  from  which  selection is made. 
6.12  T.he  main problem for the MLPS  is to operate social criteria in the 
filling of jobs where  they are most  applicable and with as little disadvan-
tage as possible to the efficient (economic)  working of the labour market. 
·Employers  recruit freely (but are vetted) where  jobs involve  judgement,  dis-
cretion and  specialised skills or qualities (often those most  difficult to 
codify for computers)  a.nd  the MLPS  does  not intervene where  jobs involve 
complicated economic  and  social circumstances such  as those which  arise 
with family employment.  However,  in order to operate  "numerioa.l"  procedures 
MLPS  has to "control" the labour market  ie to deter.mine  engagements  (and to 
inspect employers'  records to prevent evasion).  For this it must  ~nsure 
that all vacancies are notified and that all (appropriate)  jobseekers are 
registered and their details kept up-to-date. 
6.  13  This  issue of labour market  "control" may  be  compared with the general 
approach of BA  in Ge:ana.n:y  (where  incidentally unemployment  has, until recent 
years,  been comparatively low).  BA  operates on  the principle of "impartiality" 
in which it aims  to serve employers  a.nd  jobseekers equally.  To  do  thi.s  the 
main criteria for selection become  the nature of the  job ie, of industrial or 
commercial  suitability for any  vacancy.  or  couxse  there are protected groups 
in Ge:ana.n:y  a.s  there are in the other countries (including Italy) but the 
balance of labour market  intervention is substantially different (from Italy) 
and more  typical of the other employment  services.  It is easier to apply 
in practice where  the labour market  is in reasonable balance and where 
"excess  supply" does  not exacerbate the social problems  or "excess demand", 
the economic  (scarcity)  ones.  In wartime  for example  countries  may  operate 
labour controls for opposite reasons to those employed  in Italy today. 
6.14  The  use of self-selection methods  as a  general principle in.BA.,  ANPE 
and  MSC  (by adaptation,  originally,  from  Swedish  experience) also sheds 
light on  matching as a  process.  Employment  services adopted  self-ser~ice 
methods  either to economise  in staff time  (so as to enable them  to service 
greater volumes  of job  seekers),  or to increase labour market  transparency. 
MSC  has  found  that self-service has marketing advantages because it is 
attractive to  jobseekers and  employers but it has also been the experience 
in Britain that  jobeeekers  sometimes  match  themselves  against vacancies 
which would  not always  be  chosen for them  by employment  service starr. 
6.15  BA  is specifically building this principle into its proceduxes  in an 
attempt to improve  the quality of matching.  By providing a.  ''half-open" 
display of most  vacancies  (ie without  the identity of the  employer)  but 
controlling submissions through its ordinary proceduxes  BA  hopes  to combine 
the knowledge  and  experience both of the  jobseeker and its employment  staff 
in the selecting process.  Whether  this will work better than,eg,in France 
and :Britain (where  the  jobseeker is encouraged to attend frequently in 
self-service and  only involves the employment  adviser where  he  needs more 
help) is an unanswered  question.  However,  self-service illustrates two 
general principles of employment  services procedures..  Firstly it is not 
economic  or possible to record all the details of ever,y registrant; 
employment  staff have  to limit recording to that which  is rel' 12nt  and. 
essential.  Secondly,  all the matching details of a  jobseeker cannot be 
foreseen in advance  in respect of every possible vacancy.  Balance has to be 
struck  between collecting data at initial registration and  leaving details V/228/81-EN 
to be  ascertained in particular cases when  submissions are under consideration. 
Part or the matching process may  therefore take place at the submission stage, 
eg checking qualifications or attributes in relation to a  particular vacancy. 
6.16  In France a.nd  :Britain also self-service is a  "unilateral" method of 
selecting.  Jobseekers can use self-service without having to register and 
only the recorded details of the vacancy (and the submission)  are involved. 
That is to say only a  file or vacancies needs to be maintained. 
6.17  ANPE  obtains about  4~ft or its placings through self-service and the 
remainder at interviews or from  the register.  It seems  that about  6cr~ 
result from  "flow" matching (including self-service).  MSC  does not 
directly distinguish between  "flow" and  "stock" matching but some  60}6  of' 
plaoings in jobcentres result f'rom  self-service, about  T't6  result f'rom 
"speculative" (or "initiative") approaches to employers  (without notified 
vacancies)  and another proportion are plaoings of'  students etc in temporar,r 
jobs where  extensive  (matching) procedures are not required.  Probably no 
more  than 25%  of'  placing& are obtained f'rom  "register" matching and only a 
proportion of'  these from  the  jobseeker register.  MOst  vacancies are there-
fore filled by selecting (including self-selection from the vacancy file 
by or for individual jobseekers  (RBM  or registrant-baaed-matching:  see 
Appendix E). 
6.18  The  concept or "matching" as a  register-based process therefore 
requires considerable qualification, particularly the use or the  jobseeker 
register to make  selections for vacancies.  This is significant for computer 
system design because it is possible to increase the computer and technical 
requirements and costs var,y  considerably for a  register-based, bilateral, 
matching system when  the marginal returns for the extra expenditure may  be 
relatively small.  Against this a  vacancy circulation system "underpins" 
the whole  process because it is required both for "flow" and "register" 
matching. 
6.  19  In contrast the use of labour market control& in Italy' (as  do  also 
most  job-filling schemes  which apply social priorities) puts the emphasis 
on the maintenance of the  jobseeker register.  It should also be noted 
that these schemes,  by their nature,  change  the factors used iri matching 
,  a.s  well as the procedures  •.  In principle MLPS  operates unilateral matching 
~n the reverse  (OBM)  direction by selecting registrants for vacancies  (and 
iin fact neither in its computer or clerical systems  does it maintain vacancy 
!riles in the generally understood sense) •  Although self-selection methods 
1are used,  registrant records are necessary in order to establish the social 
,priori  ties and to operate the control procedures. 
! 
16.20  This has its problems;  in Italy matching is based on a  combination of' 
social and occupational factors  (occupational and skills classifications) 
and of'  loca.tion.  Location is broadly defined (a.t present) by the Commune. 
However it must  be very difficult in the very large labour markets to 
define location in this way  particularly since tra.vel-to-wo:k patter.ns are 
usually complex and not uniquely defined upon particular, discrete,  · 
geographical divisions.  In choosing their vacancies from the "self-service" 
display,  registrants in Italy will take account or factors like pay a.n.d  travel 
to work  (as well as other personal factors) which do  not enter into the "formal" 
matching process there. 
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6.21  Other significant insights into the process and  the problems  of computer 
matching were  gained as a  result of an experiment,  by MSC,  with an experimental 
computer matching system  (called Jobscan)  at 5 offices in the Portsmouth area. 
The  experiment had its roots in the realisation that occupational  classific~ 
tion was  not a  good  selecting factor for those  jobs where  little or no  skill 
i.s required so that there is a  high degree  of mobility between  'occupations  1 • 
These  for.m  a  high proportion of registrations (at least in Britain).  The 
issues were  not purely those' of classification and,computexs  because 
employment  staff,  themselves,  felt the need  for improved  selection techniques 
in cases where  occupational classification has little relevance. 
6.22  A prior study was  made  by MSC  occupational psychologists who  carried 
out structured interviews amongst  self-service jobseekers to discover the 
main factors used when  selecting from  the vacancy display.  From  this study 
those  jobseeker p~eferences were  identified which were  of frequent occurrence 
(or significant for some  types of job)  and  they were  brought together in a 
"job preference checklist" (JPC).  The  checklist was  extended to other 
occupations,  improved  in further investigation or limited trials and resulted 
in a  form  on  which  the jobseeker (or employment  officer) indicated "Yes"  or 
"No"  to whether a.  particular preference,  or other factor,  applied in his case. 
The  for.m,  called the  jobseeker checklist (JCL)  was  designed 'for self-completion 
(ie by the  jobseeker himself). 
6.23  A well-structured data collection method  of this kind was  essential 
because a  very large number  of "factors" were  eventually included in the 
computer matching system although for most  jobseekers a  much  smaller number 
(1"2  to 20;  these were  not all the same  for each  jobseeker) were  used in 
making selections.  Each  factor was  represented by one  character of da.ta 
and the number  was  reduced in computer operation because it was  possible 
either to input all negative or all positive replies on  the checklist; 
whichever were  the least numerous.  For computer matchi.""lg  therefore, it was 
necessary only to input personal data,  pay required,  occupational classifica-
tion and up  to  20  charactexs representing the JCL  fac~ors (which  included 
travel-to-work).  Otherwise the data was  retained in clerical records. 
Similar procedures were  adopted to collect vaca.ncy data from  employers.  For 
this a  vacancy checklist  (VCL)  was  used. 
6. 24  As  this was  a.n  experiment mainly to test the JPC  method  of comj?uter 
matching (and not a  pilot system) it was  mounted  quickly,  at relatively low 
cost and without major changes  in office organisation.  Only  a  limited 
configuration of ter.minals for input and printing was  provided,  each liriked 
by telephone line to a  mini-computer.  T.he  system also included computerised 
vacancy circulation and  the production of self-service display cards. 
6.25  T.he  computer database was  used to select potentially suitable 
vacancies for registrants or initial selections of registrants for vacancies. 
These  computer selections were  then linked with the clerical records  so 
that placing staff could eliminate unsuitable ones  or reduce the final 
'shortlist' to a  suitable size.  Where  registrants were  not present in the 
office when  the s'elections were  made  they were  invited to apply £or the 
vacancy by post.  Computer- selections could be  obtained using pay a.nd 
occupational classification or using pay,  occupational classification and 
checklist factors,  or pay and checklist.  Subsequent  selection~ could be 
made  by eliminating or var.ying one  (and only one)  of the checklist factors. 
As  both computer and clerical methods  of selecting were  available it was 
possible to make  some  comparative measurements  of the computer selections V/228/81-E1" 
and to draw  some  hypotheses (if not conclusions) about  the use  of the computer 
system by staff. 
6.26  Those  most  relevant for this report are described below. 
6.26.1  Samples  of registrants were  drawn  and staff made  selections of 
vacancies from  the clerical vacancy records for each  one;  similar~ 
registrant selections were  made  for a  sample  of vacancies.  Initial 
computer selections (using the checklist factors) were  then  ob~ained 
for each registrant and vacancy in the sample  and  these selections 
were  compared with those obtained by clerical methods.  About  5o->fo  of 
the selections which  staff thought would  justify inclusion in a  final 
short list were  not included in those selected by the computer  (the 
computer made  some  selections which  starr omitted but these we=e  not 
analysed).  · 
6.26.2  There were  a  number  of reasons for the disparity.  Not  all 
eelecting factors were  included in the computer  system.  Staff may 
have  chosen registrants mainly on  their personal qualities if other 
factors  (such as experience) were  not the main  consideration.  Also 
computer selection was  based on  a  large number  of factors and  the 
absence  of any one  of these  (or at least two)  would  exclude a 
registrant from  selection.  Staff were  more  flexible and  discriminating 
in their choices. 
6.26. 3  The  checklist required registrants to produce  "Yes!"  or ''No!" 
answers  where  they might  have  said "possibly" (or "maybe").  This is a 
severe problem of system design affecting the relationships between staff 
and  computer in making selections.  For computer selection positive 
(must)  factors are an advantage  and will enable the computer to reduce 
the field of selection from  which  staff choose.  If these factors are 
too tightly drawn  the computer will "over select" (or possibly not 
make  the most  efficient selections).  If the factors used in making 
computer selections are softened (so as not to exclude  any possibilities) 
then staff will be  faced with more  work  in making selections or the 
·initial computer selections will have  to be,  perhaps  arbitrarily reduced. 
~e extent to which this happens  will depend  on  the size of the files 
from  which  the selections are made  and  the nature of the selection. 
Thinking in MSC  is that the factors used in making selections will have 
to be varied selectively for different types of cases but whether it 
will be possible to program  the computer to do  this remains  to be seen. 
If not,  the concept of computer matching may  be  in question. 
6.26.4  In the Jobscan experiment it took staff some  time to adjust 
to the method  and  to present data from  vacancies  and  jobseekers in the 
w~  which  produced the best interaction with computer selection.  Two 
points illustrate the problems  of communication.  Firstly,  the  jobseekexs 
themsel  vas have  no  understanding of the way the computer system works 
and so cannot complete their :f'o%ma  with the same  sensitivity as staff 
can.  This motivates against self-completion by the  jobseeker and,  in 
the J o  bscan experiment,  staff had to check the forms.  Secondly, 
communications  between staff dealing with vacancies· and staff dealing 
with  jobseekers are important.  The  ta.kinl' of a.  vaca.ncy  order involves 
intexpreting the employer's  requirements in a  w~  which  fits the 
matching systems  in the office and recognises the possibilities of 
filling it from  those registered jobseekers who  a.re  available.  A too 
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"technocratic"  (perhaps  computer-orientated) a:pproach  to vacancy 
recording may  therefore affect placings results  (see paragraph 6.;;). 
6.26.5  A record was  kept of the way  submissions  occurred,  ie whether 
they resulted from  a  computer or clerical selection, whether they were 
made  in self-service,  as a  result of selecting vacancies for a 
registrant  (RBM;  see Appendix  E)  or registrants for a  vacancy  ( O:BM). 
Only  5~ of total placina's  (but  1076  of submissions)  resulted from 
computer selections;  most  placingS came  from  self-service or other 
types of RBM.  The  computer system was  used relatively more  for OBM. 
It is not possible to say whether the  5%  of vacancies would  have  been 
filled without the computer system but local opinion was  that they would 
have  been. 
6. 26.6  There  were  a  number  of reasons why  the computer system was 
used to a  relatively small extent.  These  include the inconvenience  of 
the terminal configuration and  some  of the problems  of ·getting good 
data and  of maintaining the da:t!base.  But  they also reflect the 
judgement  or starr about the system and  some  or its operational 
features.  Altho'U8h  registrant and vacancy files are large in tota.1, 
they break down  in operational practice.  In particular, the va.ca.ncy 
file is very much  smaller (about one-fifth or less) in size than the 
registrant file and,  on  average,  the amount  of data on  a  vacancy is 
less.  (This is why  vacancies are usually circulated rather tha.n 
registrants).  The  vacancy file is therefore not too big to manage  or 
to search;  particularly if there is a  good  circulation system.  This is 
especially so where  an occupation is well defined and easily classified. 
·~lhat advantage lies in taking a  computer selection from  say 20  vacancies 
for bricklayers when  it is simple to scrutinize the,  clerical, vacancy 
record? 
6.26.7  On  the other hand,  suppose,  for example,  there are large 
numbers  of unskilled people registered but only small numbers  of 
notified vacancies.  By  the time  selections are made  from  the register 
and  the registrants are contacted,  the vacancy will have been filled 
(by the  "flow").  This is quicker and  simpler for staff. 
6. 26. 8  The  J o  bscan results (and other experimental experiencE}  of MSC) 
made  another,  very important,  point.  Very  roughly the number  of 
initial computer selections  (requiring scrutiny of records and  other 
action) made  from  the  jobseeker file to produce  one  placing ~ 
average  as much  a.s  1  00.  And  a  fair amount  of time  may  be  spent in 
trying to contact  jobseekers who  turn out to be  no  longer available. 
This has  two  consequences.  Staff' time  "saved" by computer routines 
may  be  more  than taken up  in other (computer-generated)  "routine" 
work.  Secondly,  if selections are made  from  a.  register which  cannot 
be  kept in a.  very up-to-date state (see paragraph 6.26  .. 9)  computers 
may  make  "dead"  selections;  perhaps  to the  exclusion of "live" ones. 
The  CAPITAL  pilot system of MSC  was  used only to a  small extent for 
order-based matching despite the convenience  and  flexibility of the 
retrieral arrangements. 
6.26.9  In practice it is difficult and  often costly t~ maintain 
a  very up-to-date jobseeker register,  but much  less so  .,:or  va.oa.ncies. 
In Italy, registrants have  to attend monthly to renew  registration and 
each month  about  one  quarter fail to attend - suggesting a  fairly high V/228/81-EN 
proportion of the register (on any day)  is not up-to-date.  Register 
checks by MSC  local offices indicate a  similar state of affairs.  Com-
puter systems  can in fact sometimes  help reduce  register errors but 
are still dependent  on  the  speed and  freque.P.cy  of ccrr.r.:.::.:::.!.ica:tion  v!i th 
the registrant. 
6.26.10  Estimates were  made  of the effect of the Jobscan system on 
costs and  the use of staff time.  'Ihe  computer system introduced new 
procedures which  took slightly more  staff time  than those it reduced 
and there were  additional computer and  telecommunica~ion costs. 
Improvements  in the use  of staff time might be  made  by including 
the preparation of statistics in the computer eystem,  or by better 
design,  but it seems  very i.mlikely tl".l4"C  a  system of this sort ca.n  save 
more  than a  marginal amount  of staff time and there are the a.dd.i tional 
computer cobts.  MSC  experience in this and  other computer matching 
experiments and pilot systems is that they will only be cost-effective 
if they produce extra results or benefits (see section 5). 
6.27  The  Jobscan results put into context acme  considerations of fairly 
fundamental  importance for employment  services.  The  experiment began 
originally as an attempt to improve  the quality of matching by incoxporating 
more  and better selecting criteria than those in general use for clerical 
matching.  :But  employment  staff are the arbiters of the final selection not 
the computer a.nd  they use criteria which  ca.n...'tJ.ot  be  included in the computer 
system.  Will staff' recognise,  therefore,  or can t:tiey,  if the computer has 
made  a.  "better" selection?  And  if they do  will the employer then a.ct 
accordingly?  It would  seem.that  (at least for some  years to come)  the computer 
will be no  more  than a  retrieval tool.  That is to say, it may  help staff to 
find or manipulate data which  they could not  do  in clerical systems,  but it 
will not enable them  to qualify it in better ways;  at least not for more  than 
a.  very small proportion of cases. 
6.28  Secondly,  just how  much  time or money  is it worth  spending to fill one 
extra vacancy (or help one  particular registrant?  And  what  is the be:st  way 
of goi~ about it?  Staff a.t  Portsmouth eventually ceased to uae  the computer 
system  (except to a.  limited extent) but tried to use their time more  effectively. 
,  p.29  Finally,  this and  other experience illustrates a  basic feature of all 
~  )employment  service placing and  case work,  that of selectivity - selectivity 
lin matching vacancies with  jobseekers or jobseekex'S  with vacancies;  selectivity 
lin deciding what  kind a.nd  extent of assista.t'.ce  to provide in each case; 
!selectivity in deciding what  combination of ?-Qtivities and  resources are used 
Ito  produce  the best,  overall,  results.  It would  seem  therefore inevitable 
;that computer matching systems will be used (if the choice exists) selectively, 
that this will ha.ve  to be recognised in choosing and  designing systems,  and 
that a  decision to replace clerical with computer records may  create diffi-
culties for effective matching. 
6.30  But  this and related issues raise difficult (though not necessarily 
insoluble) problems  for computer system design.  In Portsmouth the staff 
eventually rejected the computer matching (but not the circulation) system. 
A computer depends  entirely on staff to input and maintain the data and they 
may  not do  this well if they do  not fully accept the system.  During the 
Portsmouth experiment  the database was  only kept in a  reasonably  sat~sfactory 
state because the staff co-operated in and understood the importance  of the 
experiment.  Combined  computer and  clerical systems  do  not always  sit well 
together in this respect,  because they may  generate different disciplines. V/228/81-EN. 
6.31  It is then tempting to reach for a  solution which  eliminates the 
clerical records  so as to ensure efficient computer  operation; but this then 
changes  the whole  nature of the system response.  Firstly all the data.  is 
in the computer,  so that all subsequent activities become  dependent upon  the 
computer retrieval systems  and  therefore the retrieval factors.  None  of 
these is perfect.  The  prime  computer selecting factors  of most  gener~l  · 
application are occupational classification, pay and  location (ie mobility 
or travel-to-work).  Occupational classification is imperfect  (often 
irrelevant) for a  hi.gh  proportion of the business of many  employment  services 
(perhaps  an  even higher proportion of the  jobseeker register which  reflects 
the bias of unemployment  towards  those who  are unskilled or have  "obsolete" 
skills).  Pay  is often difficult to describe.  Jobseekers may  be  flexible 
in their pay demands,  so  that they have  to be  expressed as a  minimum require-
ment  or on  a  broad band - even  then for some  the  job is as important as the 
pay.  Employers  often operate pay scales which  depend  on  age,  the level of 
experience or other factors  (and which  may  be difficult to reduce to a 
satisfactor.y single figure or band).  Sometimes  they wish to negotiate,  or do 
not want  to say in advance,  what  they are prepared to pay.  In a  proportion 
(perhaps a  quaxter)  of cases therefore, it is not possible to express pay 
offered in a  fully objective way.  Travel-to-work raises similar difficulties. 
It is not  just a  question of distance, but of travel facilities and  the loca-
tion of the  job in relation to the  jobseeker's residence. 
6.32  To  deal with these problems it is essential to have  a  very flexible 
systems  response.  To  build this sort of response into a  computer system 
(especially a  "paperless" one)  perhaps  involves the ability to p:roduce  selections 
from  predeter.mined combinations  of factors;  or to vary the selection by 
changing the factors or even to be  able to retrieve on  any basic factor or 
combination of factors.  With  a  big file this makes  a  specialised database, 
and a  large ter.minal configuration,  essential with the result that the computer 
costs are higher and  the technical problems  (eg,  of maintaining a  satisfactory 
response)  increased.  Of  course clerical systems are imperfect too;  the issue 
is one  of relative advantage. 
6.33  Secondly there is the ilnportance  of the behavioural interface (or 
disciplines) between staff,  infor.mation,  and computer systems which might 
perhaps be  discussed and  exemplified in the context of centralised order 
taking.  Under  this, vacancy receipt  (and  some  other aspects of communica-
tions with employers)  are concentrated for a  number  of offices at a  central 
point,  more  remote  from  other matching activities.  There  are some  advantages 
in this technique  from  the point of view  of contacting employers  (though 
some  employers prefer to speak directly with the sta.ff who  a.re  going to try 
and fill their vacancies)  for organisation or in systems  des~.  This method 
was  introduced by MSC  for the  CAPITAL  :pilot system in London  {but was  later 
reviewed)  because  computer experience in USA  indicated the need to maintain 
a  high level of skill a.nd  discipline in obtaining and  expressing vacancy 
requirements  ( eg,  as to pay)  in computer systems.  However,  staff who  take 
vacancy orders ~  then become  detached from  the  jobseeker's side of the 
business.  They  may  see  jobseekers through the computer data in a  more 
impersonal wa.y  (it is very difficult ·eo  get sensitive personal data into a 
computer system or even,  eg,  the reputation of the fir.m  notifying the vacancy). 
Also  communication with other starr in the  conne~ted local offices may  become 
more  for.mal  if the central order-taking point is in a  different :position in 
the management  hierarchy.  If there is one  thing which  charact .:rises 
recru.i  tment  and  jobseeking it is that i.t is a  highly personal business;  for 
the employers,  the  jobseekers and their agents. V  /228/81-EK 
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6. 34  It must  be  emphasized that cent::-ali.sed order taki.ng is not  a  technical 
requirement  of a  system like CAPITAL  ~.-~hich is Yer;y  flexible in permitti:ng data. 
entry at a:ny  convenient point in the  s;;to:'!tem. 
11'~'ne  isatla arises  ~because of 
problems  of data definition  an~""  interpretation,. 
6.35  There are two  other,  gex::.e:ra.l~  eonsido::-CJ.:cim:::.:::  the:  o£ 
computer matching systems which  migh~ conveniently be discussed in this section 
although they are  just as  releva  ... nt to  a.r..  und.e:c:·sta.nd,ing  of cocts and benefits. 
6.36  MSC  evaluatlons have  shown  that computerised vacency circulation speeds 
up  distribution, but that the main  improvement  is in circulation between 
offices.  In areas with very low volumes  of (inter office) circulation 
computer systems may  not  justify thei:r: costs"  (parli:zula.rly having 
regard to previous paragraphs)  computer. matching may  not have  nrJ.Ch  to offer 
in offices with relatively small files and volumes  of business  (possibly one 
third of MSC's  local offices - but a  ~wch smaller proportion of total . 
business).  On  the other hand,  statistics need to be collected from all offices. 
T.his  indicated that both on-line and off-line  co~~~cations may  be appropriate. 
6.37  It also seems  a  reasonably firA hypothesis that any benefits of 
computerising employment  service  operatior~l date will be related to file size 
and the extent and nature of office  inte~a.ctions.  There will be a  greater 
average  improvement  f'rom  computer circulation (and,  probably,  .f'rom  computer 
matching)  in the ave:ra.ge  speed and effectiveness of submissions in a.n  a.rea 
where  3~6 of vacancies are filled by jobseekers from other offices  (ie,  than 
those holding the vacancies) than where  the proportion is, say,  1  ~6.  In 
Great Britain this proportion increases  (though there are exceptions) with 
the size and complexity of labour markets;  the largest being London with about 
30')6  and  the national average being about  15%..  It is probable therefore that 
the benefits of computerisation will increase proportionately (and probably 
in relation to costs in view of the computer overheads) with the size of',  and 
the number of offices in,  the  labour market. 
6.38  For MSC  the evaluation of Jobscan also directed attention to issues 
· of ''mismatch".  To  what  extent is this problem one  of matching employment 
service data. (about vacancies and  jobseekers)  and to what  extent is it a 
problem of penetration (ie,  the nature and extent to which an employment 
service is used by job  seekers  of different kinds· ~d  by employers for 
different kinds of vacancies)?  Would  co~uters help in matching if all 
the  jobseekers :registered with an employment  service were unskilled, but all 
the notified vacancies were for skilled people?  Is the basic problem one 
of'  improving "inefficient" clerical systems or one  of mismatch between 
registered jobseekers and notified vacancies?  Suppose the clerical systems 
are not so inefficient after all;  MSC  fills  ~~  of notified vacancies in 
Glasgow,  but only about  55%  in London.  A:re. London  sta.f'f less efficient, 
a.nd  if so why  a.re  a  greater proportion of jobseekers placed in London?  What 
are the limits of perfor.manoe to be  obtained from using computera? 
6.39  This is fundamental for the way  computers may  affect the role of'  an 
employment  service as it relates to the other,  more  commonly  identified, 
aspects of the  "mismatch" problem.  To  what  extent is this one  of findixlg 
jobseekers with the  same  occup.a.tional,  etc,  experience  a.s  the vacancy 
requirement and to what  extent do  employment  services attempt to "change 
the nature  of' the match" in the interests of labour market  efficiency? 
How  is "upward labour market mobility" promoted?  What  techniques are used, 
for example,  in finding suitable vacancies for handicapped  jobseekers?  Are 
they compatible with a.  general  (matching)  solution which may  emphasize 
.. 
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"match",  and not  "mismatch",  factors? Again,  :BA  differentiates in its vacancy 
filling between those which  are for only temporary  jobs  of very short duration 
a.nd  2/5  of its placings are in such  temporary jobs.  Is the matching problem 
the  same  for these and do  they justify the same  amount  of attention? 
6.40  This section has raised some  important general considerations affecting 
the possible use of computers by employment  services for matching. 
6.41  Good  design depends  on  clear objectives and understanding of the process 
in which  computer  systems  a.re  to be  involved.  Getting the righ-:tunderstandi.ni 
is not  easy for employment  service manage~ but without it,-given the size 
and nature of some  projects,  the risks of failure are great. 
6.42  In particular,  "quality" of :placings needs  defmnition and  the 
o:pport't.Uli ties for impro  ..  ~ment need to be clarified.  There  are limi.ts to these 
opportunities because no  employment  service controls its labour market  and the 
potential for improvement  is affected by the degree  of  nmismatch"  botr  ..  in the 
labour market  and the vacancy and  jobseeker registers.  There  is a  difference 
between achieving the best individual engagements  (which  emphasise match 
factors)  and  the beet· balance of  enga.~mer.ts between  jobseekers and vacancies 
a.s  a.  whole  (which  sometimes  involves  "changing the match").  In the design of 
computer matching systems  the selecting processes must  have  regard to these 
points as well as to the relative advantages  and  limitations of computer and 
non-computer methods  (including the computer interfaces with selections and 
submissions made  by staff). 
6.43  This  emphasises  a.  point made  earlier in the report that large-scale 
employment  service computerisation affects,  or has to have  regard to,  the 
nature  of its intervention in the  labo"t.m market.  Computer matching or the 
problem of retrieving data from  computer files,  is therefore a  major strategic 
issue in the u.se  of computers  by employment  services.  In :principle one  might 
attempt to distinguish three stages  in. computer developments. 
6.4,.1  There  are those systems  which  use computers  pu:.rely  a.s  data-
handling mechanisms  without raising the retrieval (for matching)  ques-
tion;  for example  statistical systems  or computerised circulation, 
submission recording or file maintenance;  secondly (and in combination 
with the first stage) use of the computer as  a  retrieval tool but only 
up  to the point where s~~  ls fully under the control of staff (for 
example  the  J3A  experiiDent  with an  "on-line  job bank"  (section 8)  is 
perhaps  ir.1.  this category);  thirdly the involvement  of computers  more 
fully in the matching process. 
6.43.2  The  first stage affects management  ob~ectives to reduce  costs, 
or to improve  data distribution and  recordL~ teg,  to increase accuracy 
or improve  data. analysis)  or to change resources  (eg,  by releasing 
staff time).  The  second  occupies  an inter.mediate state depending on 
the details of the option adopted..  The  third stage begins to affect 
aims  and  labour market  intervention policies in general.  For example, 
the use of computer systems by MLPS  is seen as an essential support to 
the system of social priorities in the Italian labour market. 
6.43.3  Each  of these stages raises the  comp~ter requirements,  the 
cost and  the time-scales of development  by an order of ~tude. 
They  therefore increase the risks as well as presenting opport~ties. 
Previous paragraphs have  questioned the potential which  may  e1ist for 
~~oving matching in computers. / 
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6.44  It is also a  theme  of this section that employment  service work  is 
characterised by selectivity as to cases,  the use of resouxces,  the nature 
of'  the matching factors  the various methods  or systems used or as to :.abour 
markets  or groups  of occupations.  As  an  example,  BA  has computerised the 
matching of professional occupations without  a  high-cost system (but has not 
apparently measured cost-effectiveness).  The  analysis questions the  "general" 
computer system solution both because of the nature of employment  se~rice 
operations a.nd  because  "matching" needs to be defined and understood;  not 
generally but systematically so that it can be interpreted efficientl:r in 
the design of (disciplined) computer systems.  If' this understanding is not 
sought,  there is the danger that general computer systems will be attampted 
either because of the search for solutions to problems which are not !ully 
exposed or in circumstances where  selective solutions to particular problems 
would  yif.ld better results. 
6.45  Although some  major issues are raised they are about how,  and not 
whether,  computer methods  should be introduced into employment  services;  tha.t 
is to say they are systems  questions.  It is not  only the widespread 
developments  in the use of computers for handling information which P·Jint 
to their wider use by employment  services but  tha.t  they are, in fact,  already 
being used productively by most  of them for some  applications. 
I 7.  STATISTICS  AND  MANAGEMENT  INFORMATION 
7.1  "Infor.mation is the  raw material of decision-making.  Given perfect 
information (which would  involve knowledge  of futu:retevents  and  comprehensive 
measures of value)  decisions would  make  themselves".  - Of  course this 
ideal is not possible but  the quality of decision-making is undoubtedly 
affected by the quality of the information or intelligence on which  the 
decisions are made. 
7.2  In nearly all organisations  managem~nt information systems  do  not 
realise their full potential because of impediments  to design and  operation 
(for example  problems  of measurement).  At  several points in previous  sections 
there have  been references to  the need to measuxe  and  to  ir~or.mation which 
might improve  decisions  as to the choice  and  operation o.f  employment, service 
computer systems. 
1.;  All the employment  services provide labour market information a.nC.  all 
of them  produce statistics of unemployment  and vacancies  (except in Italy 
where  there is no  file of outstandir..s: ·Jac5.:ncies)  incluiii..'rlg  .flows  tr...rcugh  the 
register, usually with detailed  characteristic~.  They  vary,  however,  in the 
emphasis  which is placed upon their roles as market media  (filling vacancies 
and placing job  seekers),  as agencies for providing labot:u- market infomation 
(eg advice  to  jobseekers or employers  about  the state  o~ the labour market  in 
particular circumstances)  and :providers of labour market intelligence (ie 
statistics of labour supply and  demand  at national or regional levels  (111!)) 
or local labour market intelligence  (LJ11I)  at the local level.  For purposes 
of further discussion it is ass'Uilled  that local labour markets are defined as 
more  or less self-contained areas in which people travel to  jobs  (Appendix C). 
7. 4  Nearly all the employment  services  (or the  g,vemrment  d~epa.rtments to 
which  they provide the  "raw"  data) use  computers  at least to collate o:.:-
aggregate statistics (which  have  been.  extracted locally by clerical me~hods). 
Some,  eg MLPS_, maintain on-line computer databases of such info:rmation for 
immediate  and easy retrieval.  Others,  for example  Ol~ and  ANPE,  have for some 
years held data in computers  on  a  case-by-case basis (ie the statistical 
details of each current :registrant o:r  vacancy)  so  that the  computer can do 
all the extraction,  collation and analysis,  as well ad  p~0viding facilities 
for on-line access to data. 
7.5  As  compared with matching this is a  task for which  computers  are 
particularly suited since much  of it involves  computation (the original 
function of computers)  or database analysis for which  computer techniques axe 
now  well developed,  although the design of computerised statistical files 
can be  complex.  The  main  problems for computerised statistical systema lie 
in data collection and input which  have  to be  undertake~ by staff.  If, for 
example,  unemployment  figures a--e  ·taken from  a  computerised registrant file 
and staff forget to delete registrations  (from the  computer)  when  they are 
terminated,  then the unemployment  figures will be  overstated.  Similarly if 
they forget  to input new  registrants they will be understated.  Usually 
these errors will be  discovered and put right eventually but possibly not 
before statistics are extracted.  A.~  omissions or delays in the inputting of 
such data therefore cause  (m:tcorz.-ected)  error-a in the  stock count and  the data 
t From  an MSC  internal paper about Man:-:·gement  Information Systems. may  appear in flow  statistics for a  later period than that in which  the 
events actually took place.  In some  circumstances delays in inputting data 
may  compensate  for delays in terminating cases; in others the errors may  be 
com:pounded. 
7. 6  Such  delays  a.re  not  only caused by clerical errors.  They  may  reeul  t 
from  postal transmission to the computer centre or be  inherent in the  ~ta. 
For example  if an unemployed  registrant neglects to inform an employmer.t.t 
service of the fact that he  has  ceased to be  unemployed  (and a  large number 
do  not) it will not be  discovered until a  later date when  he  fails to renew 
his registration. 
7.7  As  a  general rule staff will be  motivated towards  good  data collection 
or computer operations where  they are closely related to their operational 
tasks.  For example,  where  computers  help in vacancy circulation or matching. 
Statistical tasks tend to be  more  abstract and  the requirements for accuracy 
in data collection less well understood by staff.  It is sometimes  possible 
to ensure good  data collection both for operations and statistics,  (and 
therefore reduce problems  for staff' who  have  to deal with any e::tTors)  by 
building on  this strength at the design stage.  Operational and statistical 
systems  can often ba  made  to fit comfortably together although there are 
sometimes  conflicts. 
7.8  Computerised statistical systems  therefore create some  problems  which 
ma1  not exist in clerical systems  but they offer great possibilities for 
improving accuracy and quality of data in other respects,  for increasing the 
range  and  frequency of analyses  and  for producing statistics which  are too 
complicated,  or too  costly for clerical preparation.  Provided arrangements  can 
be made  for all original data to be  input,  computers  also offer possibilities 
of control;  ie of monitoring and  auditing errors or discrepancies and their 
causes  so  that accuracy can be  maintained.  This possibility arises both 
because  computers  can analyse  and  present more  information and  also because 
they keep  (case by case)  records which  can be  rep~aluced (and if necessary 
counted again) or compared  with the original clerical documents. 
·7.9  Consultants who  assisted MSC  in the investigation and  design of · 
statistical systems identified these components  of accuracy and control. 
j  7. 9.1  Def'ini  tion.  No  measurement  can be  accurate  (indeed it cannot 
really begin) without  a.  definition of wha.t  is to be measured and in 
what  units.  Usually these will be numbers  but, for example,  duration 
may be  measured in days  or weeks.  Definition involves eg deciding 
to what  extent unemployment  atatiatica shall be baaed upon unemploJm8nt 
benefit records  (particularly as to the recorded spell of unemployment) 
or to what  extent they are based upon registrations (or both)  and  how 
this is interpreted in tems of procedures.  These  may  affect frequency 
ot attendance,  or Whether  dates or first and last unemployment  are 
collected or the arrangements for transmission of'  info~tion between 
benefit organisations and  the employment  service.  Also  whether 
seasonal,  short-time, student,  etc unemployment  is to be identified 
and  included and the methods  needed to correct for delays in data, 
etc. 
7.9.2  Completeness  of Data.  Procedures  are needed to ensure that 
all appropriate data is entered into the computer,  and to measure 
the extent to which it is incomplete at any one  time  (eg when  the 
,.; statistical count is taken).  Clearly,  missing data cannot be  measuxed. 
This has  to be  done,  in arrears,  when  all the late infomation has been 
received,  but earlier estimates of inaccuracy due  to incomplete records 
may  also be possible,  based on  past experience or system control features. 
7.9.3  Quality of Data.  This depends  on  the methods  used to ensure that 
the characteristics of the.  data record are maintained a.s  accurately as 
possible.  For example,  computer checking or validation procedures may  be 
used or there may  be  clerical controls on data entry or to ensure that 
data is not lost in postal transit. 
7.9.4  Timeliness of Data.  These  are arrangements made  to minimise or 
account for data delays and  to adjust statistics for consequent inaccura-
cies.  In practice the computer solution may  be  to collect the dates  (eg 
of first and last unemployment)  so  that the computer can count according 
to the actual state of the individual case and not the date on which 
records are created or ter.minated. 
7.10 The  design of statistical systems,  therefore,  also raises a  series of 
problems  for solution and  these depend upon  the user requirement  and  the  natur~ 
quality and  accuracy of the information required.  Absolute  accuracy is rarely 
possible but if reliable measurements  are to be  made,  or if the measuxements 
are to be  reliably interpreted,  the degree of inaccuracy in any set of figures_ 
needs  to be known;  given the definition from  which it is measured.  Any 
decisions based on inf'or.mation of unknown  accuracy will be made,  to some  exten~ 
on  guesses. 
7.11  Since accuracy and measurement  depend_  on the definition and  since this is 
drawn  from  the actual detailed procedures  and  systems  specification,  the intro-
duction of a  computer system  {whether for operational  ~~~or for statistical 
applications) may  change  any statistics already being produced.  Even  a  system 
which  speeds up  the filling of vacancies,  or the passing of information about 
the filling of'  vacancies~ will have  a  marginal effect on the vacancy stoCk  and 
may result in a  marginal increase in the number  of placings recorded in the 
first month  of operation.  (See  also paragraph.7.24.2). 
7.12  LMI  is mainly used,  by governments or other manpower  agencies,  for 
economi~manpower or social m~ment  or for policy for.mulation.  Employment 
· services themselves use it at the  LLMI  level in giving information and,  eg, 
interpreting changes  in performance between offices in different areas.  As 
management  information it also enters more  generally into operating decisions; 
for example  information about  volumes  of business usually helps determine  the 
distribution of staffing (and other resources)  between offices or local areas. 
Nearly all the employment  services regard levels of placements as a  perfor.mance 
indicator. 
7.13.The  employment  services in this study probably var,y more  considerably in 
their styles and methods  of management  and  in their use of management  in.foma-
tion than they do  in their operational practices and  this is reflected-in the 
amount  and  qua.li ty of management  information available.  It is very difficult 
to get good  quantitative comparative data (it is a  major study in its own 
right)  across six large businesses like the services participating in the  stu~ 
This is partly because  there are serious problems  of comparing r 1.ta based on 
different circumstances and  defini  tiona but mainly because of  t~J.e  types  and 
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7. 14  The  approach to  accuracy and quality of data also varies.  There is a 
tendency in the  employment  services to regard accuracy in management  informa-
tion as of low  relative importance  when  in fact the levels of accuracy should 
be  a  function of the use  to which  the  ir~or.mation is put.  ~~ese  atti~~des 
towards  accuracy are possibly engendered partly by zheer problecs ol m~~sure­
ment  and  partly because of the limitations of clerical  ir1or~ation systems. 
It is also the practice to collect information as it seems  to be  needed 
although the fluctuations in labour market  and  the other variables make  time 
series  ~~alysia (of information regularly collected) very important in 
employment  service  systems. 
7.15  The  other big problem,  which affects attitudes, is that it is difficult 
to put a  value on  I.MI  or management  infoma.tion (though it is often ea.sier to 
cost).  Employment  services naturally give priority to operational systems  and 
a  great deal of effort has been put into computer-matching.  However,  equal or 
nearly equal benefits may  be  possible from  improvements  in management  informa-
tion.  To  spend,  say,  1  00;6  of the annual budget of an employment  service on 
developing and piloting a  big computer system and  then to find out it is per-
haps  of limited value,  or that cheaper system would  have  been nearly as good 
(and more  quickly implemented)  is not exactly the best approach to management 
if a  better decision could have  been  taken on early ir~ormation.  To  be able, 
continually,  to  take better decisions because they are based on better 
information may  well lead to cumulative improvements  in performance. 
7.16  Managers  use information to assist them  in their tasks of planning, 
directing,  controlling and :reviewing.  All of these require or depend  on  some 
form  of performance measurement.  Are  there better ways  (systems)  of ~erfoDm­
ing operations?  What  are the best ways  of achieving objectives?  Are  the best 
results being obtained from  existing systems  and  how  can they be  improved? 
7.17  As  management  information systems  (MIS)  are  determined by management 
objectives and requirements  and  since managers  have  difficulty in seeing the 
possible benefits of computers in this direction9  it creates difficulty for 
system designers.  There  are no  simple ways  round this,  essentially management 
problem.  Nor  are there available :ready-made  systems because management 
infomation ha.s  to be  tailo::aed closely,  to the objectives  a.."ld  individual 
circumstances of an organisation.  All that can be  done  in this report is to 
draw  from  examples  and questions presented by the study to indicate the nature 
10f  the opportunities and issues. 
7. 17. 1  It would  seem  that employment  services can fill vacancies more 
quickly a.nd  that this may  result in important economic  benefits.  If 
they are to improve  in this respect and  choose  the best methods,manage-
ment  information should be  available on  the speed with which  vacancies 
are filled.  This is difficult for clerical analysis but possible in 
computer sytems  which collect comprehensive  cases-by-case data on 
vacancies;  but it does  depend  on  specifying and  defining vacancy 
duration. 
7.17.2  There  are difficulties in identifying scarcity vacancies and 
occupations.  Measuring scarcity,  eg,  by comparing numbers  of vacancies 
with numbers  of unemployed  has its limitations because employment 
service penetration varies from  occupation to occupation and  there are 
problems  of classification.  It is possible that indicators of vacancy 
duration may  improve  tL~derstand.ing of "sca.rci  ty" or assist in monitorillg 
it.  Measurement  of vacancy duration ties in with speed of vacancy fill-
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arrangements.  Section 5 of the report indicates a  possible link with 
objectives of improving quality of placing wo~ through the identifica-
tion of scarcity vacancies. 
7.17.3  "Quality"  of placings has been linked with stability- ie of job 
tenure.  Not  all vacancies  axe  for permanent  jobs and  not all jobseekers 
are permanently available.  There is even an argument  that employment 
services largely exist to ensuxe mobility;  that manpower  resources  are 
efficiently distributed acco~ing to varying demands  eg for seasonal 
or intenni  ttent (large construction),  jobs or that "marginalnlabour 
resources  ( eg students or other people who  are  temporarily available) 
are put to good use.  A high proportion of BA's  total placements are 
into temporary  jobs (other services do  not  a.:IJpa·:oantly  have  this infoma-
tion)  e.nd  research in Britain into temporary wo-~ suggested that nearly 
50%  of all job engagements  might be  categorised (on  a.  very bri>ad 
definition)  as  temporary.  This does  not  necessa-~ly conflict with 
prc~oting stability of job tenure since  some  jobseekers want,  and are 
available for,  pema.nent  employment  and others seek temporary jobs. 
Distinctions of this kind a.re  implicit in the labour market  ma.tcr..ing 
.function of an employment  service overall.  If qu.ali.ty (stability) is to 
become  an objective of computer system design,  not only will performance 
have  to be monitored,  but the relationship of this objective to labour 
market  and individual needs  and to employment  ser.vice operations will 
have  to be understood.  Information about  such characteristics of jobs 
and  jobseekers may  give a  better picture of the  segmentation and  dynami~ 
of the labour market  than that which  exists at present and  have  an effect 
on  employment  service objectives themselves.  Indeed changes in informa-
tion technology itself may  eventually change  labour market relation-
ships between work  contracts,  the location of jobs and  the &xration of 
employment,  since  homewo~ may  increase. 
7.17.4  As  a  contribution to developing its computerisation plans,  MSC 
made  an assessment of the implications for each of its local offices 
having regard to their size,  volumes  of data and  communications with 
other offices (for circulation and matching).  Amor~ other things this 
showed  that about  a  third of the  netwo~ consisted of offices  w~~ch did 
not need computer assistance for their operations but which  could be 
included in computerised statistics by off-line data  collection.  The 
analysis therefore had considerable implications for the cost of systems 
and for their design in general.  It was  made  possible because  the 
infor.mation is regularly recorded and included in management  infor.mation 
reports.  If computer configurations are to be  designed on  the most  cost-
effective basis this kind of approach will be essential. 
7.17.5  Although MSC  and  ANPE  have  computer systems for circulating 
vacancies  the extent and nature of distribution (ie the circulation 
patterns) are  detennined by managers.  Efficiency requi:ttes  that 
vacancies are circulated to all offices which  can help fill them  but 
that staff do  not waste  time handling copies of vacancies they are not 
going to fill (or perhaps have  only a  very small chance .of filling) • 
Where  vacancy statistics are  computerised with circulation it is possible 
to analyse vacancy circulation patterns and  volumes  (regularly) in the 
computer in :relation to the results achieved,  so  as to inform circulaticn 
decisions.  It is more  important because the computer  sy~ ;em  may lift 
the level of control of circulation (in the case of MSC  to the Area or 
regional level).  This is therefore an example  of  th~ use of management 
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7. i 7. 6  There  are  close relationships ·oetween  information for opera-
tional  (matching)  pu_~oses, labour market  information and management 
control data which is illustrated by the problems  of matching very 
mobile  jobseekers with vacancies  some  of which may  not be  easily filled 
from  local resources..  Tne  attempt  to mc.tch  such  jobseek:ars  "Ywri th all 
possible vacancies in the  natior~l (even more  the  supra-national) 
labour market  imposes  cos"ts  of handling large amounts  of data for 
apparently small results and wl  th additional difficulties of retrieval 
(or matching).  Employment  serrices  reac~ to this problem in selective 
ways,  usually by  involving regional or provincial offices with a 
broader view  of the labour market  (than local offices).  SEDOC  pro-
cedures  are  a  good  example  in that they proceed from  broad labour market 
analysis to a  lower level of (matrix)  comparisons  of vacancy and  job-
seeker occupations or skills (see paragraph 8. 60)  do\oJ'Il  to indi.vidual 
selection.  Computer  systems  are not going to provide a  total ant:;wer  to 
this problem but they may  make  a  contribution and  (like matching) it will 
require a  careful system solution in which  infor.mation for management 
control :purposes will be  important.  Some  systems mana.gers  tend to dis-
miss this question (of matching at a  distance) because it is small in 
scale but it has  implications for computer  communications  and  such 
'matchest  may  have  better th~~ average  economic  (or social) values. 
7.18  The  services participating in this study do  not,  in general,  describe 
their management  information as  a  system,  or specify the interfaces between 
different types  O'r  sources of data -or the use of the infomation {paragraph 
7.16).  The  relationships between information and management  therefore tend to 
be  obscure. 
7.19  The  process of developing a  MIS  was  stimulated in MSC  by the  circum-
stances of its creation,  by the  system of public accountability with which it 
has  to comply  and by a  deliberate m~~ment decision to  adopt a  style which 
involved participative  planr~ng,  the measurement  of performance  and  ambitions 
to be  as cost-effective as possible.  Time  has  shown it to be not an easy or 
quick task.  Early in the creation of MSC  it was  necessary to design a  new, 
computerised,  financial accounting system  and it was  recognised that this 
would  have  system interfaces with other areas  of management  infor.mation. 
: A
1  joint team or· MSC  staff and  consul  ta.nts  carried out an investigatior_ and 
' reported on  the structure of the MIS  which  seemed  to be required for the 
ekployment  service.  Similar structures have  since been extended more  gene~ 
: across MSC. 
i 
7l. 20  Four main  components  of the MIS  were  identified ie Financial and 
Management  Accounting  (FMAS),  Sta.t'fing Information,  Operating Statistics and 
LMI.  Financial accounting is concerned with cash flow and ensuring financial 
integrity.  It becomes  management  accounting when it enters into bud8ets and 
· is related to the specific resources associated with particular elements of 
cash flow  accounting and  the outputs they achieve.  This may  be  a.:nalysed 
according to employment  service programmes,  output costs  (eg cost per placi~ 
units of orgar.isation,  or individual systems or projects.  Staffing infoma-
tion was  identified as a  separate component  because staffing is the major 
resource,  because there are separate accountability systems linked to numbers 
of staff and because of the  need  to relate the use of staff time to operations 
or to types or units of organisations (for example,  MSC  has compared  costs and 
outputs of jobcentres with other types of offices). 
'f.21  The  jobseeker and  vacancy data involved in this study provides employ-
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volumes  of activities  (eg registrations) or results (placings).  This 
information is used to assess performance,  may  be  combined  with staffing 
information to decide  staff allocations to offices or units of organisation, 
a.nd  may  be  linked with staff costs  (by allocating the amount  of staff time 
used according to the volumes  of activities :perfo:rmed)  for FMAS.  In the 
execution of active manpower  policies,  employment  services proceed from 
manpower  intelligence to operating statistics (volumes  of potential types or 
groups of jobseekers) to assess and  monitor needs  and  achievements in relation 
to the possibilities and  programmes  (eg of work  creation)  available. 
7. 22  These  four components  of the MIS  therefore draw  from  a variety of sub-
systems to inter-related requirements of definition and  analysis.  For the 
Employment  Service Division of MSC,  for example,  the ability to relate data 
to each local office is important because it is a.  basic unit of organisation 
as well as having a  geographical relationship with its labour market. 
7.2;  Given  the extent to which  the use of computers is likely to develop 
over this decade,  the timescales of developments  and  the problems of defini  t~ 
-design,  implementation a..."ld  database construction,  the interfaces between data 
and  systems  cannot be neglected if the full potential of computers  for helping 
management  is to be  realised.  It is not possible to ca:rry out all this design 
work  at once  but the general structure needs  to be  set out and understood and 
critical areas of systems  work  carried to the initial feasibility stage so 
that the overall design requirements  can be  appreciated as each individual 
development  proceeds. 
7.24  Before terminating this section there is one  important aspect of 
management  information and  performance measuremen·t  which is particularly 
relevant for computer developments  (and this study);· this is evaluation. 
Evaluation can be  regarded as a  fo:rmal  aspect of measurement  created by the 
special circumstances of a  project.  There  are certain features of project 
evaluation and  the employment  service environment  which  make  this particularly 
difficult and  create certain requirements. 
7.24.1  The  introduction of most  employment  service computer systems, 
even for experiments,  affects local office data and operations.  To  get 
information about  changes it is therefore necessa.....-y  to take measurements 
in advance  of system implementation and  then again after it has settled 
down  in operation. 
7.24.2  A recent evaluation identified four main  components  affecting 
changes in performance figures.  There  is sampling error,  that is 
imperfections of measurement  due  to the use of samples  (eg of offices 
or performance  data over periods of time)  which is itself related to 
the degree  of variance of the figures.  Employment  service  data is also 
subject to strong external variables including labour market  differences 
and .fluctuations or organisationaJ.,  staff etc changes.  These  can be 
considerable;  GB  experience is that,  even at regional level,  quarterly 
variations may  be  as much  as  200;6  in placings or vacancies while at local 
office level the fluctuation mayb:rq> 1x>  50)6 on ason~.:....~~~-J~~is. In some 
cases also  the introduction of a  computer  system. ma.y--arrec-:e-··measurement 
itself.  Computer  systems collect data differently and  computers usually 
count more  accurately than sta.f'f  so  that changes  in datz.  may  have  to be 
measured.  Finally,  there is the independent variable. ie that which 
needs  to be  measured  as brought  about by  the introduction of the new 
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7.24.3  The  information required for measurement  and interpretation may 
not be  available on a  regular basis so  that new  measurements  may  need to 
be  set up  in advance  of implementing the  system or experiment~·  sjlecial 
methods  may be needed either for new  data. or to assist in interp.reting 
other information.  Examples  are quoted in paragraph 5.14.2  (abo~t speed 
of vacancy filling and  distribution)  and in paragraph 6.26.5  (about 
computer and non-computer generated placings). 
7.24.4  For most  employment  service computer  systems  there will be 
several components  for each evaluation and it ma.y  have  to be organised 
in relation to other requirements;  for example,  the contractual arrange-
ments  for testing and  accepting the computer system from  the supplier, 
or the need to arrange paralle·l.  running  o~ the new  and old systems in 
ways  which minimise  the effects on staff and organisation.  Good.  pla.nnjng 
for evaluation takes account of the possibilities for linking' components 
so  as to reduce  costs and increasethe efficiency of the evaluation.  The 
components  will include technical (eg hardware,  software,  telecommuni-
cations and  systems)  performance,  operational performance  (which may 
have  to be related to systems features eg matching circulation atatist:ics 
etc,) statistical perfo~ce (if appropriate)  costs,and staff attitudes 
and behaviour. 
7. 24.5  There  are four basic requirements for evaluation planning; 
a  the objectives to be  met  by the evaluation have  to be 
specified clearly with the requirements for measurement; 
b  the evaluation has to be planned well in advance  o£  the 
mounting of an experiment or pilot system;  each should be seen 
as related aspects of the same  problem; 
c  the responsibilities for carrying through particul~ com-
ponents of the evaluation or sets of measurement  have  to be 
allocated; 
d  the evaluation has to be managed.  An ·individual needs  to 
be made  responsible  fo~ the efficiency and  conduct of the 
evaluation,  the co-ordination and progressing of the components 
and  the production and  consistency of the report. V/228/81-EN 
8.  THE  EMPLOYrmJ'T  SERVICE  SYSTEMS 
8.1  This report contains only basic,  abbreviated,  descriptions of the  systems, 
plans and strategies of the participating services.  The  report has been compiled 
from  more  general descriptions which  were  completed during the study,  agreed 
with the employment  services concerned,  an~ circulated for the  info~tion of 
all the systems managers.  Copies  of these descriptions are available from  the 
respective employment  services or, with their consent,  from  MSC. 
AD  (Denmark) 
8.2  AD  is a  separate organisation within the Danish !.Unistry of Labour  and 
works  closely with a  system of labour market  ~rds.  Its tasks are to be pare 
of active manpower  policies to provide labour market  information a.nd  to "offer 
more  efficient methods  of matching  jobseekers and  job vacancies to meet  the 
requirements that a.ll unemployed  should be matched against the vacancies they 
are suited for and  that employers  should get the best  jobseekers for their 
vacancies".  In a.ddi tion to providing employment  services,  .AD  is responsible 
for supervising the unemployment  funds  which  administer the system of 
unemployment  insurance in  !>e.nmazk.  In this capa.ci  ty it also provides certi-
ficates of attendance  (cla.iina.nts  attend \'lith fre·qaencies  of between one  a.nd 
six weeks  according to unemployment  .fund  and  occupation) by  claimants at its 
local offices.  The.  local network  consig~of 27  main  offices (AF),  13  of which 
are linked to regional offices,  and  about  100-150  AF  with the addition of some 
very small,  subsidiary,  offices. 
8.3  AD  fills vacancies either by self-service or traditional methods.  Press 
and  other media are used  to  advert~_se  services but not vacancies.  Self 
selection is operated by  the display of vacancies without employer details but 
submissions are made  by placing staff.  About  800;b  of notified vacancies are 
filled,  on  average. 
8.4  AD  relies for its computer system facilities and  support  on  a  large 
centralised computer organisation (DATACENTRALEN)  which  provides a  great deal 
or the computer services for all the public  organisations in Denmark.  Official 
statistics in Denmark  are also centralised in a  statistical office (Danmark 
Statistik) so that  AD  works  closely with these 2 organisations. 
8.  5  The  existing systems  and pla.ns  of AD  are as follows. 
8.5.1  All operational systems  are based upon  clerical procedures. 
8.5.2  Statistics obtained from  vacancy data are clerically compiled 
a.nd  analysed for labour market  and management  i~.for.mation.  Aggregations 
are available from  national down  to AF  level and  these provide AD  with 
stock and  flow  information about its notified vacancies and placings. 
8.5.3  Unemployment  statistics are obtained from  a  computerised,  case 
by case,  database  (the  CRAM  system)  of claimant data with the addition 
of the details of unemployed  registrants who  do  not claim unemployment 
benefit.  This  system also gives approximations to the flows  of ADs 
registrations,  but the statistics do  not  include occupa.t.t.on  or industry 
and  the geographical definition is imprecise. 
8.5.4  AD  plans to computerise all its registrant and vacancy data in 
one  large computer for matchin( circulation and statistics. V/228/81-EU 
8.6  The  CRAM  system consists of a  number  of inter-linked files.  One  contains 
the details of all the members  of the unemployment  funds  (ie, it is a  register 
of insured persons)  and this is linked to the Danish central population 
register (CPR)  through a  system of personal identity numbers  (generally ~ed 
and  remembered  by all the Danish people) generated from  a  composition o! tate 
of birth,  a  squence  (of 3 digits) for those bor.n  on  the same  day  and  a  final 
digit which  indicates  se.x  and also acts as a  check digit.  The  CPR  is on-line 
so that basic personal data can be  retrieved or linked to 8J:JY  system by use of 
the personal identity number.  The  second,  CRAM  file eonsl.sts of details of 
persons actually claiming unemployment  benefit and this is provided by the 
unem~loyment funds  (either on  a  magnetic  tape or through clerically prepared 
data) and  is based on  a  declaration by the claimants of their daily unemploy-
ment  position.  The  third (KIS)  file contains details of unemployed  regist~ts 
who  do  not claim benefit  (mainly young people who  have  not yet qualified). 
These  are sent to the computer by the AF  on  daily lists of new  and  texminated 
registrations  (giving the personal identity numbers). 
B. 7  The  planned computer system  (paragraph 8.5.4) which  would  provide for 
matching,  vacancy circulation and statistical data collection is at the 
feasibility stage so a  precise description is not possible.  The  plans are 
based upon  \vorking party proposals under which  2  registers would  be set up, 
one  of jobseekers and  the other of vacancies.  The  jobseeker details required 
for matching would  be  an extension of those collected for statistics (by 
CRAM).  The  other register would  contain the vacancy infoDmation  (C~Job). 
Vacancy  data would  be  input at job  ~otification centres which would be 
responsible for vacancy receipt,  circulation and  follow-up with the AF  to 
ensure all orders are properly serviced.  Otherwise contacts with  e~loyers 
would  rest with each  individual AF. 
8.  6  The  working :party recommended  methods  of on-line working in rea.l  time 
(5  secon~response) using VDUs  connected to a.  central computer and with 
printers in every office.  Most  local office staff would  have  access to a 
VDU  and  nearly all clerical records would  be eliminated.  Methods  of 
searching the vacancy file to find selections of vacancies for jobseekers 
and  vice-versa would  be  developed.  The  system would  therefore proviC.e 
continuous bilateral matching facilities.  Searches would  be  based upon 
trade/training (using the Danish system of  occup~tional classification) 
geographical a.:rea,  age  and full-time or part-time work.  To  permit employment 
'  staff to make  final selections other infor.mation  (eg summary  job preference 
requirements  and  labour market  experience) would  be  included in computer 
records as well as the personal details.  These  proposals are similar to the 
CAPITAL  system of MSC. 
8.9  The  working party made  provisional recommendations  on  the process of 
implementation which has been adopted by AD  as its planning time-scale.  At 
present 3 stages are envisaged; 
8.9.1  Six months  to the end  of 1980.  T.he  development  of a  systems 
specification and user ·requirement,  the beginning or programming and 
development  work,  of data collection,of jobseeker details and  of statt 
tra.injng. 
8.9.2  Twelve  months  to end  1981.  Completion of taking on  jobseeker 
data,  continued programming and  systems testing,  the puxehase of 
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8.9.~  Six months  to mid  1982.  The  piloting of the system in a  small 
area of Copenhagen;  this involves the establishment of  job notification 
centres,  the abolition of clerical registrant records,  the take-on of 
vacancy data and  the establishment of a  central systems  control and 
development  unit. 
8.10  The  existence of the CRAM  system will enable file reconciliation 
(comparison)  techniques to be  employed  and it is hoped  that this will enable 
the computerised registrant file to be kept more  up to date than is the clerical 
one  at present.  However  there will be  some  delay {perhaps  two  weeks)  in 
getting infor.mation about  terminated claims. 
8.11  The  strategy of AD  is therefore to move  very rapidly to comprehensive 
computer data collection and  analysis systems  largely eliminating clerical 
records.  This would build upon  existing computer files of personal a.nd 
statistical case data.  From  this programme,  AD  and Danmark Si:atistik {us) expect 
that the combination of computerised clatmant and registrant data will enable 
AD  to improve its supervision of the Unemployment  Funds,  the maintenance  of its 
jobseekers register and,  together with the vacancy data,  the labour market 
statistics.  DS  is expecting to fill gaps  in the unemployment  statistics 
about  occupation,  industry and  geographical analysis.  AD  seeks  improvements  in 
the proportion of vacancies filled,  the speed with which  they are filled and 
also the quality of its placing work.  It ha.s  carried .  out studies of "mismatch" 
(the paradox of the co-existence of unfilled vacancies and unemployed  people) 
and hopes  that by better matching there will be  improvement  in job stability 
(ie longer job ·tenure) with consequent  reductions in unemployment  and  employers' 
recruitment costs.  AD  hopes  to achieve these benefits mainly through better 
matching by its staff; assisted by preliminary selections made  by the computer 
and  a  reduction in the amount  of routine clerical work. 
ANPE  (France) 
8.12  ANPE  is a  self-managing public Agency  accountable to the French Ministry 
of Labour for the provision of employment  services of ma~ching vacancies and 
jobseekers,  providing labour market  information and advice,  helping jobseekera 
to find sui  table training, providing labour market statistics and assisting the 
agencies  (ASSEDIC 'S) concemed with the payment  of unemployment  benefit.  It 
does  the latter by providing facilities for the attendance of claimants 
(twice monthly)  at its local officesand reporting oases where  entitlement to 
unemployment  benefit is in doubt. -·- -
8.13  It is organised into 25  regions,  with 100  departments  (Sections 
Departan~als) and  600  ALE  (Agences  Locales),  supplemented by attendance at 
the local commune  where  there is no  ALE.  Service is broadly organised 
around three methods,  ie self-service (appendix E),  matching at interview on 
first attendance by the  jobseeker ("flow" matching)  and  register matching 
(registration against the file of notified vacancies and vice-versa.).  ANPE 
has about  3i million registrations  (plus some  jobseekers who  only use self-
service),  and  about  1.~ million notified vacancies each year. 
8.14  The  following systems  are in operation, under  implement~tion, or 
planned (they are described in more  detail in subsequent  Paxat~phs). 
8.14.1  T.he  computerised statistical system  (of registration and vacancy 
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8. 14.2  A message-switching system for circulating vacancies  ( SITO  1). 
This  is beirl8 replaced by a  more  up  to date version (SITO  2)  which  also 
includes vacancy statistics, the recording and  control of submissions 
and  organising vacancy follow up  with employers. 
8.14.3  A message-switching system  (LICRA)  (similar to SITO'l)  which 
connects regional offices for the inter-regional  circulati~or 
vacancies  (  ~luding those of professional standard) and  the passage of 
general messages. 
8.14.4  }.!!:  experimental system  (recently introduced)  of management 
infor.mation  (Analyse  de  Gestion). 
8.14.5  A comprehensive  system (project SAGE)  for matching,  vacancy 
circulation and statistics of registrants and vacancies.  T.be 
feasibility study for this has  just been completed. 
8.14.6  A system (registrant up-dating) to replace attendance by 
benefit claimants at the ALE  by a  system of postal declaration of 
unemployment. 
8.15  T.he  statistical syatem has been in operation since  1976.  4~  send 
copies of order or registrant details on  specially designed foxms  to 2 
centralised data preparation centres from  which  transaction records are sent 
on  magnetic  tape to the Ministry of Labour Computer  Centre for statistical 
processing.  Analysis is possible as to stocks and  flows  of registrations, 
vacancies and placings (by occupation,  industry,  age  etc).  The  amount  of 
detail available for management  infor.mation is limited. 
8.16  SITO  2 will link 400  ALE  to 7 mini-computers  (leaving 200  offices with 
low  volumes  of circulation to provice data off-line);  the programme  o£ 
implementation should be  completed by mid  1981 •  Under this system ALE  are 
equipped with input printers connected by telephone lines to a  mini-computer 
(each computer covers a  number  of regions).  Vacancy details are keyed  into 
1he  te~ls  by ALE  staff and  the computer reorganises the data to print out 
c)opies  or vacancies (for use by staff in matching)  a.nd  self-service displaY 
6a.rds.  The  computer is programmed  to distribute copies to ALE  accordil:lg to 
t
e-determined circulation patterns but the operator can specify particular 
£ices, if necessary.  Details of  ~bmissions (as they are made)  are keyed 
to the computer which  links them with appropriate vacancies.  Submissions 
on  any vacancy order are prohibited after a  specified number  have  been made. 
T.he  computer provides regular,  automatic  info~tion about  the state of 
v,acancies  so that staff can organise their communications  with the employer 
~ore efficiently.  So  as to ease implementation or the system in ALE  the 
statistical facilities of SITO  2 have not yet been made  operative.  An 
evaluation of the results obtained by this system is in course of analysis. 
8.17  Staff sala;y and  financial  info~tion and  computation is at present 
handled  on  the Ministry of Labour computer.  ANPE  intends to develop its own 
system for these applications beginning in 1981. 
8.18  The  experimental  (Analyse  de  Gestion)  system brings together new  data 
about staff utilisation with operational data about  registrations, vacancies, 
placings,  training applications etc from  the statistical system and  from 
other operational information systems.  ~ese sets of data are being combined 
for computer analysis.  T.he  new  information is obtained from  monthly reports 
sent by each ALE  to the computer centre.  The  reports are based upon  the V/228/81-EN 
planned allocation of staff by function and  broad groups  of activities (eg 
matching,  reception,  management  etc) in units of half da.ys  which  are summarised 
monthly.  Some  additional  info~tion about  operational volumes  (eg submissions) 
is also included.  The  purpose of this system is to enable local regio~l and 
head office management  to get a better understanding of how  staffing is organised 
and used in relation to activities and  to perfoma.nce.  It is recognised that 
the  into~tion will be  at a  broad level of detail and not precise and that 
experience will need to be  gained with  inte~retation of the data.  It is hoped 
that it will be  possible to develop  ratios (as well as totals) which will assist 
in the monitoring and  inte~retation of changes  in perfoxmanoe. 
8.19  The  feasibility design for project  SAGE  envisages a  comprehensive  co~ 
puter system for collecting and  processing all local office dataabout  jobseekers 
and va.canoies  to cover matching,  vacancy circulation statistics and management 
infor.mation:  Also  the processing of registrant data for ANPE  dealings with the 
benefit organisations and for the maintenance  of the registrant file,  and  the 
holding of a  limited register of employer info%mation. 
8.20  In principle,  the feasibility design is similar to the CAPITAL  pilot 
system of MSC  (see pa.ragra.ph  8.  73).  It envisaa-es  the use of high power 
computers  with substantial local office terminal configurations of VDUs  and 
printers.  A national system would  require computer processing at 7 inter-
region computer centres with some  local intelligence to control tezminals etc. 
Each  inter-region would  include between  2 and  5  ANPE  regions and is expected 
to be  very largely self-contained as  regards  jobseeker mobility.  There  is no 
specific provision,  as yet,  for computer to computer communications. 
8.  21  Work  on  the main  design study is about  to begin.  The  system will then 
be piloted in offices around Rouen  leading,  if all goes  well,  to its possible 
introduction into the Paris region in 1983.  Full national implementation 
would  probably take until 1987  but because  of the cost,  the system is likely to 
be restricted to those  inte~egions with the biggest urban areas. 
8.22  Some  fundamental  decisions are still to be made  about  the system design 
and it may differ in some  respects from  the CAPITAL  system.  Centralised 
order taking is not envisaged,  decisions on  the database have still be be 
taken and it is recognised that flexibility in ~lamentation will be necessary. 
SAGE  will have  to replace the SIT02  system and there is a  preference for an 
incremental approach which  would  enable applications to be built up  during 
implementation instead of installing the full system at once  in each office. 
Nor  has a  decision been taken as to the extent to which  clerical records will 
be  replaced. 
8.23  Under  the experimental register-u{datiqg s~tem details of each new 
registxant will be  sent to a  management  computer  centre.  Each  new 
registrant will be  sent a  book  (car.net)  of pre-printed computer  fo~.  This 
contains f'oxms  which  the registrant has to send to the computer centre on 
the 25th of each month if he  has  remained unemployed;  another fom is to be 
sent when  the registration is to be  te~ted  and  a  third is sent if there 
is a  change  of circumstances.  The  jobseeker will complete the fo%ma  by 
"bar-marking" a  space for each day when  he  was  sick or in work  so that data 
· oan be  "read" by the computer through the use of an optical cl.J.r&Oter reader. 
If any registrant does  not return his for.m  within 10  days he  is not included 
in the statistical (stock) count  of unemployment.  T.he  benefit authorities  · 
(ASSEDIC's)  will be  info~ed when  registrations  (by claimants) are made  and 
te~ted  or of any other relevant in!or.mation about  the spell or registration. 
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8.24  An  experiment with this system has begun.  If succe.ssfu.l. it will be 
extended to 40  departments in 1981  a.nd  then nationally in 1982.  The  register 
up-dating system will be  linked with the statistical system  t~ compile 
unemployment  and registration statistics.  · 
8.25  By 1978  ANPE  had a  variety of computer developments  including an 
experiment with a  comprehensive  system (AIDE)  which had similar system 
objectives to SAGE  but using mini-computers  and~distributed processing. 
AIDE  was  not success!ul. and the experience led ANPE  to conclude that split 
database communication systems are not feasible at present.  In 1979  there-
fore  ANPE  carried out a  review and obtained authority for the computer strategy 
and developments  outlined above.  It now  has its own  centra.l computer and 
plans to be largelJ independent for its processing. 
8.  26  The  computer plans are part of an overall strategy of ANPE  which seeks 
over the next few  years to increase market penetration and improve  the quality 
and quantity of its services both to employers  and  jobseekers.  In pursuance 
of this strategy ANPE  plans some  increase in the local office networkl  to 
considerably improve marketing and publicity ( eg using TV  advertising),  and to 
modernise its management  systems.  Only moderate increases in sta.f'f are envisaged 
and the computers are expected to reduce routine work  so that sta.f'f can handle 
more  business.  The  overall stra.  tegy therefore depends,  to some  extent,  on 
successfully implementing the new  computer systems. 
:SA  Ge:rmany) 
8.27  The  :BA  is an independent statutory agency.  It has  a.  governing body 
with representatives of employers,  workers and public bodies and a  smaller, 
similarly constituted Executive Boa.m..  :BA  management  can attend Executive 
Board meetings  and speak on matters under discussion which affect their 
responsibility. 
8.  28  The  Employment  Promotion Act of 1969  obliges J3A  to join in an active 
and forward looking labour market and employment  policy.  It requires BA  to 
pef'orm  employment  service functions  (including vacational guidance and ·  · 
vocational training and rehabilitation) the creation of employment 
opportunities the calculation and administration of unemployment  benefit 
(and certain other payments  systems)  and the undertald.ng of vocational and 
labour market  research.  In its employment  service operations :BA  puts the 
emphasis  on  promoting occupational and geogr,aphical mobility and acts in 
accordance with the principle of' impartiality (see paragraph 6.13). 
8.29  T.he  BA  is organised with 9 regional offices,  located in the Federal 
Lands;  below these are 146  local offices and about 500  subsidiary offices. 
T.he  geographical areas of the local offices broadly correspond to labour 
markets  and the economic  structure and  they carry out both emploJ1D8nt  service 
and unemployment  benefit functions.  The  calculation of' unemployment  benefit 
is carried out on .large central computers and payment  is made  centrall7 by 
post or direct to bank accounts.  Whilst the subaidiar,y offices handle 
general enquiries and initial documentation,  most benefit work is concentrated 
a.t  the local offices which are responsible for data collection.  T.bis  is done 
by typing the details on special forms  which are sent to the computer centre 
to be input by optical  cha.ra.cter readers.  ~ere is no  requirement for regular 
attendance by claimants;  they are called for an  employment  review interview 
after periods of up  to 3 months  and there are other unemployment  bene.ti  t 
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8.30  The  bias of employment  service provision is towards  interaction between 
emplo~ent staff and  jobseekers.  Self-service methods  are not used (but see 
below)  and  the emphasis is on  "traditional" methods  of service.  "Initiative" 
approaches to employers for particular jobseekers are encouraged and  a  weekly 
newspaper containing details of the more  mobile professional or highly skilled 
jobseekers is sent to all employers with more  than 200  employees.  In 1977  the 
:BA.  had about  }§- million registrations,  about  1 • 9 million notified vacancies and 
1 •  26  million placings.  However  these vacancies and placings exclude those 
into temporary  jobs  (of less than seven days'  duration)  of which  BA  filled about 
850,000.  Not  all these involved registration. 
8.31  Until recently all BA's  employment  service systems have  been clerically 
operated.  The  unemployment  benefit computer system is now  being improved  by 
the introduction of small computers  into all the  (146)  local offices for data 
collection and validation.  Data will be transmitted to the central computer 
by means  or dial-up {including automatic dialling) arrangements.  At  a  later 
stage the data bases of claimant  info~tion will be held in these local 
computers  (with on-line retrieval) but calculation and payment  will still be 
made  centrally. 
8.32  T.he  employment  service computer systems  implemented or planned by BA 
are as  .. follows. 
8.32.1  A computer system for matching ~rofessional and managerial 
vacancies and  jobseekers  (the FVD  system):  in operation since 1974. 
8.32.2  A microfiche system for circulating details of vacancies and 
providing a  for.m  of  half~open vacancy display-for jobseekers. 
8.32.3  An  experimental system in the early stages of development 
which will hold all details of vacancies against which  jobseekers can 
be matched  (the Co-Arb  system).  This can be  described a.s  an  or.~.-line 
job bank.  If the Co-Arb  system is successful it is hoped to extend 
it to include registrant data,  bi-directional matching and.statistics. 
8.33  The  FVD  system contains only the matching and identity details of 
vacancies and  registrants.  All the other details are held in clerical records 
at the 20  specialist offices.  These  offices are equipped with VDUs  and printers 
for data entry and  the receipt of data from  the central computer;  telecommuica-
tions a.re  by dial-up.  With  the input of a  vacancy or jobseeker the placing 
officer will noDmally  request a  search and  the computer will conduct this in 
batch mode  the result being printed out at the specialist office the next 
mor.ning.  As  the computer holds only the matching details all documentation is 
produced by clerical methods  except that the computer prints out an introduc-
tion fom in case a  submission is to be made  and this is sent to the employer 
with the  jobseeker's other details. 
8.34  The  matching factors used in the system are complex  includiDg classifica-
tions for occupation,  qualifications, skill and  experience (4 digit code)  with 
pay required,  mobility,  a.vailabili  ty etc.  Placing officers can vary or modi.£y 
the matching factors to change  the selections and get a  revised list the 
following day.  Efficient use of the system :requires knowledge  a.nd  experience; 
perhaps up  to 6 months.  T.he  system has not yet been evaluated but the staff 
think it an  improvement  on  clerical methods  of obtaining selections.  However, 
a  proportion of placings are achieved as a  result of initiative approaches  to 
employers;  without vacancies. V/228/81-Ell 
8.35  For the microfiche system offices send details of their vacancies, 
including amendments  and terminations,  (by post) to the computer centre where 
they are input to the computer using optical cha.ra.cter readers.  At  the 
computer centre microfiche are prepared containing all the  v-~ancies (except 
those for jobs which  last less than 7 ~s) in the local labour market  (ie 
the  "commuting"  area which may  include several offices)  •  Two  copies of each 
microfiche are produced;  one  contains the full vacancy details for use by 
placing officers,  the other is for the infoxmation of jobseekers and contains 
similar details but without the name  and address of the employer.  There is a 
computer allocated identity number for use by the  jobseeker when  he wishes to 
discuss a  sui  table vacancy with the placing officer.  As  some  vacancies which 
can be filled quickly will not be  included in microfiche circulation there is 
an additional procedure  (not yet in operation) to input the statistical details 
of the remaining vacancies and this will permit this system to be developed to 
include the computer collection and analysis of vacancy and placing statistics. 
8.36  When  small computers are installed in the 146  local offices for benefit 
da.ta collection (ie by early 1982)  they will be able to input their vacancy 
data locally and have it transmitted overnight to the computer centre (but the 
microfiche will still be retur.ned ·by post).  T.his  will not be possible for the 
500  subsidiary offices until they are on  line throuah Co-Arb  (possibly by 1986). 
8.37  The  BA  has  designed special microfiche viewers to fit their specific 
requirements.  T.hese  have very large screens a.nd  the microfiche holder is 
motorised so that the eelection of groups  of vacancies for visual examination 
is controlled by a  key pad.  The  jobseeker starts with a  section of the micro-
fiche which gives him  instructions on how  to operate it and find different 
types of vacancies.  !the  :BA  is introducing this system as a  quickly implemented 
method of providing half-open vacancy display for jobseekers and to improve 
the placing officer's access to vacancies in his wider labour market  (ie to 
improve  vacancy circulation).  The  microfiche system offers good possibilities 
for improving the transparency of the labour market,  and the provision of space 
for self-service methods  (according to the :British model)  is not therefore, 
necessary. 
8.  38  The  Co-Arb  sYStem  will replace the placing office~  microfiche as a  means 
of holding and retrieving vacancy details,  on-line anC1in real-time.  In the 
first stage of development  the local computer will hold all the vacancies of 
those offices which are on-line and will have-communicated to it, ove=night, 
by the central computer those circulated from  other areas.  Microfiche will 
continue to be produced for the half-open vacancy display (in microfiche 
viewers). 
8.39  The  placing officer first enters occupational classification (4 digit 
code),  the working hours (full-time, part-time or home  work)  or the 
qualification (1  digit).  Thereupon the number of vacancies for this 
occupational classification will be  displ~ed on the screen automaticallY, 
according to regions.  Further search chara.cteristics to input are the location 
(5. digits) or a  district, whether the  jobseeker is handicapped or not and 
whether or not the  jobseeker has a  driving licence,  as well as a  fa:ther 
number  of 2 digit codes for professional knowledge,  skills and types of 
experience.  Also it is possible to input the desired salary as a  search 
cha.raoteristic. 
8.40  :Briefly the coding system is as follows: V/228/81-EN 
8.40.1  The  qualifications code  is a  single digit 5-level code 
covering technician level;  apprenticeship equivalent  (  3 years);  for.mal 
training or equivalent experience  (of 2-3 years,  which  includes eg basic 
nursing skills and certain recognised engineering skills);  2 years 
recognised learnership (covering many  office workers)  and  semi-skilled 
(3 months  11on  the  job" training). 
8.40.2  Skills and  experience are coded  by a  2-digit addition to the 
main  system of occupational classification.  Up  to 10  such  2-d.igi  t 
codes  can be used for any jobseeker or vacancy.  Codes  which  "must"  be 
satisfied in the selection are identified by  an X otherwise they are 
treated as  "may"  items which  can be  introduced or modified as part of 
the dialogue with the computer in the process of selection.  When  a 
selected vacancy is displayed the computer lists the items  ~eluded in 
the search and  shows  whether they are  "must"  or "rnay"i  tems.  ''Must" 
items must  be  satisfied for a  vacancy to be  included in the selection. 
Where  ''may"  items for the  jobseekers and vacancy coincide they are 
placed one  above  the other in the display.  otherwise  "may"  items  a.re 
displayed separately.  T.he  2 digit codes  (the Schlusselsystem)  oover 
skills and  experience supplementary to the main  classification system. 
For  example~ for a  motor mechanic  they may  cover the types of vehicle 
and areas of work  on  which  he has  experience eg body-work  electrics 
inspection etc. 
8.40.3  The  above  classification system is not suitable for unskilled 
or many  semi-skilled jobs or for workers  with little skill and  experience. 
For such  jobseekers the placing officer will not usually enter an 
occupational classification but input a  ''P"  instead of the qualifications 
code.  Instead of the Schlllsselsystem a  different 2 digit code 
(hauptarbeitsbe~n) is used which  covers  types  of work  (eg work 
with machines)  or working conditions  (eg outdoor work,  work  involving 
extreme  conditions etc). 
8.41  This system of retrieval is the main  aspect of an  experiment  system 
(at Ma.rburg)  which will be  evaluated in 1981.  If the results are proltising 
the experiments will be  extended to offices in 2 additional districts (in 
Hesse)  in the same  year. 
8.42  BA  sees the use of computers  a.s  contributing to a  general strategy of 
achieving better labour market  equilibrium.  For this general strategy a 
"points-of-main-effort" programme  involves  improved  co-operation with employers; 
increasing the tra.nspa.rancy of job offers available in the labour market; 
e.xpa:ndill8  the ca.paci ty to improve  employment  advice in the fields of pro-
fessional training and  in connection with placement and  introducing modern 
technical aids.  The  computer systems  are expected to contribute to the main 
strategy by helping to improve  the qua.li ty of couneerlling a.nd  placi.Dg perform-
ance by providing better, faster and more  comprehensive  infor.mation and by 
freeing staff time spent on  routines. 
8.43  It will take some  time to implement  this strategy.  The  microfiche 
system is expected to be  fully implemented by about  the middle  ?f 1982  (about 
the same  time as the introduction of small computers  for the b...:nefi t  system) 
and  large-scale pilot work  on  Co-Arb  (covering a  whole  region,  probably Hesse) 
is likely to take until the end  of 1982  so that full implementation of the Co-Arb 
system is unlikely before 1986.  To  extend it to include other applications 
(eg bilateral matching)  will probably take longer. V/228/81-EN 
8.44  In 1979  BA  took a  broad decision to use  computers  in the employment 
service.  Developmen~in other countries,  its experience of computerised match-
ing in the professional occupations and its considerable computer experience 
to~ther with its assessment  of likely future  developments  L~ computing led 
BA  largely to reject centralised main-frame  solutions for employment  service 
applications in favour of the wide-spread use of small computers.  The  technical/ 
cost factors in this decision were  the limitations of centralised hardware and 
the costs of  lo~distance data transmission.  Although  committed to the use of 
small computers in its offices for unemployment  benefit work  :BA  is oth9l.'W'ise 
proceeding experimentally (and by staging applications)  so that it will defer 
some  of the decisions about its computer configuration until a  later date.  A 
compromise  is being attempted between  a  fully dispersed,  fully communicating, 
computer system and  the more  "centralised" solution being adopted by  some  other 
services.  :BA  envisages  a.  large number  of "star" networks  each with its own 
computer in most  of its (146)  large offices to which  the subsidi8r,1.ofrices 
would  be  on-line through tele-communication lines.  The  sizes or the computers 
will therefore vary with the size or labour markets;  BA  hopes  to be able to 
"fit" its computer power  to each  labour market.  To  provide security for real-
time  operations each will have  a  stand-by computer. 
8.45  The  basic computer architecture is therefore developing as one  of 2 
levels of processing.  All the  ''heavy"  tasks (statistics payments  etc) will be 
done  centrally as well as those for which  a  wider labour market  or inter-
regional processing are appropriate.  The  central computer will also be used to 
reconstitute or update the local databases for those applications where  the 
local computers  need to hold data which  they do  not themselves  collect (eg 
vacancies circulated from  other networks).  The  local computers will handle 
data collection and control,  local communications  and hold and  intexrqgate  the 
local databases  (eg for ''matching"). 
8.46  There  are simila.xly two  levels of communications.  Long-distance data 
communications  with the central computer will be by dial-up arrangements  as 
far as possible,  communications  with the local computers  would  be by v~Us 
and  printers connected on-line through permanently connected  teleoommunicatio~-­
lines.  It is expected that most  placing officers will have  access both to a VDU 
and  a printer so the ter.minal configuration will be large if the system is 
introduced nationally.  Although  J3A  is p:r:oceed::Lng  cautiously with an eye to 
future  developments  its computer strategy therefore is one  of progressive 
development  through the more  immediate possibilities  (eg the microfiche system 
plus vacancy and  placing statistics) to a  computerised on-line vacancy bank 
and  then to other applications.  This computer strategy encompasses  both 
employment  service and  payment  systems. 
MLPS  Italy 
8.47  The  operations of the Italian Employment  Service flow from  constitutional 
principles translated into law  and regulation.  These  establish the MLPS  as 
the responsible authority for providing employment  services and  administering 
the laws  affecting engagements  and dismissals.  The  MLPS  is given a  monopoly 
of placement  though  recruitment through media  other than private agencies is 
not prevented.  The  procedural principles and  the actual operation of place-
ment  is also la.id down  by law·  under which  MLPS  is assisted in employment 
service administration by  a  system of Commissions  who  jointly detemil.1e  {with 
the placement  offices) the registrants who  are to be  selected for vacancies 
(and  therefore the actual engagements).  The  system of control over job 
engagements  is briefly described in paragraph 6.8;  but it is not possib;e V/228/81  - EN 
in this report to convey  an  adequate understanding of Italian systems  as  a 
whole.  Only  those  aspects which  are  necessary for some  understanding of 
MLPS  computer developments  are  included. 
8.48  MLPS  placement  offices also assist the agency responsible for unemploy-
ment  benefit by making  payments  and  checking the periods of unemployment, 
but claimants are relatively few  compared  with the total register and,  in 
general,  this task has little impact upon  the employment  service.  However, 
the Italian regions have  considerable,  devolved,  powers  including vocational 
guidance  and  training,  supervision of apprenticeships  and mobility and 
resettlement payments.  Apart  from  casework,  the regions  do  not affect the 
placement offices which  administer the placement  laws,  assist jobsaekers to 
find sui  table jobs or training,  and  employers  sui  table workers,  and  provide 
labour market  advice  and information. 
8.49  There  are 20  Italian regions,  but the line of management  of the 
placement offices passes from  the personnel division of ~  tbxough  94 
provincial offices to  about  8,000 local offices based upon  the Communes,  so 
that most  offices are very small,  and  somewhat  isolated.  In contrast some 
very big cities have  only one  or two  offices.  A new  law is being promoted 
which would  reduce  the local network  to about 800  offices.  MLPS  would  then 
have  an organisational structure of 20  regions enclosing 95  provinces with 
about 800  districts each with a  local office.  Without  this reduction in the 
number  of offices,  computerisation of local office procedures will not be 
feasible. 
8.50  Under  the law all workers  (with the exception of family workers, 
seafarers, managers  and  public employees)  must  have  an employment  card.  For 
all young  and  other appropriate workers  this includes a Health Certficate 
and for handicapped or disabled workers  a Certificate of Invalidity.  The 
employment  card is a  record of the occupations,  qualifications,  education 
and employment  of the individual.  It is kept up  to date by employers  and 
retained by the placement office when  a  person is registered as unem.p'lcye4;  the 
placement office then issues a  certificate of registration (Cl).  There  are 
other documents,  some  of which affect the placement process including a 
Certificate of Family Status  (which regulates family allowances)  and  a 
permit which is issued by the placement office prior to engagement  and 
contains details of'  job qualifications and priorities.  With  the exception of 
certain cases  (see paragraph 6.8)  employers  are legally bound  to employ  the 
person nominated by the Commission/placing office.  There  are also quota 
provisions imposing on  employers  and  public bodies of 35  or more  workers  the 
liability to employ  a  quota (total 15%  in 1968)  of handicapped workers. 
These  include disabled people  (or the widows  and  orphans of people who  were 
disabled)  a.nd  refugees.  Firms  make  a.  quota return twice  a  yea:r:  showing the 
total numbers  of employees  and handicapped employees.  Firms  which  are 
below  quota must  then make  a  formal  request to the placement office for 
sufficient workers  to bring them  up  to quota..  Whenever  a  person who  has been 
compulsorily employed  by a  finn (ie, under  nu·~.J;:"ioal  or nominative procedures) 
leaves his job,  this must  be  reported to the placement officer within 
10  days.  If an  employer notifies a  vacancy and  the placement office does  not 
fill it within 4 weeks,  then the  employer  ~ is free to recruit  21'  available 
worker and  obtain an employment  permit from  the placement of'ficJ. 
8.51  For the placement offices to administer these legal requirements, 
unemployed  workers  have  to register so  that their employment  priorities can be 
established and  employers  are compelled to notify their v-aeancies.  T.he 
placement office handles  4 broad categories of'  vacancies which  employers V/228/81  - EK 
notify on  different forms.  For a  numerical  request  (form ojNu.M)  the employer 
provides details of his address,  industry,  location and  the matching require-
ments  of the  job,  for a  nominative  request  (0/NOM)  the employer provides his 
address,  the details of the nominated worker,  the details of the head of his 
family a•1d  the requirements of the  job.  The  last 2 sets of data.  are required 
so  that tl-le  local office can check  and  record the engagement.  For a  direct 
passage between  jobs  (RPD)  similar information is provided by the employer, 
but no  matching details;  only the occupation.  In addition he  has  to give 
details of  t~e job being terminated.  For a.  direct engagement  (CAO)  the 
infor.mation is the same  as for RPD  without the details of the vacated_job. 
8.52  There is a  standard for.m  of registration on  which  the  jobseeker 
provides personal details;  details of the head of his family;  previous employ-
ment  ~~d training;  qualifications and knowledge  of languages;  occupations 
(up  to  3)  and  skills;  status (eg,  unemployed,  new  entrant to employment, 
mobility,  whether or not immediately available) his "protected category" 
(handicap) ;  training required a.nd  details of family circumstances or other 
social factors which  with his length of unemployment  (date of registration) 
determine his points and  therefore his priority on  any list.  This personal 
documentation is retained in the placement office in a  set of files.  For those 
registrants who  are  seeking work  a  card system is also created for matching 
a.nd  statistical purposes.  Every change  of circumstances involving employment 
re-registration,  or family details \ltill involve recalculation of a.  registrant'  e 
points,  amendment  of his documents  and  the re-ordering of the "position lists" 
from  which  registrants are  dra~~ for vacancies.  ~m  these documents  the 
placement  office also has  a  le.ga.l  requirement to produce for public authorities 
various sets of infor.mation such as lists of people with certain qualifications 
or details of labour supply by  occupation.  The  compilation of position lists 
and  the filling of vacancies is also partly accomplished as a  result of self 
selection procedures  (see paragraph 6.10). 
8.53  The ~  employment·  service systems  are as follows: 
8.53.1  Labour market statistics of labour supply and  placements 
(but  n~t stocks of outstanding vacancies)  and  certain statistics 
for management  are compiled every month  on  standard clerical reports. 
These  reports are posted via regional offices to the computer centre 
where  they are entered on-line to the computer·which collates them 
to give provincial,  regional· and national statistics.  A computerised 
statistical data. base has been created from  which  this  info~tion 
can be retrieved,  on-line,  through VDUs  or printers. 
8.53.2  Vacancies  are circulated by postal or telephone methods. 
There is a  telex system for circulating vacancies between 
provincial, ·regional and national offices to be  matched against 
mobile  jobseekers. 
8.53.3  Local matching of jobseekers and  vacancies together with 
the procedures involved in the control of engagements is a 
clerical operation at present without technical aids. 
8.53.4  There is an  experimental system to computerise local office 
data for numerical,  nominative  and  direct procedures together with 
the drawing of special lists.  This will also provide statistics and 
enable local offices to retrieve the details of registrants  a~ other 
offices (the local office system).  · V/228/81  - EN 
8.53.5  It is proposed to replace the  telex system with computer 
communications  and  eventually computer matching.  (The  "SEDOC  system"). 
8.54  The  local office experimental  system is running satisfactorily in 
3 offices in the Latina area.  Subject to satisfactory evaluation the 
experiment will be  extended to Naples,  Turin and Milan in 1981.  If evaluation 
remains  satisfactory it will then be  extended to cover the remainder of the 
Piedmont  and  Latzio regions  (65  offices under the proposed new  organisation) 
by some  time in 1983.  If full· national implementation is agreed it is 
unlikely that the  system will be  tully in operation before about 1987.  However, 
though  the first experiment has worked  well the files are small,  the vacancy 
demand  is relatively low  a.nd  the problems  of matching in complex  travel-to-
work  areas have  not yet been encountered. 
8.55  Some  standardisation of procedures has been necessary for the'local 
office computer experiment because of the procedural discretion exercised by 
the local Commissions.  Partly because of the legal requirements,  registration 
is still on clerical documentation but the computer holds all personal details 
and  the employment  and  placing records with other data in coded  form.  It has 
replaced the card index system used for matching,  for statistics and  for the 
drawing of position lists.  The  computer will automatically update its 
·records with new  engagements  or placings and it is possible that a  national 
system would  require a historical file of up  to  33  million personal records. 
The  computer  system also links family records  so  that any change  in-family 
circumstances will enable  the points of all the family members  to be  amended 
in the computer  system and  position lists to be  revised. 
8.56  When  a  person has  completed registrant's  forms,  occupational qualifica-
tions,  status, points etc are  coded!Jy the placement officer and  the details 
are input through a  VDU  on-line to  the computer.  Based  on  the input data 
the computer generates a  personal identity code  (similar in principle to the 
AD  system)  and prints the registration card (Cl)  and  an  enrolment certificate. 
The  computer-generated identity number is included in the Cl  and  a  separate 
copy is provided to be  attached to the employment  card.  If the registrants 
details are already in the computer the operator enters his identity code  and 
the computer prints out the historical record.  The  registrant's details are 
then updated via the VDU  and  a  new  certificate and  enrolment  fo~ are printed. 
Registrants who  remain unemployed  have  to attend once  a  month  to revise their 
registration.  Attendance is confi:rmed by stamping the reverse of the Cl  and 
revision is signalled to the computer by  the input of the personal number 
and  an operational code,  the revision being noted on  the computer record. 
The  computer system enables  the registrant file  (and position lists) to be 
updated twice daily with new  enrolments  changes  and  ·  terminations and for 
new  position lists to be  provided virtually on  request.  The  occupational 
lists contain name,  personal code,  dates of birth and  enrolment,  occupational 
skills and  numerical rating (list position);  general lists also give the 
registrants occupational code. 
8.57  When  an  employer notifies a  numerical request a  copy is displayed in 
the placement office with the date on  which  the  job is to be filled.  The 
occupational and  skill factors  specified by  the employer are input to the 
terminal and  the computer prints a  position list and letters tc  be  sent to 
selected registrants.  The  selections are made  by staff from  the top of the 
list.  The  letter instructs the registrants when  to attend the placement 
office.  At  the specified time  the placement officer collects the ·cl's of 
the selected registrants who  attend ar.d  of any others with the required 
skills who  have  themselves  seen the displayed vacancy.  From  these the V/228/81  - EN 
registrant(s)  with the lowest points is offered the  job(s)  and,  if he  accepts, 
his details and  those of the vacancy are input to the computer,  which notes 
the computer record with the placement details and prints out the per.mit(s) 
which  the worker(s)  will hand  to  the employer.  Similar procedures are 
adopted for noting the registrant records  and  issuing per.mits  in the case of 
nominations  or for recording direct engagements;  except that in the last case 
the  engaged worker does  not have  to attend the placement office. 
8.58  If a  computerised office has  a  vacancy for which it does  not have  a 
sufficient number  of candidates, it can examine  the computer files of other 
offices to  se~ if there are registrants with the requisite skills and experience. 
If so  (and the local  Commission  is agreeable to the selections) the chosen 
workers  are invited to attend their own  placement offices.  If they then wish 
to be  submitted to the  job they are referred to the office holding the vacancy 
which  follows  the usual procedures to issue a  pexmit.  The  computer system 
also per.mi ts the drawing of'  lists on variable search criteria.  Any datum can 
be  used in the  search provided it is on  the computer file and  any datum can be 
linked to another by logical  o~erators (eg, list all with specified occupation 
and  educational qualifications);  the data to be  included in the list can also 
be  specified. 
8.59  The  system for matching mobile  jobseekers with vacancies which  cannot 
be  filled locally {the  "SEDOC  system") is based upon  the SEDOC  procedures 
established by the Eln'opean Commission  (DGV)  for matching· between the countries 
of  t~e Community.  J o  bseekers complete  a  registration fo:rm  containing all 
their matching details and  requirements together with particulars of mobility 
and  housing and family circumstances;  they can either be  registered at the 
local placement office or at the provincial office but they have  to attend 
once  a  month  to maintain their registration.  Employers  complete  a  form  which 
contains details of the company,  location,  job requirements,  pay and facilities 
{housing)  available.  Vacancies in other countries {as well as summa.ry  data.) 
are sent to a  division of MLPS  head office  (UMOTEM;  the office for geographical 
and  territorial mobility)  and  these are circulated to the provincial and 
regional offices. 
8.60  From  their files of vacancies and  jobseekers  ~rovincial offices co~le 
, lists of summary  data (identity and matching details) in coded form.  These 
· are distributed by telex to other provincial offices and  the regional and 
head offices  (UMOTEM).  From  these summary  lists occupational matrices are 
built up  so  that :It  is possible to identify (by a  province,  region etc) where 
there are vacancies and  jobseekers with the  same  occupational classifications 
, or qualifications.  From  these matrices the provincial offices proceed to 
· indi  vidllSJ..  matching using the full records of vacancies and registrants.  I:f' 
the matrix continues to  show  unfilled vacancies which  cannot be filled by 
matching, then these vacancies are advertised in the national press and on 
television., by UMOTEM. 
8.61  This  system began to be implemented in 1979  and by the end of that 
year 48  provincial and  regio.nSJ.  offices had been incorporated in the system. 
It is planned to complete by the end of 1980.  In the medium  ter.m  the telex 
network is to be  replaced by on-line communication to the central oomputer 
which  hold a  database of SEOOC  vacancies  and  jobseekers.  Data entry and 
output will be  in real-time and it will be  possible to search the database tor 
summary  infomation.  Comparisons  or the  summary  data to make  possible 
selections of vacancies for registrants  (and vice versa) will be  carri•4~ out 
in batch by the computer and transmitted to the appropriate offices the next 
d~  but more  detailed matching will have  to be  done  at the provincial offices v  /228/Sl - m  .. 
from  the  c1erica.':L  r2C')rri.s.  The  computer wlll.  also  proc1uce  EtatisticaJ 
information.  An  occupational matrix of outstanding job offers and  registrants 
will be  produced  from  time  to time.  In the long term it is possi  hlc  th:J..t 
the data in the  computer will be  enhanced to incorporate the final  st~a of 
matching but no  design work  has yet been undertaken. 
8.  62  There  are greater d.ii'ficul  ties of maintaining up  to date records in 
the  SEDOC  system because of problems of communicating with jobseekers  ~1d 
employers  at a  distance  and  over longer periods of time.  Periods of "validity'' 
(ie,  automatic cancellation or suspension of action)  are  there.fore  contained 
in the  SEDOC  system.  For example,  (unless previously cancelled)  a  vacancy 
will be  presumed to be  valid for one  month  from  entry into the computer,  as 
will also a  submission of a  jobseek~r to a  vacancy.  If it is decided to 
institute recruitment procedures  (ie to advertise a  vacancy)  then matching 
~~d submission action will be  suspended on the vacancy until the results of 
the  advertisement are known.  The  computer will also generate personal 
identity numbers  for registrants (the same  as those in ~he local office system) 
and  also company  identity codes  so that it will be possible to retrieve 
vacancies for the individual fir.m  or link registrant records in the two  computer 
systems.~ In contrast to the local office computer system the SEDOC  computer 
will hold an up-to-date record of unfilled vacancies and  this vacancy file will 
be  maintained by recording vacancies filled,  cancellations submissions etc. 
Placings will automatically reduce the number  of unfilled vacancies and note 
and  terminate the registration. 
8.63  No  timetable for computerising the  SEDOC  system has been planned because 
implementation'depends to  some  extent on the results of the experiments with 
the computerised local office system and  the  speed with which  the telecommuni-
cations for this are implemented. 
8.64  If these computerisation :plans  are successful,  therefore,  MLPS  will 
have  two  computer matching systems based upon  somewhat  different principles. 
The  SEDOC  system of matching mobile  jobseekers is similar to  those of other 
employment  services in that engagements  are determined l?Y 1he  employer and  the 
jobseeker (not the placement office).  The  local office computer system is 
mainly designed to support the regulation of engagements under which  the  · 
employer has to engage  the worker who  is submitted (or vetted).  by the placement 
. office.  These  engagements  are m.a.i Iil.y  determined by the selecting factors 
(and not the other way  round  as it is in the  "free"'"'lllatching)  which are 
either the points  system on.general lists or the occupational classification 
and points on  the occupational lists.  The  selecting factors used in the 
local office system are not  therefore "market determined"  and major re-design 
would  be  required if .MLPS  were  to  develop  a  "free" labour market matching 
function at the local level.  This may  also inhibit interfaces between SEDOC 
and  local office systems. 
8.65  However,  the main  objective of MLPS  must  be  to operate the social 
priori  ties according to the law with the minimum  of disadvantage to the 
operation of labour market  as  a  whole.  The  clerical procedures tor maintaining 
files,  creating position lists and  making selections are not working sufficiently. 
well and  the  computer system is expected to be  more  efficient both for social 
and  "labour market"  matching;  as well as for handling routine  Jperations. 
8.  66  The  computer requirement is generated mainly by the local office system.· 
For this the  computers  w~ll have  to hold very large quantities of data to be 
flexibly retrieved,  on-line,  and much  in real time.  The  envisaged computer 
architecture will consist of two  large central processors and  nine large V/228/81  - EN 
inter-regional C')mputers  (each with a  stand-by)  connected through concentrators 
in 95  provinces to about  2800  te~nals in 800  offices.  Terminal  provision is 
to be  approximately on  the basis of one  VDU  and  one  printer between 2 placement 
staff.  The  central computers  will be  used for statistics, for processing 
(eg the  SEDOC  system)  which  involves mobility above  the inter-regional level 
and  to  support control and  ~rovide for communications  between  the inter-
regional computers.  The  database is organised on  the Siemens  (SESAM)  DBMS 
system of file management  linked to operating systems  and  communications 
programs  designed to ensure a  high level of flexibility.  AJ.l  input is in 
real-time but output routines are handled either in real-time or batch mode. 
To  maintain adequate  response  conditions (in general ;-5 seconds)  batch 
procedures  (with on-line printing) are used  ~erever convenient.  The  ter.minal 
dialogue is inter-active and  designed to assist the operator as much  as 
possible. 
!1SC  (Great :Sri  tain) 
8.  67  MSC  provides training,  work  creation opportunities and manpower 
intelligence as well as operating an employment  service through its employment 
service division (ESD).  Its responsibility extends to Great Britain. 
Northern Ireland has  independent powers  of administration and its systems 
differ in some  respects.  ESD  is organised into 18  Areas  comprising 120 
districts and  about  1,000  jobcentres •. Approximately a fifth of these-are 
very small with only one  or 2  sta.f'f a.nd  mainly in rural areas.  There  are 
about  100 offices in Greater London  and  about  40-50  inera.oh ct··'the (4) Other, big, 
conurbation labour markets.  The  MSC  works  closely wi tb- the Department of , 
Employment  (DE)  which  administers  a  comprehensive  state system of'  unemployment 
benefit and  collects  ~~d processes statistics of employment,  unemployment  and 
job vacancies.  MSC  also co-operates with the educational authorities Who 
provide vocational guidance  and  placing services for those in and leaving 
full-time education.  A separate branch (PER)  of ESD  holds the register of· 
professional and  managerial  jobseekers andvAcancies  and.charges employers  for 
filling and  advertising their vacancies. 
8.68  In 197;  MSC  began a  process of modernising the  e~ployment service which 
is now  almost  complete.  The  main  objective has been to improve its penetration, 
~tanding and  quality of service so  that it can better pertom its functions ot 
t
'lacing and  advising registrants and fill its notif~ed vacancies as quickly 
d  as efficiently as possible.  Its future  strategy envisages a  more  selective 
pproach to improving services in those geographical or other sectors ot the 
labour ma.rltet  where it can do  most  good  but it has recently come  under 
~onsiderable pressure because of cuts in public expenditure by the Government 
which  are leading to a  reduction in its employment  services. 
8.69  The  modernisation programme  also introduced concepts based upon  3 
"tiers" of'  service.  The  first is the provision of self-service (or self help) 
facilities under which  vacancies are displayed {without the employers• names) 
for the open infomation of job  seekers  (or other material is provided).  This 
is coupled with quick reception and  submission procedures.  Behind this is a 
second "tier" of matching and  of general employment  advice  and  assistance in 
obtaining jobs or training for those registrants for whom  self-service is 
insufficient.  Finally the third "tier" consists of special services tor 
handicapped and  other people including introduction to training rehabilitation 
and  other schemes.  In practice service provision is less distinct than the 
3 "tiers" might  imply;  the structure is partly to enable clients to be 
serviced quickly and efficiently in accordance with.individual needs  and 
partly to enable resouxces  and  employment  service skills to be efficiently V/228/81  - EN 
organised to meet  those  needs. 
8.70  Modernisation also emphasized  the impo:::tance  of improving management 
systems both because of attemp·c  to  improve  efficiency in the use of resources 
and  the methods  of public accountability which  MSC  has  adopted or with which 
it has  to comply. 
8.71  The  employment  service  systems in existence,  under implementation,  or 
at the pilot stage or the  subject of experiments are as follows: 
8.71.1  Statistics and  management  information from  vacancies  and 
registrations  are extracted and  compiled mainly by clerical methods. 
Statistics of unemployment  are obtained by combining data from 
registrations and unemployment  benefit claims and the clerically 
extracted data is sent by post to the DE  (central)  computer to 
produce. national,  regional,  and labour market  (travel-to-work area) 
figures.  ESD  management  information (Operating Statistics) is 
extracted and aggregated clerically and used to produce  perto~ce 
figures and ratios.  Comprehensive  computerised systems of 
statistics and  management  information are planned which will involve 
the 'holding in computers of the individual details ·of claimants, 
registrants and vacancies  (on a  case by case basis) for statistical 
analysis.  (The  JUVOS  system). 
8.71.2  Vacancy circulation has  been based on  the postal distribution 
of copies of vacancies  and self-service display cards or by 
telephoning details in urgent cases.  In the very large labour markets 
there are circulation systems using electronic facsimile  transmission 
(over  per.ma~ently connected telephone lines).  To  replace  these 
methods  computerised syr.t;ems  (VACS)  for circulation and vacancy 
statistics are being introduced in all those offices  (about 600  out 
of 900  1  outside London)  wit~ suf'ficient volumes  of circulation. 
A  computerised  (Messageswitch)  system of vacancy  cir~ulation 
similar to SITO  1,  of  ~JP.E,  was  im~lemented in London  as  a 
temporar.y measure  pending the planned extension of the CAPITAL 
system.  (but see paragraphs 8.75.4 and 8.84)  · 
8. 71.3  The  CAPITAL  pilot system for matchir.g,  ci:-cculation and 
statistics in the Greater London  area is described below. 
~ 
8.71.4  MSC  has  experimented with computer matching using a  mini-
computer in a  medi1~-sized labour market  (Jobscan)  and micro-computers 
in separate offices  (¥~ch Match). 
8. 71.5  The  PER  compu·ter  matching system for professional and 
managerial vacancies and  jobseekers. 
8.12  The  VACS  system is similar in coropu.ter  configuration and its circula-
tion system to SI'ro  2  (ANPE).  Li.ke  Siro  2 it adds  a  (file) processing and 
retrieval capability to messages-..ri tching so  as  to provide vacancy and 
placing statistics.  This will also make  it possible to  add  f'~hr: develop-
ments  for operational and information purposes;  including the  switching of 
details of submissions  and  placin€,"8  made  between offices.  Modular principles 
have  adopted in system design and  implementation so  that each new  system 
contains addi  tiona or im~rovements which  ca..."l  be  "fed back"  into previous 
versions.  Offices which  are not  co~~ected to  a  terminal send copies of noti-
fi?d and  terminated vacancy details by post  to the nearest computer  ce~tre to V/228/81  - EN 
be  input for statistics.  \·lhcre  appropriate  such vacancies  can also be  included 
in computer circulation.  An  integrated approach to the design of .clerical 
a.'1d  computer procedures has been adopted because th.e system combines  clerical 
and  computer operations.  An  architecture of'  7 (inter-regional) mini-computers 
(excluding London)  is expected to be  completed by the end  of'  1983  (but see 
paragraph 8.84)  with a  central mini-computer (in MSC,  HQ  at Sheffield) for 
development  work  and  to control communications.  As  compared  with ANPE,  MSC 
has  not yet enhanced  the VACS  system to include submission recording and  order 
control because  an  assessment of its potential in relation to  longer-te~ 
computerisation strategy is being undertaken. 
8.73  The  CAPITAL  pilot system was  designed mainly with regard to the special 
problems  of London  where  occupational and  travel-to-wo~ patterns are complex 
and  where  there is a  large network  of offices handling about 1  million regi-
strations and half a  million vacancies each year.  Efficient and  speedy 
methods  of'  data handling are therefore essential.  The  system computerises 
matching,  circulation,  production and  circulation or all vacancy displSJ' 
cards and  statistics, and holds details of employers.  Most  clerical records 
are eliminated and nearly all data. is held in a  central database for on-line 
da.ta input and retrieval in real-time by the use or VDUs.  Personal details 
which  contain sensitive  inf'o~tion about registrants are retained on 
supplementary clerical records for reasons or privacy and  f'om about 1096  of' 
the registrant records.  Computer  data. is organised in a.  (DBMS)  database 
management  system.  Each office has  a.n  ample  provision of VDUs  and is 
equipped with a  printer to provide copies of display cardS  and for 8n1 other 
"hard copy"  which is required. 
8.74  For selecting vacancies for jobseekers  (and vice versa) the following 
factors  are used; 
Occupational classification (the national system,  CODOT),  location, 
average weekly pay,  age,  sex,  the possession of a  driving licence, 
whether the  job involves shifts, working on Sa.tul.-da.ys  or is 
part-time,  and  whether or not the  jobseeker is prepared to work 
in central London. 
The  prime  matching factors are occupation and. location {a segment  of a  local 
office area)  and  then all the other matching factors  are brought into pl~. 
To  determine  the locational area on  which  to match,  a  table is programmed 
into the computer which for each location determines  a list of other locations 
in the travel-to-work pa.ttem,  in descending order,  according to ease of 
access from  the base location.  This is on  the principle that a  jobseeker will 
prefer to work  as near home  as possible.  The  geographical extent of the 
search depends  upon  the size of the wage  offered and is progressively 
widened  to provide  a.  sufficient number  of selections.  Lists of selections 
are presented in order of'  preference.  The  selecting factors all have  to be 
satisfied but they can be varied in a  number  of ways  and  additional retrieval 
(enquiry) methods  are also possible as well as automatic bilateral. matching. 
The  computer is also programmed  to provide  (in batch mode) ,  a.  list of "auto-
matic  support programmes,  for example it weekly prints out lists of vacancies 
to be  followed up  with employers. 
8.  75  Design work  on  the CAPITAL  system began in 1973  with a  view to full 
implementation by the end of 1976.  In fact the  system was  introduced on  a 
pilot basis in 15  London  offices in 1976  using rented equipment.  The pilot 
was  successfully evaluated in 1977  and in 1978  led to a  recommendation that 
t~;e  system be  extended to the rest of London  involvil:lg the purchase of a  large, V  /228/81  - EN 
ce~tral, computer installation and  terminal configuration.  There  were 
delays in reaching a  decision for various reasons. 
8.75.1  Techr~~al authority for procurement procedures was  obtained 
but,  in view of the size and  costs of the project, there was  an 
examination to see whether modifications were  possible to spread 
implementation.  A proposal to split the database  to  cover,  s~, 
4 geographical segments of Greater London  and  thus proceed in stages 
was  sho~m to be  more  costly and  to involve greater technical 
problems.  Also  there was  no  advantage  to be  gained from  modifying 
or implementing the  system  to provide only for certain applications 
(for exacple  an on-line  job bank)  because of the integrated 
nature of the system design a.nd  implementation planning. 
8.75.2  Implementation of the  system involved increased expenditure 
(on a  discounted cash flow  analysis)  although there were  considerable 
savings of staff time.  The  ad.di tional expend!  tu:re  was  more  than 
offset by the estimated value of economic  benefits,  principally from 
faster·vacancy filling,  which  gave  a  positive net return on the 
proposed investment.  However,  this estimate of viability depended 
on  assumptions  about  procurement  costs,  the recovery of staff 
savings  (ie staffing reductions)  and  the level of benefits.  These 
are affected by the state of the labour market;  particularly the 
anticipated future  level of unemployment  (see Appendix  F paragra?h 4). 
Further analysis was  undertaken to establish the sensitivity of the 
costs and benefits to  these factors.  This  showed  that the  system was 
still likely to produce  a  positive (if reduced)  net benefit in most 
conditions,  provided the staffing economies  could be  achieved. 
8.75.3  The  staff unions  opposed  the system particularly because of 
the staffing reductions.  Negotiations were  inconclusive. 
8.75.4  The  Government  has now  imposed  substantial reductions on  the 
staffing and budgets of MSC  particularly for its employment  service 
opera  tiona.  Also  the  average  level of unemployment  has increased 
since the evaluation.  Towards  the end of 1980  MSC  reappraised the 
project because it had become  clear that adequate staff time  would 
no  longer be  available to fully exploit the  system for matching and 
that the large increase in unemployment  would  make  the benefits 
more  difficult to achieve.  Reluctantly, it was  decided to 
terminate  the,CAPITAL,project. 
8. 76  ~  (Professional and  Executive Recruitment)  charges  emplor~rs for 
filling vacancies and  the use of computer matching was  seen as an  advantage in 
providing and marketing the  service.  The  computer  system uses the DE  main-
frame  computer and all communications  are in batch mode  using postal transfer 
of data between  the PER  offices and  the computer centre.  Vacancies  are 
handled by trained consultants and  candidates complete  forms  which  give 
comprehensive  details of qualifications,  experience,  employment  and  job 
requirements.  These  forms  (and the vacancies)  are coded  and  sent to the 
computer centre to be  keyed into the  computer;  as are also deta ls of submis-
sions made,  placings and  terminations.  The  computer therefore keeps con- . 
tinuously up-dated files containing all the details of vacancies and 
registrations. V/228/81 - EN 
8.77  Computer  selections of  jobseekers are made  for each new  vacancy  L~d 
existing vacancies  are  continuously compared  with newly  entered candidates. 
The  computer selections are  sent,  with printed details of the candidates,  to 
the PER  consultant handling the vacancy  so  that he  can make  the final selection 
to  go  to the employer.  Candidates are then notified of the full details of 
the vacancy.  The  computer produces  a  wide  range  of statistics and management 
infomation. 
8.78  The  computer matches  on a  combination of occupational classification 
(with  additional classifications for experience,  techniques or groups of 
professional qualifications) location,  salary,  qualifications code  (educational 
or professional level)  and  age.  A single digit is entered to indicate how 
long matches  shall continue to be  produced for each individual vacancy and 
other codes  are entered for purposes of statistical analysis.  · 
8.79  The  PER  computer  system has  worked  satisfactorily though  subject to 
some  difficulties.  A considerable amount  of staff time  is required for 
coding,  ed.i ting and  data entry;  the batch system makes  it a  somewhat  inflexible 
method  of getting at information in the computer files and  there are  di!ficul~ 
ties in maintaining the registrant file in an up-to-date state so  that when 
the  computer produces selections of registrants a  proportion are no  longer 
available.  There is another interesting problem.  Registrants have  to provide 
a  lot of personal and matching detail but only a  small proportion reach  a 
final short list anti.  the others are not aware  of the extent to \'lhich  their--·· 
details may  be  considered for vacancies.  If because of this they fail to 
maintain or renew  registrations then the value of the registrant file is 
diminished.  This  a..f'fects  perf'oma.nce;  because of the  system of charging 
employers most  PER  selections are  "order-based"  (  OBM). 
8.80  The  PER  computer matching system is being abandoned  as a  contribution 
to staffing economies  sought by the British Government.  It is also relevant, 
however,  that the  system has proved to be  expensive in staff time in relation 
t.  ~·the results obtai.ned.  PER  is moving  towards  a  "self-service"  system of 
<?i  ula.ting details of vacancies to its candidates by means  of a  newspaper. 
~ computer will be used to hold minimum candidate details_, to provide a  f  ling list and for statistical and management  in!or.mation. 
$.Sl  The  Jobscan system is described in section 6  (paragraph 6.20 et seq). 
~e  Mach  Match  system was  similar in principle but used individual micro 
t
otputers in the experimental offices and did not provide for the circulation 
r vacancies.  Several of the Mach  Match  experiments have  been completed and 
a  e  produced similar evaluation results to those of J obsca.n.  The  more  re  ent experiments are being used to obtain a.ddi  tiona.i evaluation d.a.ta.  about 
the nature of the computer selections.  In addition an experimental d.a.ta.ba.se 
has been created on  the MSC  computer at Sheffield utilising the details of 
registrants and  vacancies from  the Jobscan computer.  This data.ba.se  is to be 
used for further investigations into the distribution o£  "matching"  factors 
between registrants and  vacancies,  and methods  of retrieval. 
8.82  JUVOS  describes  the combination of a  number  of data collection methods 
from  which will be  created computerised statistical files for labour ~et 
analysis and management  information.  There are 3 components. 
8.82.1  Vacancy  data will be  collected in the VACS  system. 
Management  information about vacancies and placings will be  processed 
regionally or nationally as appropriate by MSC  computers  and  vacancy 
I  I 
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data for labour market  4emand  analysis will be  passed to the  DE 
computer for central processing.  This  component  should be 
completed by 1984. 
8.82.2  Under  interim JUVOS  arrangements unemployment  statistics 
will be  obtained from  unemployment  benefit claims.  Information 
from  registrations will be  passed by clerical procedures to 
unemployment  benefit offices to be  linked with claims data (for 
the  same  individual).  Calculation and  payment  of unemployment 
benefit is computerised and  transaction details will be  passed to 
the DE  computer  to create a  statistical (case by case) file. 
Details of registered unemployed  people  who  do  not  claim benefit 
will be  passed to the DE  computer on  monthly lists.  The  system 
of unemployment  statistics is complicated by the fact that some 
benefit claimants register for employment  service with Careers 
Offices of the local authorities  (who  provide services for people 
leaving education).  It is hoped  to complete this component  of 
the system by the end of 1983. 
8.82.;  It is envisaged that statistical details of registrants 
(registrant data) will be  collected by ESD  through the VACS 
computer  system using off-line procedures in those offices not 
connected to a  computer.  Initial design is well advanced but 
further development  will depend  on  detailed cost analysis and 
be  subject to the overall computerisation strategies of MSC  and 
DE.  If registrant information is computerised it can be  linked with 
claims data in computers  (instead of clerically, paragraph 8.82.2). 
ESD  registrant files are also maintained in an up-to-date state by 
reference to ter.minated claims at presen,;using clerical methods. 
Computerisation would  enable much  of the file maintenance  to be 
transferred to  computers  and  should improve  the accuracy of the 
registrant files.  Details of placed registrants will also be 
linked with the vacancies which  they fill so  as to give ESD  more 
detailed information about  the characterisi  tics of registrants 
who  are,  and  are not,  placed in jobs. 
8.82.4  Although  implementation of the three JUVOS  components  is 
proceeding independently a  co-ordinated approach to design and 
implementation has been essential because of the close procedureal 
links,  because of certain design features which  affect statistical 
definition and  accuracy and because of the requirements for computer 
file management  and  processing. 
8.8;  In 1978/1979  ESD  had  a  variety of computer  systems  developments  and 
opportunities which  led it to attempt to set a  strategy for computeriaing ita 
registrant  a.YJ.d  vacancy data.  The  components  of this strategic planning 
exercise are set out in Appendix  H.  The  results of this attempt - particularly 
the analysis of timescales,  questions of cost and benefit and  the uncertainties 
about  computer matching - led,  in 1979,  to the adoption of an interim strategy. 
This involved the  implementation of CAPITAL  in London  and  VACS  (paragraph 
8.72)  elsewhere  together with the interim JUVOS  system;  all by  ~)84.  To 
establish a  longer ter.m  strategy for implementation by the end of the decade 
there was  to be  a  2 year programme  of further studies into the best f'oms of 
computer matching (or retrieval)  systems  and  into the assessment of the  possible 
benef'i  ta . of'  computerisa  tion.  '  ·  · V  /228/81 - EK 
8.84  The  more  recent  deci~ion to abandon  CAPITAL  has modified this interim 
computerieation strategy.  The  CAPITAL  system is being abandoned  and  replaced 
in the pilot offices by the Messageswitch  system  (paragraph 8.71.2).  This is 
a  temporary measure.  The  further studies into matching are being combined 
with a  feasibility study of a  computerised on-line  job bank.  The  studies are 
expected to show  whether this can be  developed  (on a  viable basis) by 
modifying and  extending the  VACS  system or whether major changes  in hardware 
and  systems will be  required.  This modification of the strategic investiga-
tion is partly required in order to  enable  a.  decision to be  made,  about the 
end  of 1981,  as to the future  configuration in London  and South East England. 
8.85  In 1979,  also,  the MSC,  which  does  not have  a  central ADP  organisation, 
also promoted  a  study of a  general computer strategy for all its divisions. 
The  report suggested a  fo:rm  of ADP  organisation,  made  recommendations  O::l 
resource  and  facilities planning and indicated a  flexibile approach to the 
development  of a  computer architecture. 
Northern Ireland 
8.  86  The  Employment  Service of Northern Ireland has one  very large office, 
in Belfast, but the nature of its remaining office network  together with the 
level of unemployment  does  not make  computerised matching systems  a  viable 
option.  Registrant and  unemployment  statistics are  computerised by means  or 
a.  (COMPO'S)  statistical system which is similar in design to that or ANPE 
{paragraph 8.15). 
ONEM  (Belgium) 
8.87  The  aims  (to promote  active manpower  policies),  functions,  and to some 
extent the organisation of ONEM  are laid down  by law.  Constitutional 
developments  in Belgium have  created uncertainties about future  employment 
service organisation because of the devolution or certain functions to the 
regions.  As  well as those covered by this study ONEM's  functions  include 
vocational guidance  and  training,  advice on wo:z:k  creation opportunities,  and 
supervision of the system of unemployment  benefit.  Also  as a  consequence  or 
thcl  training and work  creation schemes,  ONEM  makes  about 70,000 payments  a 
uo~th for which it uses  computer systems. 
1
! .Ja  In addition t~ the  (main)  "traditional" method of providing VWJancy/ 
obseeker matching services and its plans  (paragraph 8.91)  to extend self-
ie~ice, ONEM  produces  a  national bulletin which is sent to all its offices. 
~s  contains lists of unfilled vacancies and opportunities in the public 
se~ces.  Use  is made  of regional radio networks  to disseminate  job ir..foma.-
ti9n and  vacancies may  be  advertised if they remain unfilled.  ·' 
8.89  .The  actual payment  of unemployment  benefit is made  by one  of three 
private,  or public,  organisations.  Before these can begin to make  p~ents to 
any claimant,  the. assessment has to be  authorised by ONEM.  Also  to enable 
the expenditure of these organisations to be  audited ONEM  h~ to keep  records 
of all claimants  so  that the total. monthly payments  can be assessed.  This 
task is complicated because  p~ents are made  in arrears of the period tor 
which  p~ent is claimed and  ONEM  is developing a  computer system to hold 
claimant data and  perform the calculations. 
8.90  There is a  system of daily attendance by  (wholly unemployed)  claimants 
at their local Coumnme  to certify unemployment.  On  attendance a  card is V/228/81  - EN 
stamped  and  this provides the basis for the payment  of daily unemployment 
·~enefit.  Some  (eg older)  claimants are excused attendance.  Claimants must 
also register for employment  with ONEM  and if they fail to attend for three 
consecutive days  at the  Commune  the  ONEM  local office is informed.  This 
attenda.."'lce  therefore provides  a  link bet\'leen the benefit and  the registration 
records and  assists  ONEM  with the maintenance  of its registrant files. 
8. 91  ONEM  is an  independent unit within the Belgium Ministry of Labour.  It 
works  closely with,  ~~d under the direction of,  a  committee  consisting of 
representatives of employers  and  workers  and  delegates'from the main  government 
departments.  The  office  netwo~k consists of 30  local  (and sub-regional) 
offices together with subsidiary offices making  a  total of about 100.  ONEM  is 
experimenting with self-service on  similar lines to the British method  and  has 
opened  7  job offices,  2 of which  are in Brussels. 
8.92  ONEM's  systems,  system  developments,  and  their interfaces,  are as 
follows: 
8.92.1  A computer  system  (based on  a  large central computer)  for 
making payments  to  individuals  (or their employers)  on  training or 
work  creation schemes. 
6.92.2  The  system of supervision of unemployment  benefit p~ents 
which  is carried out by clerical methods  at present.  ONEM  plans 
(and is experimenting with)  the computerisation of this activity 
using terminals on-line  to the central computer for data collection 
and  retrieval.  This will create an  on-line database of info:rma.tion 
about  individual claimants  (who  also have  to register). 
8.92.3  A computer  system  (the statistical.system) for collecting 
and  prese~ting information about  ind.i  vidual registrants,  people 
who  have  applied for or who  are undergoing training and  about 
individual vacancy orders.  The· · system is used to produce 
statistics a.nd  "placing"  information (described below). 
6.92.4  Vacancy  details are circulated by clerical methods.  Those 
which  cannot be  filled locally are sent to  ONEM  head office for 
duplication and  distribution and  they may  also be  included in the 
national bulletin. 
8.92.5  An  experiment is to be  mounted  to improve  placing work  by 
linking local offices on-line to the statistical database  (paragraph 
6.86.3)  through VDUs  (the placing system). 
6.93  For the statistical system local offices send daily lists of data about 
registrants,  training applications,  people  who  enter training a.nd  vacancy 
orders  as  these begin and  are  terminated (or are amended)  to the  computer 
centre where  they are input on  punched  cards.  The  computer maintains  a 
sequential file for statistical analysis and  an up-to-date random  access file, 
on  disc,  for on-line retrieval in real-time.  Fr~m these files are produced 
regular statistics and  a  set of fixed format  messages  which  arP either posted 
to local offices or accessed on-line by those offices with  ter~~nals.  The 
data held is as follows: 
8.93.1  For registrants;  sex,  occupation (code),  qualification (code), 
Commune  (5  digit code),  date of birth, nationality (or wo~ per.mit 
in the case of non-nationals),  branch of activity (industr.y,  2 digits), V/228/81  - EN 
date unemployment  began,  special characteristics and  "movement" 
(ie new,  amended  or terminated (with reason)  registrations).  Each 
registrant case is identified by its characteristics (ie office, 
classification,  date  of birth etc). 
8.93.2  For vacancies;  the employer's name  and  address,  the 
occupational code,  order number,  date received,  sex (if appropriate), 
qualifications required (code) ,  languages required,  maximum  age 
limit,  place of work  and  "movement". 
8.93. 3  Similarly there are forms  for use when  a  candidate offers 
himself for training and when  he  begins training.  The  characteristics 
are broadly similar to those for registrants with the addition of 
the date training began  and  is expected to terminate.  · 
8.94  This data is used  (the placing system)  to assist placing work.  If a 
placing officer has  a  registrant whom  he  cannot  submit  to the vacancies of his 
own  office he  can refer to the computer-produced lists of other offices {those 
offices which  are on-line can ask the computer for a  print-out).  The  placing 
officer can look at all the vacancies or those in particular occupations,  for 
all or a..n.:y  combination af'-.offices,  or look at all the available vacancies,  by 
occupation,  for a  particular office.  From  these lists he  can make  an initial 
selection on  the characteristics listed in paragraph 8.93.2.  If he  finds an 
apparently suitable vacancy he  then telephones  the office holding the vacancy 
in order to get further details and  to arrange for a  submission to the employer. 
Similarly,  a  placing otf'icer with a  vacancy which he  has dif':f'icul  ty in filling, 
can scrutinise the data about registrants and  people in training to see if' he 
can identify a  potential match.  He  can then get in touch with registrant 
offices in appropriate cases,  but because  the lists do  not contain the names  of~ 
the registrants,  these offices have  to search their clerical files to find the 
one  with the appropriate characterisitics. 
8.95  For its experimental unemployment  benefit computer system ONEM  intends 
'to  equip each local office with 'VDUs  for data entry and retrieval and also a 
~rinter.  This equipment  will be Used to create a  computerised database of 
jinformation about benefit claimants f'rom  which  the.,11computer will make  an 
:assessment  of benefit due  for each individual claimant and work  out the 
jmohthly  amounts  to be  paid.  Similarly,  local offices will also be  equipped 
~w~th VDUs  and printers to enable the placing system to be  operated on-line 
j~d more  flexib~Y;.  this will also provide a  mechanism  for on-line inter-
:otfice communications.  The  capacity of'  the central computer has been 
:increased and p:mgra.mmin_g is well advanced.  The  experiments will begin this 
l'yea;r  in two  offices  ('IDURNAI  a.nd  COUTRAI)  a..~d if these are successful the 
'systems will be  extended to all the  30  sub-regional offices.  The  priorities 
as  between implementing the  computerised benefit and placing systems  (follow-
ing the experiments)  have  not yet been decided. 
8.96  The  computer strategy of ONEM  is therefore to develop  the facilities 
for interrogating its· statistical databases so  as to improve  placing work 
whilst otherwise continuing with clerical records in local offices.  The 
placing system is a.n  interesting developme_nt  of an aid to inter office 
matching from a  statistics system;  most  of'  the other employment  services are 
making  computerised statistical data collection contingent upon operational 
(computer)  systems.  This  again illustrates the central character of the 
information used by employment  services for statistics, labour supply and 
mattching.  However,  the  ONEM  strategy is somewhat  pragmatic  (perhaps ·because of constitutional uncertainties)  and it has  no  immediate  plans for 
creater integration in its data requirements  and  retrieval methods. V/228/81  - EN 
9.  CONCLUSION 
9.1  The  objectives of this study were  to describe  the relevant Computer 
Systems,  to compare  (or assess)  them,to identify problems,  to suggest solutions 
to the problems  and  to compile  this report.  The  systems  are described in 
preceding sections,  especially section 8.  In the strict sense,  a  comparative 
assessment has  not been feasible because  of future uncertainties,  because  of 
differences of policy and  objectives and  because  the necessary information, 
·particularly about costs and benefits is not available.  · 
9.2  This  section,  therefore draws  together the experience of the participants 
to expose  and  qualify the main  problems,  to  compare  (where  possible) their 
?-Pproaches  to similar problems  and  to suggest methods  of dealing with them. 
They  are identified as 
the problems  of employment  se~ce applications; 
the management  problems; 
the cost/benefit problems; 
the  'matching'  - or retrieval - problem; 
particular technical problems; 
the problems  of computer  a.rchi  tecture and  strategic planning; 
some  possible implications for SEDOC. 
9. 3  A report or a  study of this kind cannot be  totally independent of 
judgement:  it is involved to some  extent. in all systems work  and management. 
Clearly,  judgement  must  enter to a  greater degree into this section and  so it 
must  be  as much  attributable to the writer as to the information on  which he 
.draws.  Nor is it the purpose of the report to attempt either the man888ment 
·ar  the  systems  decisions.  In any case,  although the employment  services have 
a  great deal in common,  quite small differences in tasks or conditions can 
have  considerable effects on  systems  and  (as section 3 illustrates) the 
differences in the services are substantial. 
9.4  In computerising,  or attempting to computerise,  their vacancy and 
jobseeker data on  a  large scale - as are most  of the services participating 
in this study - employment  services are undertaking three large and very 
difficult tasks. 
9.4.1  That of computerising matching on which it should not be 
assumed  that the problems will be  solved easily or quickly,  indeed, 
e:rperience  shows  it is going to be  very difficult. 
9.4.2  The  transfer to computers  of large and politically important 
statistical series of unemployment  and vacancies.  In some  cases 
computerisation may  change  the levels of measurement  and  statisticians 
will have  to manage  and  interpret changes in series over long periods 
of implementation;  particularly if data collection is linked with 
matching systems. 
9.4.3  That  of creating more  sophisticated management  info~tion 
systems,  generally accepted to be  ditficul  t  to design and create. V  /228/81  - EN 
Improvements  in management  information are not  just a  matter of choice 
(although computers  have  considerable potential for improving it), they 
go  with the disciplines required for choosing developing and  implement-
ing computer systems because  these are more  logical in operation, 
require tighter disciplines from  management  and  c~~ have  significant 
effects on  costs and  organisation. 
9.  5  E!m:ployment  service managers  are,  almost  certainly,  going to have  to face 
up  to the problems  of using compu·ters.  Employment  se.rvices are in the informa-
tion business,  they deal with people and  jobs,  they do  not control their labour 
markets  and  they will therefore have  to adapt to general ch.a.nbfE!s  in their 
operating environment.  Computers  are now  entering rapidly into information 
communication generally (ie into public systems)  both as to the transmission of 
and  the  access to data.  This is in addition to the  p~ivate systems  of those 
organisations which  have  dispersed operations or are  aepa~ted from.the data an 
which  they depend.  The  computer opportunities for employment  services are 
likely to develop at an increasing pace. 
9.6  Employment  services are highly dispersed organisations, ha.ndli!'.g very 
large volumes  of data and  with  some  other characteristics which  add to the 
difficulties of designing an operating computer systems  lP  There is great 
variety in the nature and size of their labour markets,  and the attitudes,_ 
qualities,  needs  and  skills of the people and  organisations which  they serve 
and  therefore in the data which  they handle.  In addition employment  services 
pureuetheir activities and  achieve their aims  almost entirely through people, 
whose  behaviour is not always  compatible with the requirements of good 
computer  operation. 
9.7  For employment  services involved in large scale oomputerisation the 
main  problem is a  management  one;  almost certainly the most  important.  Most of 
the possible or envisaged,  computer  systems  have  such an effect on  ~sources, 
are so  costly and may  enter so  powerfully into the business of the employment 
service that they command  the attention of top management.  Ti1ough  these 
managers  cannot but be  involved,  the nature of the decisions and  the problems 
are such that they must  be  approached dispassionately a.r..d  on  the basis o£  good 
management  information. 
9. 8  Computer  s,.stems,  generally,  are prone  to fail'\l.i-e  and  employment  service 
computer  systems  perhaps  involve greater than average risks.  The  degree o£ 
risk increases with the size and cost of the project,  the length of the time-
scales from  initiation to completion and  the rate of change;  in the circum-
stances of the organisation itself as well as the technology.  This is borne 
out by  the experience of MSC  (see paragraph 8. 75)  and  many  of the planned or 
envisaged systems  are large with long timesca.les  to completion.  These  increase 
the requirements of project control and management,  the importance of the 
assumptions  on  which  the user requirements  and projects are based and  the need 
for an  assessment of their sensitivity to possible changes. 
9.9  There  are general issues for managers  in ensuring that projects are 
adequately resou:rced in quality and  quantity and  tha.t :projec·t  wol.ic  is based on 
sound investigation and  experiment,  but there are certain critical areas of 
project work  oYer  which  close management  control is essential. 
9.9.1  The  fo~al starting point for the development  of a  computer 
system is usually expressed in a  user requirement  e  It is tempting to 
make  this a  prescription for all the problems  faced by an employment 
service in the hope  that computers will solve them.  Deriving a  user V/228/81  - EN 
requirement is, or should be  an  interaction between that which is 
desired and that which  i.s  possible -:.having regard to costs and 
opporttmities.  If the project is a  big one  with long timescales, 
the priorities will also need  to be  set out.  In the  c~ae of the 
emploJ~ent service applications the interactions between requirements 
possibilities and costs are fairly critical so  that the  drawing up 
of the user requirement  and its interpretation involves not only 
systems  and operational,  but also management,  skills and  involvement. 
9.9.2  Again because of the nature of the ·tasks,  the resources 
involved and  the  timescales of decision makir~, effective management 
control during a  project is  partic~J:larly im.po:::ta.Tlt.  Project work 
needs  to be  staged,  subject to continual formal  and inf'ol."tlal  review 
and  at each stage the  design assumptions,  objectives, user requirements, 
costs,  problems  and opportunities and  the planning implications need 
to be  confirmed.  The  mechanics  of control should ensure that any 
system decision of significance at or between stages is taken with 
appropriate management  involvement  and understanding. 
As  project work  progresses it becomes  more  difficult to change 
direction or to  stop;  too much  is involved.  To  stop may involve 
high costs not only in what has been eA."'Pended  already,  but in 
reversing what  already has  been done.  Most experimental or pilot 
work  on employment  service systems  can only be carried out in an 
actual operational setting which involves organisation,  personnel 
and industrial relations,  perhaps even public relations issues. 
It is not  impossible on a  large project to get into a  position where 
a  decision either to  stop or to continue,  becomes  a  matter of 
management  credibility. 
9.9.3  T.he  importance of good,  objective,  evauluation cannot be 
overemphasised;  also the disciplines and difficulties involved. 
Evaluation is not just a  question of whether a  system "works"  o:t• 
even whether it meets its specification.  Evaluation is an aspect of 
perfoma.nce measurement  yielding management  info:ana.tion.  The  main 
objectives of an evaluation will be to confirm that  perfo~ce is 
up  to specification,  to identify opportunities for improvement,  to 
ensure that the  system is still the best option,  to measuxe  the 
changes it brings about  so that effects on general costs and 
performance  ca~ be  assessed,  (on which  systems  decisions  can be 
taken),  to make  measurements  of the effect or the  system on data 
(eg statistical series)  so  that future  information is correctly 
interpreted and to gather infoma.tion which will be  required in the 
subsequent stages of a  project (eg as to the best methods  of 
implementation).  Every experimental or pilot system is therefore 
a  vehicle for gathering essential infor.mation about several features 
of systems work;  particularly bearing in mind  that the experiments 
are often very costly and may take  a  long time  to carry through$ 
9.10  The  next main problem,  as perceived bymost or the systems managers, 
is that of costs or the levels of  e~1Penditure.  This is discussed in section 
5 where it is identified as  an issue of cost-effectiveness.  :Better intoma-
tion on the running costs (especially staff time)  of systems is needed if 
the objectives of computer design are  to be  achieved;  together with a  more 
explicit for.mulation of benefits.  Practical experience  so far suggests 
that a  too  sanguine expectation of substantial increases in placings from 
computerisation  ~~ not  j~tified and that more  wo~  on the definition and 
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assessments of benefits is needed if good  decisions  a~e to  be  made.  These 
are not  always  which  systems to  adopt.  but what  combination of options for 
different types or groups of labour ma:rlfets  and  eec-cions of the orgar..isation. 
Accurate measurement  of benefits,  and  of some  cost elements,  is not always 
possible but nor is a  high degree  of accuracy always  required. 
9.11  A major computer systems issue for employment  services arises with 
computer matching;  ie il".i  tial selection or data retrieval from  computer 
files for clerical matching.  Paragraph 6.43 attempts  -co  differentiatate 
levels of approach in what  is essentially a  "continuous"  problem~  The 
progression (of :paragraph 6.43)  from  nroutine"  com:pute:-:isation u:p  to "full" 
computer  matcr~ng continually  incree~es the systems problems  raises the 
costs  and t:i.mescales  of developments  and implementation  a._'J.d  the issues of 
manaoooement  control  e  MSC  experience has cast doubts  on whether computers 
will be  ~ble to  'match'  more  efficiently than people  d~given the nature of 
labour market~  but a  solution,  at least, of the  ret~ieval problem is 
essential to progress in the use of cc,,::tpu·cerised  data handling and.  oommur.ica-
tions in employment  services.  Opportunities for using computers  are going 'to 
increase and  employment  services will be  affected by external  devel~preents 
in information communication.  The  general  developments may,  themselves, 
affect  the nature of the  system solutions.  ~~atever the  develo~ments, 
however,  employment  services are not going to get good solutions ur.J..eea 
there is sufficient understa..J.ding of the matcr.dng process  and  it~ :t"equi::e-
ments  for  syst~m design. 
9.12  Expe~c~ence so far with computer ma.tching  also questions  the exten·t  to 
which  r:: .  ..>mputers  can enter into this process "but  it is certainly limited 
because  computers  can only help to select;  beca~se employment  servic~scannot 
change  the nature of an externally determined process;  because  computers 
cannot  handle all the data invol·.red in the  "match"  and  because  there  ax-e 
acute  problems of organising the data which they can handle in order to 
produce efficient selections. 
9.13  To  use  computers in matching involves linking,  in a  fruitful relation-
ship,  cold,  logical, highly disciplined computers with emotional,  imagina-
tive,  very "'ar: able people.  The  difficulties are ::r.educed  where  :people  and. 
computers  join in tasks which are well-defined and follow clea:r  :t"~  .. ues wr  ....  i..ch 
can be logically described..  Most  employment  service work  is not like tha.t. 
Staff have  to decide  on  which  tasks  and  cases they will concentrate attention 
and how  they are  to distribute their time  as well as how  they go  about 
particular activities..  Even to introduce computers  into employment  se~z'Vices 
to reduce  routine work  therefore involves the  danger of a  contrary :eef.\ul t. 
To  attempt to use  computers in order to obtain results  (eg in improve~ 
quality of placings)  which  are not  defined,  not quar.Ltified in  ~ even a. 
general way  ( eg as  to  the areas of wor.k  or tYJ)ee  of cases a.f.fected)  -
perhaps not fully understood -·  is asking a  lot of aystem designers  8  It is 
not their task to make  management  decisions  (except in their specif:tc 
design and implementation roles)  and  the:re  are limi  ta.tions  to the extent to 
'\<lh..ieh  management  itself can usefully join in system design..  The  role of 
managers is to plan to control  and.  to direct. 
9.14  It would therefore  seem  that matching is not a  "r~t-ural  c~tivity" £or 
computers.  System solutions will be  required to the retrieval problem which 
may  have  to be varied for different types of matching (  OBM  RBM  etc) or 
groups  of clients or labour market  corrti  tiona.  There  a.:t.~  several. reasons 
for this. I 
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9.14.1  There  are interactions between  the  system solution,  the size 
of the  database and  the  operation of the retrieval factors.  In a 
'batch system with a  delayed response  (or where  clerical records also 
have  to be  scrutinised)  staff need limited,  fairly precise, initial 
selections because  of the delay and difficulty of interrogating the 
data.base(s).  More  "selectivity" is also needed if the  database is 
very large.  An  on-line immediate  response  system  (with all the 
required data. in the  computer)  makes  it feasible for staff to 
sc~inise,  quickly,  a  wider initial selection and  the selecting 
factors  can then be  less precise. 
9.14.2  The  possibilities for designing logical retrieval procedures 
is affected by the following.  In consequence,  very high levels of 
design skill,  system investigation and  experience will be required 
for success 
- none  of the  matching factors can be  described specifically for 
all vacancies or jobseekers 
- the prime  ("must")  factors for most  vacancies or jobseeke:rs  are 
not uniquely related to a  few,  main,  characteristics;_  some  of these 
(eg experience)  are not easy to codify or otherwise "describe" 
- most  of the factors are not independent of others; nearly all are . 
"maybe"  items,  at least in some  circumstances 
- the required degree  of  'precision'  in selections may  well be  itself 
affected by the state of labour market  supply and  demand.  Employers 
are probably less restrictive in their requirements when  labour is 
short.  It is not yet clear whether this also affects the selecting 
factors themselves. 
9.14.3  Both these  (paragraphs 9.14.1  and  9.14.2)  aspects of the 
retrieval question have  implications for the costs and  timescales of 
systems.  The  solutions {especially to paragraph 9.14.2)  may  be 
relatively costly in software and  data collection. 
· 9.15  All the systems managers  face  a  variety of'  technical problems  to which 
: they are applying the disciplines of their techniques.  There  is one, 
, particular problem of designing systems  with inter-coiimlUili.cating databases, 
, which  might,  'in turn,  enable costs to be  reduced by the wider distribution 
of computer power  thus permitting the use of low  cost,  small,  computers. 
More  generally available opportunities for designing and maintaining split 
, databases may  exist by about  the middle of this decade  which  employment 
services should be  able to adopt provided they are not by then "locked in" 
to other systems,  or t:Pe  wrong suppliers.  In principle the only secure 
solution at present is one  database or separate databases  (eg for different 
geographical areas).  Employment  services plan compromises  or modifications 
to the  "one  database"  concept;  for example  by carrying out local .functions 
on  inter-regional computers  and  concentrating databases for statistics -
or, .eg, matching in the professional or more  mobile occupations - on  the 
central computer.  BA  plans to hold its (non-statistical) databases locally 
on  small computers  and  to duplicate those parts of the database  (eg 
circulated vacancies)  which  require to be  held on more  than one  computer. 
This would  be  achieved by batch up-date techniques using the central computer. v  /228/81 - E.~ 
9.16  Whatever  the compromise,  it is, by definition,  an  "incomplete"  solution 
and  will depend for its effectiveness on  being able to identify largely 
self-contained "segments"  of data which  can be  contained within the co,nputer 
solution.  These  segments  will usually be  through geographical combinations  of 
labour markets  or separate occupational or organisational divisions.  To  the 
extent that "gaps"  or "overlaps"  continue to exist such systems may,  in 
general,  be  more  costly or less efficient or both.  This is not an  argument 
for not going ahead;  for any  organisation with a  need for database communica-
tions,  opportunities exist as well as problems.  But  the database  communica-
tions problem is  ~~  .aspect of system design of considerable strategic 
importance. 
9  .17  ~s, and  other,  problems  mainly arise because of the rate of technical 
change  in relation to the timescales of system development  and  decision 
making.  Among  the employment  services these have  created differences o£ 
what  might be called system design philosophies and  through them  the approach 
to systems  choice  and  decision making.  In turn these create the need for · 
clear, well established"computer and  systems  strategies and plans. 
9.18  Two  such  (perhaps  opposing)  broad philosophies of computer  system 
design can be  seen at work  in the participating employment  services.  On  one 
side there is the attempt to design systems  which will be  very flexibile 
and  meet  a  variety of possible  (current and  future)  demands  in operation. 
This  "total" philosophy is illustrated by the CAPITAL  system of MSC,  e.nd  to 
an  extent  (for different reasons) by the computer archi  tec'ture proposed by 
MLPS;  also the computer plans of AD  and  probably of ANPE  (for project SAGE). 
Since  (at least for the bigger services)  these systems  m~  take in some  cases 
up  to 10  years to implement  fully they must  (if they are to be  flexible) 
make  provision for computer matching and  provide a  variety of data retrieval 
methods.  This also involves,  by implication,  a  general solution (see 
paragraphs 6.26.3 and 6.29). 
9.19  Since this approach also has to deal with very large files in complicated 
labour markets it results in a  system with high capital a..."'ld  operating costs 
and  complex file structures (in MLPS  and  MSC  a  database management  system 
(DBMS)).  Whilst the nature of the solution provides flexibility in operation, 
it tends to be  inf'lexi  ble as to changes in the  system itself' and  not at 
present suitable for use with small computers.  For most  services this 
tends  to negate "total.ity"  (for the service as a  whole)  and may  only be 
cost-effect!  ve  in large labour marlfets  or particular condi  tiona  (as ma:y 
exist,  for example,  in Italy).  If, in consequence,  such systems  are 
restricted to  the very big labour markets another solution will have  to be 
found  for the smaller labour markets  a·  .. d  there will be  differences in 
organisations and  systems  in the service overall (which increase '!hidden" 
costs).  If the major systems  are extended to smaller and more  dispersed 
labour markets  the benefits will probably be less in relation to costs thus 
affecting the viability of the  system as a  whole. 
9.20  The  contrary philosophy is one  of pragmatic  (and therefore of possibly 
unco-ordinated)  developments:  or of a  deliberate attempt to come  to ter.ms 
with change  by  seeking flexibility to change  or to  adapt  the  Si  stems, 
themselves.  The  basic principle of such  an approach is one  of'  modularity in 
system design,  implementation and  operation;  that is a  deliberate attempt 
to design systems  so  that parts can be  more  easily changed.  T.he  concept o.f 
modular! ty "implies something that is clearly identifiable, ma..."la&eable  and 
interchangeable without causing major disruptions to the whole  of which  the 
module  is a  part".  Modular! ty will therefore be  different for different V/228/81  - EN 
aspects of  s~rstems; ie hardware,  software,  applications included,  imple·menta-
ation (or the levels of systems in.operation at any one  time)  and perhaps as 
to labour markets  or operations.  In ·employment  Sdrvices the application of 
modularity to management  units will depend  on the extent to which  they 
reflect labour markets.  Paradoxically,  modularity may  be more  realistic as 
a  "total" concept because it must  look to  systelll3 design for the organisation 
as  a  whole,  (if it is to be effectively modular).  It will have  to take 
account  of the fact,  for example,  that for most  of the next few  years  ~~ 
service will have  a  mixture of systems;  possibly for all the time if rapid 
change  continues  a:.:d  major systems have to be replaced by new  opport'U.Il!.. ties. in 
a  few  years time.  In a  way it also recognises the great variety of circum-
stances with·which employment  services have  to cope. 
9.21  Any  conflict between the  two  concepts  (given present technical solutions) 
is likely to arise in the ver:/ large labour markets.  In practice however the 
conflicts may  be reduced.  For example,  equipment not required in one  system 
may  be used in another and cost analysis by MSC  also showed  that the VACS 
system could be introduced,  in conurbations,  and recover its costs before 
being replaced by CAPITAL  (with its longer implementation period) if this was 
decided.  ANPE  also sees its SITO  system as a  short-ter.m solution pending the 
introduction of SAGE  in its larger labour mar.kets. 
9.  22  What  has not yet been demonstrated is whether "inter.mediate"  solutions 
(eg circulation systems like VACS  or SITO  2)  can be  developed and extended 
to provide satisfactory on-line data retrieval systems for matching, until 
they are replaced,  and whether or not the "total" systems will be· "locked in" 
when  perhaps better opportunities become  available.  For employment  services 
planning big database  systems the issue turns critically on the costs and 
benefits to be obtained from  large computer matching systems in the very big 
labour markets as  opposed to waiting and meanwhile  being satisfied with the 
intermediate options.  This itself emphasises the importance of good 
management  info~tion about the costs and benefits of different options. 
9.23  MSC  experience,  a.nd  this report, indicate the need for caution in 
attempting a  too rapid development of large-scale matching systems and a 
greater degree of flex!  bili  ty in planning.  The  key area of development is 
in the retrieval systems to be used for matching since these very largely 
[determine the computer system design.  A better idea of the possibilities 
)may arise from  the a.tteu¢ being made  by BA  to create on-line vacancy retrieval 
\systems  (using small computers)  and also the further investigations planned by 
\ 
MSC.  All the computer matching experiments or pilot systems will have 
something to contribute to the understanding of this basic problem. 
,9~24  Whatever the outcome,  employment  services will be faced with computer 
developments ·  which extend over quite long periods of time thus increasing 
the problems of planning.  For managements  the timesca.les make  this problem 
one  of having a  computer strategy and for systems designers one of planning 
the general structure - or architecture - of their overall computer systems. 
These  are not separate activities and they can only be part of a  total 
strategy for the organisation.  Computer disciplines therefore impact on 
management  systems,  competence  and practice to the highest level. 
9  •  25  These issues first emerged for MSC  in 1978  when it recognised that it 
had several,  apparently unco-ordinated,  computer developments.  One  issue 
was  whether certain of these were  "on the implementation path" to longer-
term systems,  ie whether they could be ·expanded to include new  applications 
and  adapt  to technical opportunities.  A short study produced an obvious V/228/81  - EN 
answer that in order to ensure that one  is on  the right road one  has to 
know  the final destination.  If it  js  not known,  however,  it may  still be 
possible to establish the general direction of movement  and  to weigh  each 
decision as to whether it promotes  or impedes  progress.  In 1979  MSC  came 
to the  conclusion that it needed a  more  explicit strategy (the components 
are de:s::ribed in Appendix H). 
9.26  This  can be  seen as a  forward extension of planning,  the extent of 
which will depend upon  aspects of the strategy;  for example it may  be easier 
to forecast implementation timescale  a  than the timing of technical changes. 
In the case of MSC  the strategy also has to integrate with its planning sytems 
which  nor.mally follow annual or biennial cycles.  The  development  of this 
strategy had  the effect of ·concentrating attention on  the main  (computer 
system)  issues and critical areas of uncertainty where  additional analysis 
or investigation were  needed.  In particular it pin-pointed the need for a 
solution to the retrieval problem and meanwhile  emphasised short-term develop-
ments  which give a  positive return whithin (appropriate)  strategic  plar~ng 
timescales.  Consideration of the possible computer architecture emphasised 
some  of the technical and  systems issues of paragraphs 9.18 to 9.22. 
9.27  Given  that all ·the employment  services face  the same  problems  of 
future uncertainty and  the  ssme  technical opportunities a  well-considered 
computer strategy seems  a  necessary development for other managements  engaged 
in large-scale computer projects.  Carried through properly it is a  discipline 
which brings together system opportunities,  costs benefits,  present and 
likely future  developments  and organisational needs  and constraints and puts 
them  into  a  time pattern.  At  very least it is essential that such managements 
take a  "hard-headed"  look at their timescales of development.  It might  then, 
eg,  be  recognised that a  too optimistic view of the pace  of development  may 
lead to the failure to adopt  short-term possibilities; or to recognise that 
one  development  is not going to produce  a  comprehensive  solution. 
9.28  It was  agreed that this Etudy would  not specifically examine  the SEDOC 
system but would attempt to identify any computer systems issues which might 
have  a  particular relevance for DGV.  It was  also agreed to explore possible 
problems  of computers  in matching between countries. · SEDOC  wa.s  brought,  to 
some  extent,  into the study because MLPS  is using certain features for one  of 
its systems which  is eventually to be  computerised. 
9.29  In general  (with the possible exception of MLPS),  the participants did 
not see  the creation of separate  (national)  computer  systems raising significant 
problems  for inter-country mobility given that the  (SEDOC)  requirements  are 
known  so  that they will be  able to design sui  table systEill  "interfaces".  On 
the whole  these are likely to be  mainly clerical methods;  eg the extraction of 
infoDmation from  one  computer system for clerical transfer to another. 
9.30  The  problem of inter-communicating databases  (paragraphs  5.22  a.nd  9.12) 
will in any case inhibit the development  of direct database links between  (as 
it does  within)  employment  services.  Any  such solution would  take some  years 
to be  fully  e~fective particularly since  some  employment  services are adopting 
computer systems  which  may  have  to be  replaced,  or significantly changed,  when 
the  new  methods  become  available.  The  opportunity to consider · nese  develop-
ments  should begin to arise in a  few  years time but in SJJY  case the solut·j.ons 
will depend upon  international standards and  issues which  transcend.purely 
employment  service questions. V/228/81  - EN 
9.31  To  specify systems  and  policy issues for SEDOC  to an adequate  level of 
definition would  require a  bigger study than this one.  SEDOC  was  developed to 
assist employment  services in their inter-change of infomation about  jobs and 
mobile  jobseekers and  to support the Community  provisions for free movement 
of workers.  It consists of a  set of procedures  and  a  method  of codifying 
occupational and  other details which  employment  services use as one  of their 
methods  of inter-communication.  In order to identify suitable job or jobseeker 
opportunities this leads them  to systems  adjustments between  SEDOC  and  their 
own  employment  service procedures.  In this sense,  and for purposes of 
discussion,  SEDOC  (as a  system)  might  be  defined as an inter-country employment 
service matching system,  as a  system of occupational,  etc,  codification and as 
a  fo:tm  of (inter-country) labour market  information. 
9.32  To  develop good  computer  systems with their greater requirements for 
discipline and  certainty will involve clarity of policy and  good  communications 
about  system developments  between  the Commission  and Community  members.  It is 
no  more  possible in this report to make  specific systems  recommendations  at 
this level than it is for the individual ·participants in this study.  However, 
the issues of planning,  system flexibility and  design philosophies are no  less 
relevant.  The  following observations may  help promote  some  understanding of 
the nature of the problems  and  the opportunities. 
9.33  The  design of any  system which  attempted greater integration of 
individual  (country)  systems or for promoting inter-country mobility - a.s 
distinc.t  from  a  limited provision for improving opportunities to move  between 
countries - would  have  to recognise a  number  of factors  (in addition to the 
objective itself). 
I  I 
9.33.1  Firstly,  even with assistance from  computers,  inter-country 
placing work  may  be  more  expensive, both in systems  costs and  the 
use of staff time  (than for local placing)  so  the :response of the 
employment  service is likely to be  very selec.ti  ve;  ie in choosing 
cases and methods  which  seem  likely to produce  the best results. 
9.3;.2  In matching  jobseekers with vacancies at a  distance employment 
services usually adopt  a  general principle of keeping to the shortest 
lines of communication in any particular case.  To  replicate  (on a 
CommUnity  level)  the service that exists within countries would 
require that they communicate  directly at office-to-office, region-to-
region and  nation-to-nation levels and not purely through one 
central channel or channels.  In principle a  "total" SEDOC  system 
would  be part of a  "total" matbhing system.  This report ha.s  cast 
doubt  on  the "total" system concept.  The  "t.ri.de  differences in 
labour markets  and other circumstances,  to which  has to be  added 
l~~age.problems, will inhibit a  single (ie general)  system solution. 
Even  then most  countries are grappling with computer systems problems 
for their very large,  conurbation,  labour markets  as a first 
priority.  They will also have  mixed  computer and  clerical systems 
for at least the next 4-5  years. 
9.33.;  Such  a  system would  have  to deal {to a  greater extent) with 
the problems  of "retrieval" and  the interfaces between computers 
and  staff behaviour.  One  sure way  of creating adverse staff 
attitudes is to present them  with a  lot of seemingly unproductive 
extra coding and  data. 
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9.33.4  In practi~e the  dividing lines between  "fringe"  (international) 
and  national labour markets  are not purely geograpr.dcal  (ie across 
national borders)  and  do  not follow a  distinct, hierarchical,  pattern. 
Labour mobility between,  say,  the Republic  of Ireland and  UK,  because 
of language,  geography and historical links, .  is vastly different 
from  that bet'\oreen  the Republic  and  Ge:rmany. 
9.33.5  Components  of the  SEDOC  system  (ie occupational and 
experience coding,  documentation and  "summary  matc[l..ing")  a.re  being 
incorporated in the MLPS  (mobility)  system.  Whilst this will give 
some  experience of the  SEDOC  system in operation at the national, 
regional  a.l'ld  provincial levels it will have  to go  throug'h 2 later 
stages before it becomes  a  full  c~mputer matching system.  Also  the 
Italian Employment  Service and its systems differ in some  major 
respects from  those of the other participating countries.  As  an 
experiment  (for SEDOC)  therefore,  this may  not be  indicative of 
the problems  and  opportunities in the other services. 
9.34  To  see the  SEDOC  system of codification as a  way  o£  improving communica-
tions across language barriers is a  valid but perhaps limited concept.  It 
runs into the problems previously mentioned  ( eg in paragraph 7. 34,  on occupa-
tional classification as a  matching factor).  T.he  wider the range of functions 
a  codification system tries to serve and  the more  detailed it is the greater 
may  be  the cost of using it in practice and  the more  likely it is that it 
will be  less efficient for each of the purposes which it services.  As  in 
matching,  generally,  codification is only a  partial solution to the problems 
of communication.  Even  the codification systems  themselves  face problems 
of translation. 
9.35  On  the other hand  labour market intelligence plays a  significant 
part in policy,  in administration and in computer developments;  and classifica-
tions can be  important in this context.  The  main points suggested by this 
study are as follows. 
9.35.1  There  are differences of definition (in employment  service 
data)  which  classification and  computers  may  not remove.  For 
example  scarcity vacancies  (collated in the SEDOC  system)  may 
possibly reflect levels of employment  service penetration (particularly 
of ski.lled and  professional vacancies)  as much  as the actual labour 
market  conditions  (see also paragraph 6.38). 
9.35.2  At  the Community  level it.could be  impo=tant  to identify and 
clarify the requirements for infor.mation  (derived from  employment 
service operations) in the near future.  Employment  services are 
moving  toward computer systems  which  whilst offering better 
opportunities for analysis,  may  be  more  difficult, or take longer, 
to change  than clerical systems.  Any points of definition which 
~  affect the nature of computer system design itself will 
certainly need early attention. 
9. 35. 3  In this connection only MLPS  is "building"  SEDOC  classifications 
into its computer  systems  (but retaining the national c· assification 
for some  areas of matching);  most  of the other services see it mainly 
as a  statistical requirement but have  not taken specific steps to 
include it.  They  propose to use national {or new)  classifications 
for matching.  Compatibility of these classifications with SEDOC  will 
determine whether computer  conversion tables will be effective.  I£ V  /228/81 - EN 
staff have  to code  several classifications in their matching systems 
problems  will arise. 
9.36  Finally,  an  attempt has been made  to address  the  study to the  aims 
set out in paragraph 1.2 and  the objectives or paragraph 9.1.  The  issues 
which  have  been identified are mainly those or management  and  systems  rather 
than of broad policy or particular design details.  It also has to be 
remembered  that this study has been limited to certain applications a.nd  that 
employment  services have  other opportunities for using computers or communica-
tion systems.  Nevertheless  the report emphasises  that the computer is only 
a  tool,  not a  solution to all employment  service problems.  Computers  may 
raise major issues of manpower  information,  technology and  communications 
policy in seneral but these are wider than purely employment  service interests 
and  bigger than this study.  There  are certainly aspects or employment  service 
systems  where  co-operation and  the sharing of in!or.mation must  be of value to 
the Commission  and  the Community  members;  despite many  differences the employ-
ment  services have  a  great deal in common.  Perhaps  this report will help 
to identify wheTe  the best opportunities lie. Terms  of Reference and  Timetable  for  the Study 
A1.  The  study was  to include 
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Appendix A 
A1.1  A description of the computer  systems in use,. or experimented with, 
in.the employment  services of the participating countries,  relating the 
computer applications to the environment  in which  they operate and to the 
philosophies on  which  they are based. 
A1.2  An  assessment of alternative approaches to similar employment 
service problems and of the experience gained by participating countries, 
as a  basis for possible conclusions towards formulating  computerisation 
plans. 
A1.3  Possibly more  detailed study of a  small number  of themes of 
general interest:  for example,  the choice of jobseeker or vacancy 
factors entering into computer  matching systems,  the perceived or assessed 
benefits to be obtained from  computer  systems or the approaches to organi-
sing computer  systems work. 
A2.  It was  agreed that the study objectives should be  interpreted as covering 
the use of computers for 3 sets of applications. 
A2.1  The  collection and analysis of statistical information about 
notified vacancies and  registered  jobseeker.s. 
A2.2  The  circulation of vacancy details (which includes,  where  appro-
priate the distribution of vacancy  information for self-service or "open" 
methods of providing employment  service). 
A2.3  The  matching of  jobseeker demands  against vacancy offers and/or 
vacancies against  jobseekers. 
A;.  The  conference on  3 June 1980  decided that the use of computers for 
matching  jobseekers and  vacancies and  the benefits obtained (or which might 
be  obtained)  from  using computers,  should be studied in more  detail.  These 
seemed  likely to raise the strategic issues. 
A4.  The  time-table for the study was  as follows: 
participants to prepare and  submit material to MSC,  by  March  1980 
conference of participants  3 June  1980 
interim report  to the European Commission  on  progress  July  1980 
visits by  the Study Leader to participating employment  August 
services to collect additional material and for  September 
discussions  1980 
progress report 
- a  second  conference 
a  final report 
October 1980 
Der'!mber  1980 
January 1981 
In the event the second conference was  delayed until 14  January 1981  and 
the final report until the end  of march 1981. V/228/81  - liB 
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Local office of AD 
Agence  locale  {ANPE  local office) 
Agence  Nationale Pour L'Emploi 
Bundesanstal  t  .fur Arbei  t 
The  British system or occupational classification.  Classification 
of Occupa  tiona and Directory of Occupational Titles 
Central population register (para.graph 8. 6) 
Database J118ll8f81Dent  system (a technical method of organising data 
in a  computer) 
De:partment  of Employment  (Great Britain) 
Directorate - General V or the Eumpean Commission 
Department of Manpower  Services  (Northam Ireland) 
Danmark  Statistik (Danish central statistical office) 
Employment  Service Division (or MSC) 
Financial and  Management Accounting System  (of KSC) 
Great :Sri  tain  (UK  excl~  Borthem Ireland) 
Jobseeker Preference CheCklist  (paragraph 6.21) 
Jobseeker Checklist  (paragr.aph 6.21) 
Labour JDS.ncet  intelligence (tor definition see appendix C) 
Local labour ma.rlcet  intelligence 
Management  infomation system 
Ministero del Lavoro  e  della Previdenza  Sociale 
Manpower  Services Commission 
Northam Ireland 
(Vacancy)  order-based matching 
Office National d  L'emploi 
Professional and Executive Becruitment (part of MSC) 
Begistrant-based matching 
S,Steme European de DiffUsion des Otfres et des demandes  d1emplois 
enregistrees en Compensation intemationale 
Self Service,  dr Self Selection 
Vacancy checklist (paragraph 6. 22) 
Visual displ&y' unit - a  computer teminaJ 
United Kinedom  (or Great :Sri  tain and Bortb.em Ireland) 
United States of America V/228/81  - KN 
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Communication  s;ystem 
Conf'isura,tion 
.  .  ·· 
Row  !ll8.1l888r&  account for their respo.nSi bili  ties 
and  perfomance.  In ESD  this is through systems 
of pla;nnin~objectives, perf'omance measurement 
and reviews of' perfomance. 
The  eeneral•purpose(s) of an  emplo)'JD.ent  service 
eg "To help people find sui  table jobs and  to help 
employers find sui  table wo:rlcers". 
See  paragraph 2.1  ot the report. 
Used in the report in the context of' computer 
arch1  tecture ie the general stru.cture and desisn 
features of' a  computer capability. 
Data input/output method  where  data is not pro-
ceased at its point of' origin but collected into 
batches tor subsequent sequential processing; 
generically distingQished from on-line Q'Stema. 
Any system which both pemi  ts jobaeek:ers to be 
matched against a  tile ot vacancies and  job 
vacancies against a  tile ot registrants.  It 
follows  that a  computer file muat hold both 
registrant and  vaoaney- matcb#lg data for com-
puterised bilateral mat~(see  unilateral). 
Employment  and vocational guidance service 
provided by local author!  ties in GB  - uauall;y for 
yOung  people under the age of'  22. 
Where  data for each individual entit;y is held 
separately so that analysis of' any attribute is 
possible. 
See paragraph 2.  1  of' the report. 
An  individual who  seeks payments of u:nemplo)'JD.ent 
insurance benet!  t  or unemployment  assistance. 
GB  system of' occupational classification.  CO:OOT 
is a  system containing a  5-digi  t  coding referring 
to  the  clas~ifications and  the descriptions of 
occupation.-.. 
A  computer system in which users communicate 
directly with the computer using tennina1s and 
telecommunication links. 
A.  general  word  to describe the a.rransement of· 
peripheral devices and  communications  vi  th a 
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A large urban area comprising more  than one  town. 
Used in this context to denote a  system whiCh will 
produce more  benefits in relation to cost than a 
current or al  tema.ti  ve one. 
A  connection between a  tenninal  and  a  computer  .. · 
using an ord..ina.ey  telephone line under which the 
connection has  to be made  by the operator.  Where 
the connection is made  automatically by the 
computer  (using a  special device) it is called 
"auto-dial". 
An  integrated system or data storage servicing 
more  than one  function. 
A  concept in which each user's system is similar 
to,  but usually separate from,  other users' 
systems. 
EaCh user's system is similar but there are tele-
communications  between the various users. 
In the ESD  a  formal  set or procedures to measure 
the effects or introducing a  new  system on a 
variety or factors  (eg costs,  operating perfom-
ance,  statistical accuracy). 
A method by which printed material is scanned, 
transmitted as electronic signals {usually throu&h 
a  telecommunications link) and reproduced at a 
distance. 
That component  of' unemployment  caused by short-
tam changes in employment.  Spells or unemploy-
ment  between  jobs create a  "pool" of' unemployed, 
the size of whiCh is affected by the efficiency ot 
the methods of job changing. 
An  area of about 20  miles in radius which is 
admtoistered by the Greater London  Council. ie, it 
is a  local authority area (ot regional size). 
A general tem to describe computing equipment. 
The  ratio between a  set of (or individual) ou_tputa 
and the cost or resources required to produce 
them.  ESD  measures,  for example,  the averise cost 
ot producing a  placing or the start cost per 
placing {ie,  average amount ot stat£ time used in 
producing a  placin&').  (llso ref'en-ed to as un1  t 
cost). 
In the context of' this report the tem refers to 
recruitment mechanisms  or a  geographical area 
(see travel-to-wo:z:k)  It could,  of course,  refer 







Modular!  't7 
Objective 
On-line 
Open  reception 
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Selecting and submitting jobeeekers for vacancies 
and vice versa.  A  successf'lll match is one which 
results in an ·engagement  {see order and registrant 
based matching). 
Those attributes ot a  vacancy or jobseeker which 
are used in making a  selection. 
A computer typically costing between £200,000 and 
£1,000,000  {at 1979  prices),  capable or supporting 
large numbers ot peripherals,  controlled by'  a 
complex operating system,  and usually requiring an 
air conditioned operating environment. 
The  expression is used to denote a  situation in 
which some  jobseekers have difficulty in finding 
jobs al  thoush there are substantial numbers of 
untilled vacancies.  In this report it is also 
used to refer to a  situation in which an  employ-
ment service has an  imbalance between notified 
vacancies and registrants. 
Infomation used to interpret or predict changes 
in manpower  requirements or availability. 
A computer,  typically costing under about £2,500, 
wi  tb a  simple basic control system,  capable ot 
supporting a  limited number of peripherals,  and 
with limited memory  and data storage capacity. 
A  computer,  typically costing between £6,000 and 
£100,000 run by  a  more  sophisticated operating 
&y'Stem  than a  microcomputer, ·capable of supporting 
more  peripherals,  and with greater memo17  and 
stora&e capac!  ty. 
Components or a  system (or features ot a  system) 
being clearly identified and designed so that 
they can be  changed without affecting the 
remainder. 
An  objective is something which is specifically 
intended to be  achieved.  It must be specified, 
quantified wherever possible and the time on or 
by which it is to be achieved must be stated. 
Where  a  usa~: is connected through a  teminaJ  to a 
computer by means  of a  telephone line.  The 
connection mq be either by dial-up or by a 
pemanently connected line. 
A system under which an  employment  service 
displ818 details or notified vacancies with the 
name  and  address of the 8mployee.  Where  these 
details are omitted the  term "half-open" 
reception is used  (by BA)  ~ee also self-service). Order based mat~ 
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Selection of a  short list of jobseekers apparently 
sui  table for a  job vacancy order. 
Used  to describe ESD  management  information of the 
measurement of operational activities and outputs 
(eg numbers  of vacancies,  registrants or placings).· 
A f'im of consul  tents who  conducted a  computer 
strategy study for MSC,  referred to as  the PACTEL 
report. 
Used  by MSC  to refer to the number of placings as 
a  proportion of total labour market engagements 
(jobs filled).  Vacancy or registrant penetration 
refers to the proportion or vacancies notified or 
pl.'Oportion of' jobseek:ers who  use the service. 
A small-scale trial of a  (final)  system prepara-
tory to general implementation. 
A set of' detailed instructions to a  computer. 
See Para&ra.Ph 4. 9 of the report. 
A method  by which a  file of registrations is 
maintained in an up-to-date state by comparing 
registrations with other files in respect of the 
same  individuals  (usually a  file of unemplo1J118Dt 
benefit claims or records of attendance). 
A selection of apparently suitable job vacancies 
for an individual  jobseeker (usually,  but not 
al  W8\Y'S,  registered). 
Used  to refer to a  set of casewo:t'k  documents held 
by an employment  service in respect of a  person; 
usually to enable it to perf'om a  number of 
functions  (eg matching,  caseworlc  advice,  the 
collection of' statistics or the recQrding or 
activities in respect of the person concemed). 
In this study the word is used to describe the 
whole set of' arrangements in a  computer (or 
combined computer and clerical system)  b7  which 
a  user gains access to data. 
A  computer configuration in which each teminal  in 
a  system is connected to the computer by a  separate 
telephone link.  The  computer is usually located 
centrally to reduce cOmmunication costs so tbat 
the lineJ&.  radiate from  the computer centre. 
Used in this context to refer to the selection ot 
a  short list of' apparently suitable jobseekers tor 
a  vacancy or vice versa. Self service 
Speed of Vaoaney Filling 
Split database 
Submission 
Time  aeries 
Unilateral matching 
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A method  by whiCh  details of vacancies are dis-
plrqed without the name  and  address of the 
employer.  When  a  jobseeker selects a  vacana.y 
from  the SS  displrq he gives the details to a 
receptionist who  arranges and appointment with the 
~loyer.  Also referred to as self-selection (see 
also open reception). 
Filling vacancies more  quickly is seen as  a  method 
of increasing production or reducing frictional 
unemployment.  In principle this is measured as 
the period between notification of a  vacana.y  and 
the date the individual begins wol:k.  In MSC  it is 
defined as to the date on  which the successful 
submission is-made. 
Used in this report to indicate a  ai  tuation in 
which parts of' a  database are held on different 
computers. 
See paragraph 2.  8  of the report. 
The  introduction of an apparently sui  table job-
seeker to an  employer. 
A device by means  of which a  user or an operator 
communicates  wi  tb.  a  computer via a  telephone link. 
A set of statistical tables giving measurements of 
the same  variable over regular intervals of'  time. 
Selections of jobseekers for a  notified vacancy 
(order based matching,  O:BM)  or of vacancies for an 
individual jobseeker (registrant based matching 
llBM). 
Defined areas in which  (most)  people both live and 
work.  The  detailed infomation is obtained in G'B 
from  the population census.  DE  defines such areas 
at about the  S()IJ6  level.  (ie as conta.ining Be% of 
employees  who  also reside in the  s~e area). 
A method  by whiCh  a  computer Checks  input data to 
ensure that it compares  with an actual code or 
pattem. 
A  oomputeri:..ed  system for the storage and retrie-
val of' textual inf'omation by many  organisations 
and their customers,  using the  telephone network 
and VDU' s.  :British experience is with the Pres  tel 
s;ystem of the UK  public Telecommun:f  :ations Agency. V/228/81  - EN. 
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developments  in the participating countries  (paragraph 1.7 
D1.  Because  of difficulties of comparing very different  systems and  condi-
tions,  and  of identifying in advance  problems  for  comparison it was  decided 
to create a  framework  for collecting information about  the operations and 
characteristics of employment  services which affect design,  choice and  imple-
mentation of their computer  systems. 
D2.  In practice this framework  had  to be used flexibly because of the dif-
ferent  ways  employment  services organise their information and  managerial 
responsibilities.  The  main  items of the framework  were: 
D2.1  The  relevant functions and  aims of the employment  services with 
the legal,  etc requirements which basically determine  the aims of sys-
tem  design in general. 
D2.2  Employment  service ob.jecti  ves  o..'•1 .J..  systems of assessing perfor-
mance  against objectives which  determine  the computerisation objectives; 
supplementary to these are the specific computer  system objectives 
themselves and  how  they contribute to performance against general objec-
tives.  In effect,  why  computerise and  what  benefits are expected? 
D2.3  Employment  service organisation which  influences systems manage-
ment  and  computer  configuration. 
D2.4  The  methods of providing employment  service ("traditional", self-
service etc)  which  determine operational features of the chosen  computer 
applications. 
D2.5  The  basis on  which decisions are made  ie the nature of the choices 
between  computer and  non-computer alternatives and  how  they are made; · 
particularly as to the way  costs and  benefits are assessed and  enter into 
decisions. 
D2.6  Employment  service volumes  of business which  have  the most  signifi-
cant  effect on  computer  power  and  computer file organisation.  Also the 
labour market  factors which affect the distribution and  character of the 
volumes  to be processed. 
D2.7  Other  factors affecting design and  operation including labour 
market  supply and  demand  and  the interfaces with other systems (eg 
unemployment  benefit) or organisations. 
D2.8  Technical factors,  including the account  taken of the likely or 
possible effects of technical change  and  the approach to particular 
technical problems. 
D2.9  Descriptions of systems in use,  projected or subjected to experi-
ments  including applications,  design,  implementation etc. 
D2.10  The  problems and  possible solutions identified by  employment 
services. 
D2.11  Inter-country system links in employment  service work  (on a  very 
broad,  general,  level). V/228/81  - D 
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D3.  A discriminating approach was  adopted to the collection or this 
infomation according to the circumstances and problems or particular emplo7-
ment  services and its relevance in any particular case (ie s7stem. or employ-
ment  service). The  Matching  Process 
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E1.  In relation to  employment  services matching can mean  either: 
E1.1  Helping the labour market  to achieve  the best  recon~iliation in 
the demands  of  jobseekers and  the requirements of employers. 
E1.2  That  process which  leads in any particular case to an  engagement 
(ie the actual beginning of a  job by  an individual as a  result of an 
offer from  an employer). 
E1.3  The  internal process within an  employment  service which  results 
in the submission of a  jobseeker to a  vacancy. 
E2.  A definition as in para E1.1  goes beyond  the functions of an employment 
service  (eg,  it would  include the provision of training) as defined by this 
study.  This appendix defines matching as in para E1.2 while para E1.3 is 
categorised as internal (to an  employment  service)  selection.  As  section 6, 
paragraph 6.42 of the main  report  suggests para E1.2 is not,  in all cases, 
necessarily consistent with para E1.  For the rest of this appendix however 
{unless otherwise indicated)  a  "match"  is equated to an  engagement  (ie, as in 
para E1.2). 
E3.  The  matching process in which  employment  services are involved may  (for 
convenience in reverse order)  involve the following steps,  or components  (they 
are not necessarily distinct). 
E3.1  Engagement.  This is an offer by  an  employer to a  jobseeker lead-
ing to the  commencement  of a  job. 
E3.2  Submission.  This is the introduction of a  willing jobseeker to 
an employer. 
E3.3  Final Selection.  This is often referred_to in employment  services 
as  11matching11 •  It involves the selection of a  jobseeker (or more  than 
one)  or of a  vacancy  (perhaps from  a  short list) to attempt a  submission. 
E3.4  Initial Selection.  This is the choice of a  short list from  the 
field of pre-selection. 
E3.5  Pre-Selection is the elimination of part of the field which might 
be considered for selection.  Initial selection might  be limited to job-
seekers in the local area;  to certain occupations or groups of jobseekers 
(for example,  the disadvantaged)  or it might  be limited,  eg,  by having a 
separate system for professional occupations.  The  identification of supply 
and  demand  situations (or matrices)  between different regions or labour 
markets on  an occupational basis might also be considered a  method  of 
pre-selection if it is intended to lead to the matching of jobs and  job-
seekers across longer distances. 
E4.  It should be noted that computers  (in systems so far considered)  do  not 
enter into stages E3.1  - E3.3  (inclusive). 
E5.  The  existence of two  distinct sets of data of jobseekers and  vacancies 
and the nature of the  communications with individuals makes  possible various 
"modes"  of selection,  which may  be associated (singly or in combination)  with 
different computer  systems or "solutions". V/228/81  - EN 
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E5.1  In "continuous" bilateral matching  (ie,  selecting)  every  job-
seeker is compared  with  11all11  (ie, according to the methods  of selection) 
the vacancies notified during the currency of his registration (in order 
to produce initial selections)  and all vacancies are compared  (as long as 
they are current) with all registered  jobseekers.  This requires the 
continuous maintenance  of two  files of data (jobseekers and  vacancies)  and 
(bydefinition)  involves further  examination to produce "final" selections. 
The  efficiency of this "mode11  depends  on  the state of the files,  the 
methods of comparing data and  the subsequent opportunities for acting upon 
the selections by contacting and  submitting the registrants. 
E5.2  Unilateral selection by comparing vacancies against registrant 
data (or vacancy order based matching:  OBM)  requires the existence of a 
registrant file and  depends  for final selection and  submission on  getting 
in contact with the selected jobseekers.  It is also discontinuous,  ie 
requires a  separate initiative each time a  vacancy is to be subject to 
selection methods. 
E5.3  Unilateral selection by  comparing  jobseekers against vacancy data 
(or registrant based matching:  ReNO  requires the existence of a  file of 
vacancies and is also discontinuous  (in practice the  jobseeker may  not 
need  to be registered for this method  (see para £5.3.1~l  In most  cases 
it will take place with the  jobseeker present which is convenient for 
final selection and  submission.  There are subsidiary categories. 
E5.3.1  Self:..aelectiQn  (SS)  from  vacanci-es advertised "outside" 
the local office (ie,  in press,  radio,  TV  etc media  or through 
other agents).  In this case  the  jobseeker needs to contact  the 
office (or the employer  in fully "open"  service,  when  the 
employer's identity is disclosed). 
E5.3.2  Self-selection (or self-service)  from  vacancies displayed 
within the local office;  'half-open'  (ie without the employers 
identity) methods are employed  in those of the participating 
employment  service which use  this system. 
E5.3.3  ~  with the  jobseeker present.  In this case the placing 
officer makes  the selection in discussion with the  jobseeker. 
E5.3.4  ~  when  the  jobseeker is not  present in the office. 
Except  that selection is made  from  a  vacancy file (less difficult 
to maintain)  this is similar in subsequent practice to E5.2. 
E5.4  Speculative or initiative submissions of  jobseekers require a 
bank  of knowledge  about  employers but not  vacancy file maintenance. 
E5.5  In principle "speculative"  .;-;elections of ·.individuals for 
vacancies is feasible  (private "head-huntingn agencies practise it) but 
is not  employed  by  the employment  services. 
E6.  The  computer  system  response required for these different  Jethods varies 
considerably.  Ignoring,  for the moment,  their use,  eg,  for recording submis-
sions or collecting statistics, E5.4  and E5.5 do  not  involve  computer  (selec-
ting) assistance;  E5.3.1  and  ~5.3.2 require only vacancy  (and display card)  · 
circulation; £5.3.3 involves only the u,aintenance of a  file of vacancies; 
E5.2  and  (perhaps but to a  lesser extent) E5.3.4 involve only the maintenance 
or a  registrant file and E5.1  the maintenance both of files of vacancies and 
registrations. V3228/81  - EN 
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E7.  The  value of any  method  of obtaining  'matches'  therefore will be  related 
to the opportunities for using it, the extent to which it enters (or could 
enter)  into the process and  the nature of the individual cases or groups of 
cases to which it is applied;  ie the selectivity of operation within the 
whole  flow of data. 
EB.  In employment  service work,  particularly, it can be misleading to refer 
just to  jobseekers or vacancies in general.  It is immediately apparent that 
the former  exhibit great differences but it may  be less obvious with vacancies 
which are impersonal "pieces of paper".  In practice vacancies might  perhaps 
be  categorised  (for the matching process)  into these groups. 
E8.1  Ordinary vacancies in which  matching is determined mostly by  the 
job  characteristics. 
E8.2  Ordinary vacancies which  are also characterised by legal or 
social requirements - such as those  (quota)  vacancies restricted to 
particular types of handicapped  people.  In this case the vacancy is 
as much  characterised by  the  'people'  as the  'job'  requirement.  The 
bias is more  towards  'fitting'  the  job to the registrant than vice versa. 
E8.3  Vacancies,  such as those for apprenticeships or for trainees where 
the match is almost  entirely characterised by  the qualities (and(or edu-
cation)  of the  jobseekers (and occupational classification and  qualifi-
cations may  well be irrelevant).  As  pay  may  also not be a  major  ··  ·  . 
consideration and  mobility may  be  essential  :·the  prime  matching factors 
may  well be  jobseeker interests and  personal qualities (see also para-
graph 6.31). 
E8.4  Similar considerations (E8.3)  may  also apply in  11matching
11  the 
demands  of people for training against  training opportunities  (fC>r 
which,  in some  circumstances,  vacancy procedures may,  in fact,  be used). 
Eg.  The  matching process is also affected by the circumstances in which it 
takes place.  The  purpose of "selection" is to reduce the field of apparent 
suitability to a  manageable  size.  Briefly: 
E9.1  A  small file can be scrutinised fairly quickly and  does not 
require sophisticated treatment. 
E9.2  Very  large files will tend to produce unmanageable  short lists 
and  require either considerable pre-selection or very "tight" selection 
criteria (eg,  as in Italy).  This either places very high demands  on 
the efficiency of the selecting factors,  or it becomes  a  process of 
discrimination or elimination or - most  usually - it is arbitrary;  eg 
the first available (satisfactory) applicant gets the  job ("first come 
first served"). 
E9.3  The  balance in the "selecting" process will be affected by rela-
tive sizes and  flows of vacancies and  jobseekers of various kinds;  for 
example  the extent to which  (considered)  selections are made  from  stocks 
or suitable submissions are made  from  "the flow". 
E10.  In principle there would  seem  to be 4 methods  of classifying and · 
structuring the factors used in comparing vacancy and  jobseeker data to make 
.  ' 
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selections (although in practice they  may  not be distinct)_ 
ElO.l  Digital codification.  For  example  as in occupational classifica-
tion where  highly condensed descriptions (usually of work  content)  are 
represented by  about  5 digits.  This method.tends to lead to number 
sequential methods  of filing and retrieval.  The  quality of this type of 
codification depends  on  the  homogeneity  of the work  content of jobs 
within the occupational definitions.  Codification systems of this type 
can be made  more  efficient at the  expense of increasing the range and 
detail of the classification system and  therefore of the costs of 
codification. 
El0.2  Grid referencing.  This method  has been  employed  in the British 
Jobscan  experiment  and is similar in principle to punched  card systems. 
In it,  job or worker characteristics are represented by holes or spaces 
in a  grid.  In principle also this method  can be multi-dimensional.  For 
example it can  involve one  column  or grid (in effect a  matrix)  or progres-
sion through a  series of grids,  perhaps representing different occupa-
tional groups.  Or  it could be used to  supplement  occupational descrip-
tions as to skills and  experience required.  It would  seem  that the use 
of this technique must  largely determine  the method  of collection of data 
from  the  employer  and  the  jobseeker and  involve  some  degree of  11rigidity" 
in classification, but it has significant advantages for data collection 
and  computer file structure.  This is because the  system largely works  on 
the possession or absence of,  particular, well-defined characteristics 
which  are represented by each entry on  the grid. 
E10.3  Keywords.  If used in computer  systems the words  or language  (at 
least with present  technology),  have  to be logical in interpretation and 
precise in meaning.  Otherwise  they tend to be interpreted differently 
by  different staff or when  used in describing vacancies and  jobseekers; 
or in describing different types of  jobs and  jobseekers.  This require-
ment  leads to the need to create technical dictionaries which  c&l  only 
be used by well  trained and  experiencedstaff and  take  perhaps a  year or 
two  to get established in operational use.  As  with coding systems  (and 
perhaps to a  greater degree)  there is a  fairly large initial investment 
in developing  the keyword  dictionary.  Howeve~keywords have  some  of the 
flexibilities of ordinary language in that a  word  may  be differently 
interpreted according td the position or context in which it is used  (eg 
"photography"  may  be used  to denote occupation,  experience or type of 
product). 
El0.4  Text matching.  This expression is, here,  used to refer to infor-
mation held in the  form  of unstructured plain language.  Normally it has 
to be used in conjunction with some  forms  of classification.  Being 
unstructured the use of plain  lan~~~ge creates problems of retrieval but 
·it is the method· to which. cli:ents.":nemselves. are".most-:;ac.cu·s.tomeci· and 
therefore most  suitable for any  (eg self-service)  method  which is to 
minimise  the intervention of employment  service staff (or computers)  in 
the process. 
Ell.  None  of these methods  occur exclusively in systems partly because  each 
hs  its own  advantages.  All are used fairly flexibly in clerical systems. 
Codification is used  for  occupational or industrial classification,  positional 
referencing is used in the layout of forms  which  contain matching information 
and  some  words  (eg as to  experience)  are used with more  precise meanings by 
~mDl9~ent service staff (and  the  experienced  jobseeker)  than by  the general 
public. V/228/81  - EN 
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E12.  In considering or comparing methods  of matching or making  selections 
therefore the main  variables would  seem  to be  (in addition to costs and 
benefits). 
E12.1  The  ·aims  and objectives of employment  service matching;  includ-
ing legal constraints (eg,  as they affect paragraph E8). 
E12.2  The  methods  used  (paragraph E5)  and  the extent to which  computers 
attempt  to enter into these processes. 
E12.3  The  matching environment  eg size of files,nature of labour 
markets,  types of vacancies (and  jobseekers). 
E12.4  The  selectivity (or generality) of the attempted system 
solutions. 
E12.5  The  nature of the retrieval systems,  the matching factors which 
are used;  and  other aspects of "quality of data". 
E13.  The  purpose of describing matching as aprocess is therefore to ensure 
that the consideration or analysis of any  part of the process has regard to the 
effects on  the whole;  particularly that initial selections are not treated in 
isolation from  factors which  may  make  them  invalid. 
·, Benefits of using Computers  in Employment  Services 
V/228/81  - EN 
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F1.  The  cost/benefits of employment  services have  been argued about  for 
years without  very positive results.  This appendix therefore does not 
attempt  the impossible,  but; 
- it lists the  (relevant)  employment  service functions resulting from 
the use of  jobseeker and  vacancy data 
- it identifies the possible benefits flowing  from  those functions 
- it links them  wl.th  the computer possibilities 
- it examines  the thinking and  approach of the employment  services 
towards these benefits of computers 
- it attempts to indicate the requirements for understanding or 
assessing the benefits. 
F2.  The  main  outputs of an  employment  service are as follows. 
F2.1  As  a  labour  (recruitment)  market  mechanism  for matching people 
and  jobs;  also for placing unemployed  people in suitable training or 
work  created opportunities. 
F2.2  As  a  casework  capability for helping and  advising  jobseekers and 
employers which  may  or may  not result in placings. 
F2.3  As  a  source of labour market  intelligence (statistics) for 
assisting its own  management  and other manpower  agencies or governments. 
F2.4  As  an agent  for assisting the social security administration by 
reporting cases where  unemployment  benefit is in doubt  or by  placing 
cases where  unemployment  benefit is in doubt  or by placing benefit 
claimants in jobs more  quickly than would  otherwise be the case. 
F2.5  It is also the function of employment  service managers-to manage 
their own  resources as cost effectively as possible so as to maximise 
their results. 
F3.  The  possible benefits are as follows 
F3.1  A reduction in unemployment  (increase in employment)  or an 
improvement  in production (or both)  would  follow  from  filling empty 
jobs  (vacancies whether  or not notified) more  quickly than otherwise 
would  be  the case. 
F3.2  There might  be  a  relativel1  greater improvement  from  filling 
certain types of vacancies more  q~ickly, for example  where  production 
is held up because certain types of workers are scarce.  Alternatively 
there might  be  greater gains to production from  (quicker)  filling of, 
eg skilled or,managerial vacancies than unskilled ones.  The  possibili-
ties are endless,  however.  For example  there might be gr at gain from 
preventing or repairing flood  damage  or getting in harvests when  speed 
is important  or keeping traffic moving  in winter. 
F3.3  Placings which  increase  s~ability of employment  would  result in 
a  reduction in labour turnover,  thus reducing employers recruitment and V/228/81  - EN 
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associated labour costs.  In itself this need  not  directly reduce 
unemployment.  For example  a  placing might  result from  direct mo7ement 
between  jobs.  Again  the increased stability would  have  to be  produc-
tive and  not result,  eg,  in a  worker  remaining in a  job  where  his 
skills were  under utilised.  Clearly there is a  trade-off between 
"stability" and  "mobility" in which  the internal labour market  of the 
employer will be as important as the external one  (see also section 7, 
paragraph 7.17.3). 
F3.4  Employers'  direct recruitment costs are reduced when  their 
vacancies are filled by  "free" employment  services instead of by 
agencies or media  which  charge.  In the last analysis any  such service 
(public or private,  free or charging)  is a  cost to national output. 
The  economic  benefits will only  flow if the least costly and  most 
efficient method  is used,  ie, if the costs of filling a  vacancy by  an 
employment  service are lower than the alternative (or the benefits are 
greater).  However,  given the existence of an employment  service,  the 
existing charge on  production will be reduced if this service makes  its 
placings more  cost  effectively,  for example  by  using computers to reduce 
costs. 
F3.5  Placing,  eg,  a  handicapped  person  (or any  marginal addition to 
the labour force)  in employment  will yield an economic  benefit, if he/ 
she then makes  an additional contribution to output which would  not 
otherwise have  occurred.  This will not be  so,  for example,  if it results 
in another  (perhaps more  productive)  person remaining unemployed,  but 
it may  be so if the handicapped  individual has personal abilities or 
skills which are above  average  and  can be fully utilised.  "Quality" 
(economic)  of placings may,  eg,  mean  placing blind telephone  switch-
board operators, but not necessarily placing handicapped lift attendants 
in areas of heavy  unemployment.  There  may  be social or political 
advantages from  such placings,  but they may  only be  gained as a  conse-.· 
quence  of lower total output or at least be neutral in their economic 
affects. 
F4.  The  overall effects of employment  services on  the generation of bene-
fits is therefore very complex.  As  a  broad summary; 
F4.1  Where  there are unemployed  resources,  the possible economic 
benefits will be lower because vacancies will generally be filled more 
quickly and  there will be lower. "shorrages .  of workers.  Placing one 
individual is more  likely to be at the expense of another (see paragraph. 
F5  below).  However,  unemployment  will vary from  area to area;  often 
there are areas (skills or  geographical)  of scarcity where  faster or 
better placings will yield benefitsprovidingthe opportunities are 
correctly recognised.  If benefits are then calculated on  a  broad or 
average basis,  the full value will not be obtained in each case. 
F4.2  ·  The  filling of vacancies more  quickly by employment  services 
will have its full economic  value where  there is full employment  because 
there will then be  (by  definition)  sufficient demand  for the extra out-
put.  If the economy  is at less than full employment,  faster vacancy 
filling may  only reduce the extent to which  employers recruit in anti-
cipation of their labour turnover. 
F4.3  Economic  analysis usually assumes  that resources will flow to V/228/81  - EN 
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to the  point  where  they  can be utilised most  efficiently, but  the 
economic  system is less than "elastic" because there are impediments 
to mobility.  "Full"  employment  may  have  a  different definition in 
particular sectors of the labour market  because  of rigidities in the 
practices of employers or workers.  Employment  service activities may 
help off-set these inelasticities. 
F5.  The  value to be  put  on  any apparent  improvement  in economic  response 
therefore requires to be  modified  where· less than full employment  will affect 
the result.  This is called the "displacement"  effect and has to be  taken 
into account  in output valuation.  The  measurement  techniques are therefore 
somewhat  less than  exact.  The  practice of  MSC  has been to estimate  (eg,  from 
speed of vacancy  filling)  the employment  value  (eg  1,000 vacancies.filled one 
day  more  quickly will equal  1,000 days extra employment)  then to value this 
(eg  ~t average daily earnings)  and  then to multiply the result by  a  factor 
(egO. ?)for "displacement". 
F6.  This enables a  notional  cash (flow)  value to be  put  on  the output which 
can be used in conjunction with actual  (costs)  cash flow to determine the 
value of cost/benefit ratios or to establish a  return on  investment. 
F?.  Computers may  therefore help  employment  services realise the following 
economic  benefits. 
F?.1  They  may  reduce  costs of operations,  eg,  save more  staff (or 
other)  costs (net of computer  staff)  thanthe additional expenditure on 
computers and  telecommunications.  If, however,  there are  changes in 
volumes,  perhaps caused by  the  computer  system,  these  r~ve to be taken 
into account  and  this will result in the measurement  of some  form  of 
unit cost. 
F?.2  Computers may  help fill vacancies more  quickly.  That is they 
may  speed up  submissions leading to quicker engagements by employers. 
This requires that  (comparative)  measurement  is made  of the affects of 
the  computer  system on  the speed with which  jobs are filled  (or success-
ful  submissions are made). 
F7.3  Computers  may  improve  the "quality" of placings resulting from 
better methods  of selection.  Before measurements  can begin "better 
matching
11  has to be defined and  the  expected results will need to be 
identified (see paragraph 7.9.1  of the main  report). 
F7.4  By  providing better labour market  information computers may 
enable  employment  services to identify their objectives more  closely 
and  to have  a  better understanding of how  they achieve or might  achieve, 
results. 
F?.5  They  may  help improve  the quality of information available to 
other agencies,  or to governments for economic  or manpower  management. 
FB..  Employment  service thinking on  these issues  (and  the eva.uation data 
they have,  or have  not,  obtained)  is broadly discussed in paragraphs 5.14  to 
5.17 of the report.  Whilst  acknowledging the problems which  surround this 
subject of cost benefit measurement  the thinking·does not appear to be well 
~tructured or totally objective.  For  example if computer assistance is seen V/228/81  - EN 
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(as it seems  to be in most  cases)  as a  way  of enabling staff to make  more 
comprehensive. searches of their files,  then some  experimental work  would  seem 
to be  sensible before large sums  are committed  to computer projects.  Simula-
tion of computer  searches (or relatively inexpensive  experiment)  is by  no  means 
impossible.  Again if the objective is to save staff time  on  routine  wo~k an 
attempt  to estimate  (or to measure  experimentally)  the likely effects of the 
proposed  computer  system  does  not  seem  to be an  undue  precaution before embark-
ing on  major  computer 'expenditure. 
F9.  Given  a  sufficient degree of confidence based on  the best available 
methods  of measurements  (or estimates)  and  an  assessment of the risks (includ-
ing the sensitivity of the measurements to degrees of error), an approach on 
these lines might  be useful. 
F9.1  Will the computer  system produce at least equivalent benefits at 
lower costs,  taking account of all expenditure? 
F9.2  Where  the computer  system will increase both costs and  volumes 
will there be  a  better ratio of outputs to costs (eg,  will there be  a 
fall in the cost per unit of output) ? 
F9.3  If there is doubt  about  the extent of the improvement  in benefits 
what  judgements can be  made  about  them  and  their value and  what·measure-
ments  should be attempted.  Does  a  balanced,  analytical and  objective 
judgement  about benefits justify the proposed expenditure.  This would 
imply that at least the best possible methods  would  be used to measure 
or estimate the likely benefits. 
F10.  The  above  discussion concentrates on  economic  benefits (ie,  increases 
in production).  Employment  Service activities may  also affect the distribution 
of public expenditure which  does  not  in itself necessarily increase output. 
For example  faster placings which  reduce frictional unemployment  may  reduce 
the level of claims on  unemployment  benefit or the need for subsidised 
employment.  Estimates (similar to those in paragraph F5)  have  been made  by 
MSC  of these effects,  again applying the displacement factor  (placing one 
individual in a  job may  result in another being unemployed). 
F11.  Paragraphs 6.3? and  6.38 of the main  report refer to general volumes 
and ratios of employment  service activities and outputs.  These are forms  of 
measurement  which all employment  services employ  although they are not directly 
related to economic  or social benefits because all placings will not have  the 
same  value.  Whilst,  these outputs have  the advantage. that they can be measured, 
it is important that any .changes are interpreted as accurately as possible. 
Time  and  available space (as well as problems of understanding)  do  not permit 
a  full discussion in this report but these points might  be made. 
F11.1  There  are great variations in labour markets which  themselves 
vary with changes in the eqonomic  cycle.  Any  measurements will have  to 
be  comparative over time and  allow for the variables described in para-
graph ?.24.2.  MSC  has attempted to compensate  for these variables by 
using control groups and  "before" and  11after11  measurements but inter-
pretation is still very difficult. 
F11.2  Because  labour markets do  vary so greatly the same  results 
cannot be  expected in similar offices (or from  experiments) in different 
areas. V/228/81  ·- EN 
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F11.3  MSC  experience is that results are affected by  levels of "pene-
tration"  (ie the proportions of  jobseekers who  use the employment  service 
and  of vacancies notified by  employers)  and  that these levels are affected 
by  different conditions.  For  example  greater proportions of  jobseekers 
will register when  unemployment  is high or increasing and  this will give 
staff better opportunities to fill vacancies.  However,  less vacancies 
may  then be notified since there may  be less jobs available and_since 
employers may  fill them  from  people  who  apply.direct to the firm. 
Understanding these affects and  monitoring changes over petiods of time 
is very important if the  impact  of new  computer  systems is to be assessed. 
If numbers  of placings vary because economic  conditions affect the 
number  of jobs available,  then attention may  be  concentrated on ratios, 
ie the proportion of vacancies filled or registrants placed.  At  least 
if computers improve  matching,  then  (other things being equal)  there 
ought  to be an  improvement  in the proportion of vacancies filled.  The 
fluctuations in these ratios will therefore again have  to be  interpreted 
and  understood. 
F12.  If employment  service managers are to attempt to improve  performance by 
using computers,  therefore,  they will need  to adapt to difficult disciplines 
of using management  information and  to be able to assess and understand the 
factors which affect performance. 
-~ Countries of the m, Table 1  s  Populations and their Distribution (1972/3) 
.. 
mT.AL  PEB.CERTAGE  IN  PERCENTAGE  POPULATION 
OF  POPULA- DENSITIES  POPULATION  TION  PER  SQU.ABE  (millions)  AGBICULTURE  INDUSTRY  SERVICES  URBANISED  XILOMETBE 
>  ~  'd 
'd  N 
C8  N 
~  ~  ~ 
~·  00 
>C  ~ 
Belgium  9-67  4.4  43.4  50.3  66  319  Gl 
• 
Denmark  4.96  9.8  34.2  56.0  74  117 
~  fi 
Eire  2.98  25.7  '  30-3  44.0  44  43 
J'rance  51.25  12.9  39-3  47-7  63  96 
Italy  53-9  18.2  44-3  37.5  45  182 
Luxembourg  -34  9.3.·  48.3  42.4  62  137 
Netherlands  13.19  6.9  36.6  56.5  80  366 
United Kingdom  55.67  2.7·.  43.7  53·5  80  220 
Wee t  Ge1'1118D1'  61.28  7.8  49.1  43.1  78  249 
USA  4.2.  3().7  60.2  75 
(for comparison) 
I • 
Table  2,  Rank size of City BeBions  (1972/3) 
CITY  Rl!&ION  POPULATION  CITY  ImniON  POPULATION 
(OOOs)  (OOOs) 
London  12,762  Copenhagen  1,380 
Bhine - Ruhr  10,419  Naples  1,233 
Paris  8,714  Torino  1,178 
Rands tad  4,353  Lyon  1,075 
West  Midlands  (UK)  2,981  Brussels  1,075 
Rome  2,920  Marseilles  964 
Greater Manchester  2,541  Lille  881 
HAJJlburg  2,407  Genova  842 
\.'~!J t  Berlin  2,240  Newcastle on  T,yne  804 
Glasgow  (Clydeside)  2,008  Antwerp  663 
West  Yorkshire  1,945  Palemo  659 
Stuttgart  1,935  Bremen  6o6 
Liverpool  (Merseyside)  1,823  Dublin  566 
Milan  1,750  Hanover  554 
Mannheim - Ludwigshaven  1,578  Nuremberg  515 
Frankfurt-en-Main  1,520  Sheffield  ·513 
Munich  1,502  Bologna  500 
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Components  of Computer  Strategy 
H1.  The  components  of the employment  service computerisation strategr of MSC 
{paragraph 9.25)  were  as follows. 
H2.  The  main assumptions were  stated on which the strategic tbinkin& is 
based.  It is very important that these are continually kept in mind.  If' one 
or more  becomes  invalid the whole  strategy will be affected.  Two  such 
assumptions were,  for example,  that the employment  service would  continue to 
be provided from  office locations and that self service methods  would  'be  used. 
Similarly the main plax:aning,  system and decision papers  (from which the 
strategic analysis bad drawn)  were listed for future reference. 
H3.  Next  the criteria on  which the strategic thinking was  to be based were 
set out.  These  were  the aims  and objectives of the employment  service to 
which the computer systems should contribute.  Cost effectiveness was  speci-
fied as  the criterion for choices between al  tematives and  computerisation was 
not to be an end in itself: non-computer al  temati  ves were not therefore 
excluded where  more  efficient. 
H4.  Other related developments in plans, of particular relevance,  were dis-
cussed and related to the strategy paper;  for example  a  review of the aims and 
objecti  vee of' the employment  service was nearing completion  •. 
H5.  The  environmental factors affecting systems work  and decisions were set 
out and their strategic context assessed.  These were  technological factors; 
technical change;  data,  organisational and systems interfaces; particUlar 
features affecting systems  work  {eg volumes  and size of business,  start 
attitudes etc);  also the nature and implications of labour markets  (in Great 
:Sri tain) including an analysis of the local office network in relation to 
office volumes of business,  communications etc {see paragraph 7.17.4). 
H6.  Applica  tiona were  then specified and discussed.  The  main applica  tiona 
now f:rom  the data about jo  bseekers and vacancies  (the substance or this 
report) but the strategy was  concemed with local office data in total so that 
the relevance or other management  infomation.~eg about staffing and other 
resources) and other operations  (eg occupatiorial  guidance and infomation, 
trai  ni  DB  and rehabilitation services (to jobseekers  )) had to be assessed. 
Jr7.  Systems  (including relevant non-computer systems)  were  then described 
and analysed,  including their status  (as existing, . planned,  experimental or 
pilot s;ystems)  with their strengths and weaknesses,  drawing f'mm  evaluation 
data {from which  the strategic importance of ttmatching11  and the "retrieval 
problem"  were  deduced).  In combination with the assessment of costs and  _ 
benefits  {see below)  the systems opportunities were  then related to the labour 
market and organisational features  {paragraphs B4  and H5,  above). 
H8.  Costs and benefits were analysed in relation to each of the computer 
system possibilities and their expected  (labour market) areas of implementation. 
This exposed the existing or possible system conflicts and uncertainties. 
H9.  The  existing systems and the planned or possible developments were  then 
analysed as  to their planne~ or possible time pattems in relation to the 
regional  (18 Areas)  organisation of the employment  service.  This  took account· 
of the pattems of replacement of the existing (electronic fascimile trans-
mission)  systems of vacancy circulation. 
" • 
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B10.  The  previous analysis and  discussion then led to the p:mjection of 5. 
interim strategy invol~  the implementation of the CAPITAL  system in 
London  and  the relatively inexpensive~quickly implemented,VACS  s,ystem else-
where.  A programme  or research or investigation was  recommended  to enable a 
long tem strategy to be agreed. 
B11.  This strategic analysis was  conducted by a  small systems  team under the 
control and direction of the Computer Development Group  (composed  or senior 
managers)  which oversees all computer developments in the :&nployment  Service 
Division or MSC.  It was  carried out over a  period or about 9 months  and 
involved some  add!  tional studies or certain aspects  (eg matching,  costs. and 
benefits) or the strategic analysis. V  /228/81  - EN 
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SUMMARI  REPORr  THE  USE  OF  COMPUTERS  IN  EMPLOYMENT  SERVICES 
Introduction 
-S1  The  8tud1 was  conducted by  MSC  of the United Kingdom  for the European 
Commission  with the co-operation of the Employment  Services of Belgium  (ONEM), 
Denmark  (AD),  Italy (MLPS),  France  (ANPE),  West  Germany  (BA)  and Northern 
Ireland (DMS).  MSC  appointed a-stuccy  leader.  The  terms of reference called 
· for  a  description of the computer systems of the participants and an  assess-
ment  of their experience and alternative approaches to similar problems  as a 
basis for possible conclusions.  Summarised,  the objectives of the atudf 
leader were  to describe and  compare  systems,  to identify problema  to suggest 
solutions and  to compile  a  report. 
S2  The  conduct of the study had  to take account of the problems  caused by  the 
amount  of information to be  examined,  the limits set by the resources 
available for the study,  delays created by translation and  a  need to carr,y 
through the majori  t,- of the work  in !1-bout  6  months.  The  comparative analysis 
. waa  based initially on  MSC  esperience,  information on  which  was  more  readily 
, available to the study leader and  in some  respects more  extensive than tbat of 
·the other participants.  In practice,  however,  comparative  assessments of·the 
SJ&tems  did not prove  feasible because of the difference in employment  service 
objectives,  some,  immeasurable,  fu~ure uncertainties and  the fact that adequate 
data about  the coats and  benefits of the systems was  not available. 
S3  . This,  in turn,  made  it difficult to establish criteria for comparisons.  A 
systematic approach to the collection of information was  therefore adopted 
b--ed on  those factors which  determine  system design and  operations.  These  are 
the employment  service aims  and  functions;  their objectives;  the methods  of 
making  decisions and  assessing performance;  their management,organisation and 
provision of services;  their operating  environme~ts especially business volumes, 
labour market  differences and system interfaces;also the relevant technical and 
s.J&tems  descriptions and  problems. 
S4  These  are factors which  Show  the close association between  these systems 
and  management  of the services.  The  report is mainly "Written  with 
employment  service-.managers in mind  and  as far as possible in non-technical 
language·.  Abbreviations and  special terms are described in appendices to  the 
main  report. · A good  knowledge  and  understanding of employment  service (ES) 
operations is assumed. 
Applications. and  Systems 
S5  To  set limits to the extent of the study whilst choosing functions with 
sufficient unity and  continuity of data it was  agreed that it cover the use of 
computers !or the 3 applications of matching vacancy  and  'Jobseeker  demands~ of 
· vacancy  circulation and of providing  la~Qur market  statistics and  management 
information.  These  are "core" activiti-:s which  depend  on  2 separate sets of 
information collected.by all the employment  services about vacancies and  about 
jobseekers.  They  come  together only when  they are linked in matcbing or 
making  submissions or when  labour supply and  demand  need to be  jointly 
considered.  However •  the applications are not independen.t  sinr 1  the same  data 
may  be  collected for matching,circulation or statistics and  cowputing 
equipment  m&J  be used for different functions. 
56  The  word  "system" has no  particulr.r meaning  except in the context of V  /  228/81  -EN 
specific defined descriptions.  Usually,  computer systems will also include 
clerical procedures.  An  ES  is an information system which  involves data 
collection,  file creation and  maintenance  and  the output or "retrieval" of data. 
Quality (accuracy and  integrity of data),  which  affects data collection and file 
structures, is essential in computers  both to maintain efficient operation and 
the quality of the output data.  "Retrieval" raises some  particular problems  for 
ES  computer systems and  they are discussed in later paragraphs. 
S?  There is rarely one  possible system and managers  and  s.ystem  designers face 
problems--of identifying,  assessing and  choosing the best options.  The  choices 
will depend not only on  the options themselves but the conditions in which  the 
systems are to be  implemented including the nature and  efficiency of the systems 
which are to be  replaced.  They  therefore have  to be described,  specified and 
evaluated as to their requirements,  procedures and effects. 
S8  The  data and  applications covered by  this study are central to ES  operations. 
To  convert them,  on  a  large scale,  to computer  systems is a  big step with 
substantial implications for management,  for costs, performance  and methods  of 
service and  affecting ES  objectives and  labour market  intervention in general. 
The  Employment  Services 
S9  The  Employment  Services have  a  great deal in common.  They  exist to serve 
people and  they obtain their results through people,  operational staff and 
managers.  They  exist in free labour markets  (though Italy controls ,ngagements 
for social reasons)  and  are involved in active manpower  policies.  At  least 4 
of the services are very big businesses and all face particular problems of 
management.  They  are widely dispersed and there is great variability in their 
clients,  in labour markets and  in their socio-economic  environments.  All 
provide casework services mainly  from  office locations, but there are signif-
icant differences in service provision;  for example  as to the use of self-
service methods. 
810  The  great variety of conditions makes  for differences in the services 
which  are significant for computer  systems since these can be substantially 
affected by·relatively small features.  This variability, also, is compounded 
with dif-ferences of objectives,  of public accountability and government  policy, 
of the organisational and  data relations with other bodies and in the styles 
and  methods  of management  within the employment  services themselves. 
S11  One  general feature of employment  services has considerable implications 
for their systems.  Because of the difficulty of deciding what  level of service 
to provide to clients,  collectively or individually,  the services are generally 
allocated a  certain level of staff and  other resources and have  to decide how 
these shall bedistri:buted ~and  to meet  their service objectives.  The  impact of 
this system of control through "resource allocation" extends down  to the local 
organisation and  delivery of service and calls for  the exercise of discretion 
and  procedural flexibility by  caseworkers and  managers  because of substantial 
differences in their total circumstances.  "Selectivity" therefore enters into 
the management,  casework and  procedures of employment  services.  In consequence. 
employment  service work  and  conditions present some  particular difficulties for 
computer  system design and  operation because  computers  follow logical principles 
and prefer standard,  disciplined,  procedures.  In turn this increases the 
difficulties for ES  managers  and  system staff in choosing,  creating and 
managing  and  designing computer  systems. V/ 228/81  -EN 
About  Computers 
S12  The  main  features of computer systems which are significant for this 
study are: 
S12~1  The  "human  interface",  ie staff attitudes and behaviour  towards 
accepting and operating these systems. 
812.2  The  computer is not an infallible "tool";  computer systems have 
limitations as well as advantages. 
812.3  Certain technical problems of complicated,  high volume,  data 
etorage,communications and  retrieval. 
812.4  The  rate of change  taking place in computing equipment  and 
possibilities. 
812.5  The  considerable improvements in "information technology" result-
ing from  developments linking computers and telecommunications. 
813  The  general personnel and industrial relations implications of major 
system changes are not specifically dealt with in this report,  though  they 
are important.  However~ the interaction between  people (staff and  managers) 
and  computer  systems is a  major  factor in successful operation and  a  frequent 
cause of system failure.  This results from  the much  tighter disciplines 
-which are required and other possible effects.  If these lead to sub-optimal 
performance  the problems are compounded  and staff may  reject the system 
concerned.  The''human  interface" is therefore a  total design consideration 
often affecting quite small,  as well as major,  features of  design with 
complicated effects,  particularly given the nature of ES  conditions. 
814  This places·high'.demands not only on  system designers but also on  the 
quality of management.  In the last analysis most  system failures usually 
come  back to the management  function because of impatient managers or overw 
ambitious S1Stem  objectives or failures in project direction and  control. 
815  Certain ES  applications have  the potential to raise the requirements of 
computer  operation to a  very high level of  re~ponse which require demanding, 
or advanced techniques.  This considerably increases the technical problems, 
particularly in very large labour markets because of the huge  amounts  of 
data to be  stored and  retrieved.  Storage,  on  discs, is a  constraint on 
design because it is not as fast as computer  processing and  this combines  with 
the need for speedy access to increase the cost and  complexity of the system. 
This puts pressure on  management  not  just because of the technical problems 
but because of the risks created by  the high costs,  by long timescalee of 
development  and  implementation  (perhaps 7-10 years)  and  by the considerable 
effects on  operations. 
816  These  risks and  problems  (or management  decisions)  are compounded  by the 
high rate of change  in computing equipment.  The  continuation of 
current, 'established,  developments will result by the end of this decade  in 
small,  cheap,  desk computers of  eq~ivalent power  to the very l,..rge  amain-
frame"  computers of today  which  also require  (costly)  special  -.nstallations 
and skilled operating staff.  The  computer processor,  though  important,  is 
not  the main  element in total system costs.  Other major  areas are staff 
time,  telecommunications,  maintenance  and  the  terminal configuration so  that 
the design of cost-effective systems will depend upon  using this cheaply V/·228/81  -EN 
available processing power  to optimise other costs;  ie on  total system choice 
and  design. 
517  At  present there is almost  a  continuous availability in the amount·of 
computer  processing power  and  storage but the  choice between mainframe,  mini 
and  micro  computers is affected by  other considerations of system and data 
security and  the support  (eg with maintenance and  programs)  available from 
computer  suppliers or other agents.  Security is very important  (and depends 
on  maintenance and  design features)  because when  data is in a  computer, 
operations can be  totally disrupted by any failure of the system;  including, 
for example,  a  telephone line.  Security can only be  improved at additional 
cost and  complication in design;  for example  by  providing duplicate,  standby, 
facilities.  Mainframe,  and  to a  lesser degree,  mini  computers attract this 
kind of support.  Micro  computers are a  more  recent development  and  the market 
is differently organised because their cost enables  small suppliersto compete 
effectively. 
518  There  could be cost and other advantages to  disper~ed organisations like 
employment  services in having local databases held in small  computers which is 
the  way  their data is organised,  at present,  in clerical systems.  Such develop-
ments are presently inhibited by  technical problems of sharing,  intercommuni-
cating,  databases between  more  than one  processor  (or  11splitting11  the database). 
Also  there are problems of linking equipment  from  different sources in computer 
communication  systems before general standards are fully in operation and  the 
necessary levels of support have  developed.  These  problems are likely to be 
overcome  in a  few  years time.  Meanwhile  those services which  plan dispersed 
databases or to use  small computers have  to compromise  in their system design 
or otherwise limit their system ambitions. 
519  Technical  change is a  major factor in systems planning and  strategy 
because long timescales of development  make  timing critical to the opportunity 
costs of investment decision making.  Forecasting is possible to some  extent 
since "readily available"  systems are those now  in genera1 use,  those develop-
ments  just  being put  into operation  ( eg small  computers)  will be "readily 
available" in a  few  years time and  those opportunities which will be available 
at a  later date are now  seen to be emerging from  the laboratory.  Continued 
change, thereafter,  also seems  probable.  Judgement·'  about  these changes and·' the 
timescales of system development,  depreciation and  obsolescence suggest fore-
cast periods of about  the middle and  end  of this decade.  Consultants have 
presented MSC  with this picture. 
519.1  A fall in the costs and  size of  proces~~rs over most  of this 
decade. 
519.2  Database  and  communications methods  and  progr~s~  and  other 
support with small computers should be available by  about  the mid  l980s. 
519.3  Present methods  of storage  (on discs) are likely to continue in 
general use until towards  the end  of the decade.  There will be  improve-
ments in speed of access but  fhe ,fundamental  constraint may  remain. 
819.4  Visual display units  (VDUs)  and printers are likely to be  the 
terminals mainly available for use by  employment  services until towards 
the end  of this decade.  Howeve~'they (especially VDUs)  should fall in 
cost and  improve  in operation.  Oral communications with computers are 
not likely to make  much  progress,  for general use,  in this period. • 
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Sl9.5  Changes  in telecommunications methods  and  techniques will increase 
flexibility and reliability in the next  few  years and  eventually lead to 
a  reduction in costs  • 
Sl9.6  There will be rapid developments in information technology, 
combining  computers,  micro circuits and  telecommunications.  By  the ·.end 
of the decade,  given the right systems,  individuals may  be able to 
retrieve from  a  wide  range of data-bases with the aid of a  ,  perhaps 
personal,  terminal.  Mailing systems using electronic and  telecommunica-
tions methods  may  result in a  deterioration in the. present,  physical, 
methods of postal distribution. 
820  Despite the problems,  ES  managements  are going to have  to face  up  to these 
developments if they are to maintain their relative efficiency.  They  provide 
services in competition with other media,  are dependent  on  general changes in 
data and  communications and will have  to react to the consequent  changes in 
labour markets.  They  will therefore have  to develop  appropriate management 
systems,  strategies and methods of decision making. 
S21  It is also relevant that these  changes are moving  computer  systems away 
from  specialised operation into the ordinary line management  environment.  It 
will not be  enough  to delegate the problems and  the management  issues to the 
systems specialist and "leave him  to get on  with the  job".  All managers will 
be deeply involved and  the efficiency of their involvement will depend  on  how 
they now  begin to shape :.up  to these tasks. 
Costs and Benefits 
S22  The .criteria for choosing systems,  adopted in this report,  can  only be 
cost effectiveness (ie the optimum  cost/benefit ratio) within political and 
social objectives.  With  the exception of MSC,  and  possibly MLPS,  the partici-
pants do  not generally use costing techniques which  permit  investment decisions 
of this kind.  There are several reasons for this,  including the uncertainties 
of future events,  the state of the  systems  (eg as experiments)  and  the problems 
of measurement.  More  effort needs to be put into costing if good  decisions are 
to be made. 
S23  This. is not  just the bare issue of cost  (or benefits)  comparisons of 
systems.  The  disciplines involved are those which  go  with good  overall plan-
ning,  system design and  project management  and  control.  For example,  several 
participants expect their eventual computer  systems to relieve staff of routine 
work,  ie to reduce  the staff time required.  Howeve~ they ~veapparently not 
attempted,  at least more  than superficially,  to estimate the effects.  Only 
such understanding  (even given some  difficulties of measurement),  can expose 
whether savings in one  direction are offset by  other,  perhaps  indirec~effects 
as is often the case with computer  systems;  or indicate whether the expecta-
tions from  such computer  systems are themselves realistic. 
S24  Moreover  the  use of techniques of 1nvestment appraisal such as discounted 
cash flow  (DCF)  analysis are likely to improve  understanding of the effects  ~ 
_·on  financial and  manpower  budgets as well as physical and  systems  planning.~ 
This is very relevant  to some  of the previous discussion,  especially paragraph 
S20.  Large,expensive,computer systems introduce capital  provi~ on  and  over-
head  costs into employment  services to a  much  greater degree than most  clerical 
procedures and  involve replacement policies,  provision for depreciation and 
very large initial expenditure on  design and  development  before results can 
accrue.  Managers  have  to balance  judgement  as to the advantages of long term V/ ·228/81  -EN 
projects over those with quicker,  if lower,  ~eturns.  By  way  of  e~ple, the 
hardware  and  initial, overhead,  costs of des1gn,development.  and  1mplementa-
tion ofMSe'sCAPITAL  system in Greater London  are greater than the cost of 
providing the present,  equivalent~methods of employment  service for more  than 
a  year.  Without  the right disciplines and  management  information,  it is 
possible to commit  a  large proportion of such expenditure and  then find that it 
is too late to change  the system. 
S25  The  very difficult subject of employment  service benefits is simplified 
in this study to one  of whether  computers are likely to do  better.  The 
participating services are expecting significant benefits from  the use of 
computers,  but only  MSC  has attempted to specify or measure  them  and  then 
only in respect of the speed with which  vacancies are filled;  although with 
good  results.  This is partly because  experience in the other employment 
services is limited,  and  then mainly,to circulation and statistical systems. 
S26  The  potential benefits themselves may  be broadly summarised  as follows 
though it has to be borne in mind  that such improvements are relative and will 
depend  on  the quality of the alternatives with which the comparison is made. 
S26.1  An  increase in the number  of placings or the proportion of vacancies 
filled does not  have  a  value in itself, but would  increase other benefits. 
MSC  experience with its circulation systems and  pilot or experimental 
systems of computer matching,  does not encourage the expectation of 
improvements of more  than about  5%,  even  in relatively advantageous 
conditions.  However,  a  high proportion of MSC  placings are produced by, 
relatively efficient,  self-service methods. 
S26.2  Employers  recruitment costs are not affected where  they do  not  pay 
for service but the cost  to the economy  is reduced if employment  services 
operate at lower costs.  None of MSC' s  computer matching systems have 
reduced placing costs but  computerised circulation systems have  possibly 
done  so. 
S26.3  Improvements in the  speed of vacancy filling of up  to i  of a  day, 
on  average,  have  been obtained,  by  MSC.  This largely results from 
increased speed in distributing and  handling vacancies and  so is mainly 
a  c~rculation effect.  Results are likely,· to vary between labour markets 
according to the extent to which  vacancies are filled by  jobseekers from 
other local offices.  Increased speed of filling vacancies implies a 
reduction in frictional unemployment,  but  the value of this will depend 
on  labour market  conditions,  particularly the levels of unemployment  or 
labour scarcity.  This effect is discussed in more  detail in an appendix 
to the report. 
826.4  Improvements in the "s.uality"of placings could arise from  improve-
ments  in stability of employment  resulting from  better matching or the 
filling,  eg,  of scarcity vacancies or those  (perhaps skilled) vacancies 
with a  better than average  economic  return.  Howeve~none of the employ-
ment  services (although claiming the possible benefits)  have  identified  how 
.or  in  what  circumstances such benefits may  arise.  This is despite the 
existence of conflicts between,  eg,  speed an.d"quality11of placings or 
concentrating on  stability of employment  to the possible detriment of 
mobility.  This is a  serious weakness because to achieve such objectives 
probably affects systems design itself or could lead  to computers 
producing unintended changes in ES  performance.  It leads to the design 
of "general" as compared  with specific computer  system solutions, 
discussed later in the summary. 
• • 
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526.5  Improvements  in social or political performance are assumed  either 
to reflect improvements  in economic  benefits or to be consciously pursued 
to the detriment of the economic  return,  or  to be  so complicated in their 
effects as to require political objectives and  judgement • 
526.6  The  benefits from  improvements  in statistics and management 
information have  not been specified or measured by  the employment 
services and this may  not be possible.  Some  examples  are given, 
subsequently. 
527  All the services expect  these benefits to some  extent from  their computer 
systems but with different degrees of emphasis.  ANPE  and  MSC  look· for increases 
in placings and  in the speed of vacancy filling.  AD  also seeks improvements  in 
the stability of employment  and  BA  has objectives of promoting upward  labour 
market mobilitJ.  ONEM  does not have  specific objectives but a  general concentra-
. 'tion on  promoting active manpower  policies whilst M~  sees its computer  s.y.stem 
as a  means  of improving the efficiency with which it administers the regulation 
of engagements in the interest of social priorities. 
'Matching 
· S28  An  examination of the approach to computer matching  experiments and  plans 
strongly  sugges~that there is some  conflict of objectives and  has been insuf-
ficient understanding of the matching  process for good  system design.  The 
actual results are mainly  from  MSC. 
S29  The  issues may  be  summarised  as follows. 
529.1  The  design of matching (ie retrieval) "factors" for use in 
computers is orientated  towards getting the best individual selection 
but employment  services often have  to try and  persuade employers and 
jobseekers to modify  their requirements so as to contribute to good 
labour market  adjustment,  ie to reduce  "mismatch". 
529.2  There are differences in the matching  philos~es of the employ-
ment  services depending upon  whether,  eg,  labour market  objectives 
require  11impartiality" as between  employer and  wot~ker requirements or 
whether labour market  needs or social criteria tend to put  the  emphasis 
one  way  or the other. 
829.3  "Matching"  is a :far from homogeneo"tUS.  activity;  high unemployment 
with few  vacancies creates a  process of discrimination in which 
"selection" is either irrelevant or imposed  (for example  as is the case 
in Italy).  The  requirements  (eg for apprenticeships)  sometimes  emphasise 
personal  rathe~ob characteristics and  for many  unskilled or semi-
skilled jobs occupational classification has little place in matching. 
Sometimes  social priorities (eg programmes  for handicapped people)  not 
only introduce new  factors into  t!.l!  selection process but  make  for an 
entirely different  type of "match''  ( eg  finding a  sympathetic  employer). 
These all operate against the use of a  "general" set of matching (ie 
selecting)  factors for use with all types of cases as well as some  other 
features of systemsdesign.  This is very important because the nature of 
the selecting and  retrieval mechanisms  largely condition  Ahe  system design. 
S30  Much  of the thinking about  computer matching has  emphasised the ability to 
select from  the whole  registrant or vacancy file continuously;  both vacancies 
against registrants and  registrants against vacancies.  This is partly with the V  /3228/81  -EN 
objective of ensuring that every registrant is included in selection.  There 
are other practical reasons why  this cannot be done  even in computer  systems, 
but computer selection itself provides impediments. 
831  A more  disciplined understanding and  analysis of the matching process is 
required if good,  efficient,  computer  system designsare to be achieved.  The 
report puts forward a  structure or  11model11  of this process which breaks down 
matching,  sequentially,  into possible stages of pre-selection;  initial 
selection;  final selection;  submission and  engagement.  Employment  services 
(with the exception of MLPS)  are not involved in the engagement  and  computer 
selection does not go  beyond  the first two  stages.  This is because computers 
cannot  possibly select from  all the information which staff use.  This "process" 
also differentiates between methods  of matching including 'bilateral'  systems 
and  those which match only in one  direction ie by  comparing vacancies with 
registrants (vacancy or order based matching;  OBM)  or jobseekers with vacancies 
(registrant based matching:  RBM). 
S32  In fact  ANP.E  and  MSC  (the only services to collect this information)fill 
most  of their vacancies by  flow  {RBM)  matching including self-service (SS). 
ANPE  achieves 6~ of its placings in this way  (~~SS) and  MSC  a  greate~ 
proportion since 60%  of its placings are by  SS.  Probably no  more  than 2~  of 
MSC  placings are made  as a  result of selection from  the stock registers of 
vacancies or  jobseekera and only a  proportion of this 2~  results from  OBM. 
There are several reasons why  this is so,  but the main  one  is that flow 
matching with the  jobseeker present in the office is more  eff~cient~ and  takes 
less staff time  and uses information provided by the  jobseeker when  the 
submission is made.~  ~requirements of every vacancy  cannot possibly be 
for~n in advance. 
533  Concepts of matching as a  register-based process therefore require 
considerable qualification.  This is highly important because  computer  systems 
which  attempt  OBM  or bilateral matching have  to  cope  with very large registrant 
files with  big  increases both in the cost of systems and  their timescales of 
design and  implementation.  This is not an  argument  against collecting regis-
trant data for other reasons,  nor for not  ~ttempting -some  form  of OBM.  It does 
emphasise  the risks of pursuing complex  systems for what  may  be very marginal 
results based on  inadequate management  understanqing and  control of projects. 
'  I 
S34  These  and  other,  fairly fundamental,  issues for matching - and  not only 
in computers - were  illustrated by the results obtained by  MSC  from  an experi-
mental  computer matching system called Jobscan.  This system used a  large 
number  of matching factors,  averaging 12-20 (not all the same)  for each job-
seeker or vacancy.  Both  computer and  clerical records were  retained which 
made  comparative measurements  possible.  The  system also incorporated 
computerised vacancy circulation and  SS  display card production.  The  computer 
was  used to make  initial selections (up to 20,  but more  could be  examined if 
required)  which  staff then checked and reduced by reference to their clerical 
records. 
S35  The  experiment yielded much  useful informat·ion.  The  main  points were; 
835.1  Only  1~  of submissions and  ~  of placings resulted from  computer 
selections and  most  of the vacancies would  probably have  been tilled 
without  the  computer  system.  The limited  use of the  computer  system was 
partly because the experiment  used only a  few  terminals (printers), but 
it mainly reflected the greater matching efficiency of the clerical 
system.  For example  why  should staff consult both computer  and clerical 
files if they have  to select,  eg1for an  individuawith a  specific • 
• 
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occupation from  only a  few  vacancies.  Also  why  bother to make  computer 
selections from  the register if the  vacancy is filled quickly from  the 
"flow" of large numbersof  jobseekers  • 
835.2  As  many  as 100 initial computer  selections (for several vacancies 
or jobseekers) were  made,  on  average,  to achieve  one  placing.  Compared 
with this MSC  has a  ratio'  of submissions to placings in SS  of about 
5 to 1.  Of  course the time content of a  selection is not  the same  m  a 
submission but it does give  some  indication of the resource effects. 
Computer  systems may  (or may  not)  reduce  time  spent on  some  routine 
activities, but  they may  have  indirect,  contrary,  effects. 
535.3  It seems  unlikely that placings resulting from  computer  selection 
were  of better quality,  if only because the computer  can  only make  initial 
selections.  Employment  staff use  information not held in the  computer 
and  are the··arbitrators of the final choice.  Often they employ  different 
criteria (eg  jobseeker motivation and  personal qualities).  Even if the 
computer  did make  a  better selection would  staff recognise this and  include 
in their final  choice?  And  would  the employer  then make  the engagement? 
This  (and,  eg,  paragraph 839.4 below)  questions whether computer selec-
tion itself,  can make  more  than a  very minimal  contribution to improving 
quality of placings;  at least with the techniques so far used or avail-
able. 
835.4  Selections were  taken of registrants for a  sample  of vacancies, 
and  vice versa,  using clerical procedures.  These  were  then compared  with 
initial computer  selections for the  same  samples of vacancies and 
registrants.  About  ~  of the clerical selections which  experienced 
staff thought  might  justify inclusion in a  final shortlist were  not 
selected by  the computer.  It made  some  selections which  staff had  not 
identified, but  these were  not  analysed or confirmed.  There were  a 
number  of reasons for the disparity including the selecting factors used, 
the fact  that the computer did not have all the  (matching)  information 
about  the vacancies and  jobseekers and  also the different  pre~·selection 
methods of clerical and  computer  systems. 
835.5  In any  group of,  say,  ten initial computer selections from  the 
jobseeker register,  three or four,  on  average,  would  include individuals 
who  were  no  longer available for  jobs.  This results in wasted effort, 
means  that the computer  makes  "dead"  selections,  (to the  exclusion of 
others)and affects staff attitudes to the  system.  This is another 
problem,  particularly:· for  OBM  methods  of selection,  especially in 
computers.  The  state of the register depends  on  frequency of contact 
with  jobseekers and  the rate at which  the register "turns over".  It is 
very difficult and  can be  expensive in staff time  to keep  jobseeker 
registers in a  very up-to-date state. 
835.6  Of  ten initial computer  sele·~tions only three or four on  average, 
would  be  considered suitable by staff.  This is partly because the  job-
seeker register consists mainly of unemployed  people and  (compared  with 
the "flow") is biased towards the unskilled or those with obsolete skills 
or those with labour market  or social problems;  perhaps r""\rtly resulting 
from  long term unemployment.  Such  personal  characteristi~s are difficult 
to incorporate in computer  systems and  create problems of computer  privacy. V'  /.:228/81  -EN 
S35 •. ?  Because of the increase in the speed of distribution of 
vacancies and display cards there was  a  noticeable increase in the 
proportion of vacancies filled by the SS  method.  Staff retained com-
puter circulation but rejected the computer "matching". 
S35.8  Estimates showed  that the Jobscan system required more  staff 
time  and  there were  additional computer  and  telecommunications costs. 
Improvements  in the system  (eg,  by  including statistics) might. be made 
but it is unlikely that more  than a  small amount  of staff time will be 
saved by  this type of system.  To  be cost-effective extra benefits are 
needed. 
S36  It should not be assumed  tha~ the  jobseeker register is of little 
imporamce to employment  services.  :t has substantial costs and  so recording 
must  be  relevant and  kept  to the minimum;  one  of the reasons for SS  methods. 
Registration is essential for all the social objectives of employment  services 
(eg,  towards handicapped or other disadvantaged people);it  pr~vides valuable 
statistics and it meets other needs for recording submissions and  placings. 
53?  The  Jobscan system  took more  st~ff time partly because the use of both 
clerical and  computer  records added  to data collection.  One  'solution' is 
to eliminate nearly all clerical records but this places additional demands 
on  the computer  system and  greatly increases problems of data security since 
all records are in the  computer.  Everything then depends  on  the methods of 
data retrieval and  there are changes in the behavioural interfaces between 
staff, information,  clients and  systems.  Management  relationships are affected 
since some  decisions have  to be made  at a  higher (systems)  level.  Staff may 
also see their clients through impersonal  computer terminals and  there may  be 
barriers to good  staff communications for matching if, eg,vacancy handling 
is centralised away  from  the staff who  deal with jobseekers. 
5}8  Relating the matching process to systems also suggests that any benefits 
of computerised matching or vacaQcy  circulation will be  greater in the biggest 
labour markets because of the volumes  of data and  the interactions  between the 
r~~ters of different offices.  Perhaps also when  unemployment. is low.  The 
results of any  experiment at one  time or in one  place may  not,  therefore,  be 
representative of other areas or conditions and.some  additional measurement 
and  theoretical work  may  be  needed .if such results are to be  properly inter-
preted,  or extrapolated. 
539  Computer  matching therefore raises the greatest issues amongst  the ES 
applications and is a  major strategic factor in the design and  choice of 
systems because it places the greatest demands  on  computer  response and costs. 
Nonetheless a  solution to the problem of retrieving jobseeker and/or vacancy 
data will be required if the challenge of computer  opportunities is to be met 
by  ES  managements.  High  skill (backed by  experiment  and  research)  will be 
required to develop efficient  fac~,)rs for use in computer  selection and  changes 
in clerical procedures and  recordb must  be  approached with caution.  It may 
be  some  years before computers  can  contribute to better quality matching and 
meanwhile  computer  systems must  be so designed that they do  not  impede  staff 
in making  selections.  ES  work  is highly personal and is characterised by 
selectivity.  To  apply "general"  solutions in order to achieve certain fea-
tures of system design or because  the  problems and  processes are not fully 
understood puts management  at considerable risk. 
S40  As  a  very rough general approach to system choice the following stages 
might  be  considered. 
• 
• 
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i40.1  First there is the use of computers  purely for data handling as in 
circulational or statistical systems. At  the  second  stage will be  systems 
·which.  handle routine data and' also use  the  computer retrieval tool where 
selection is totally in the hands of staff (for example  the_BA  is experi-
menting with an '!on-iine  job bank").  T~irdly· .there will b~ tliose  systems 
which  involve  computers more  fully in the matching process  • 
S40.2  The  first stage affects management  objectives to reduce  costs,t~ 
improve  data handling and  to change  resources,  eg,  by releasing staff 
time.  The  second will occupy  an intermediate stage depending upon  the 
details of the option adopted.  The  third affects aims and  labour market 
intervention policies,  in general. 
S4o.3  Each of these stages raises the computer  requirements~the costs 
and  the timescales of development  by an order of magnitude.  They  there-
fore increase the risks as well as presenting opportunities. 
Statistics and  Management  Information 
S41  Most  employment  services use  computers. for the relatively simple arith-
met.ical  task of adding up  clerically extracted statistics.  However  databases 
can be  created containing the relevant  information about  each individual entity 
or case so that the  computer  can  do  all the statistical extraction and  &~alysis. 
This "case by  case"  form  of statistical database is the computerisation aim  of 
most  of the  employment  services. 
S42  As  compared  with matching,statistical database analysis is a  task for· 
which  computers are particularly suited and  for which  there are well-developed 
techniques.  Nonetheless there are problems,  particularly, of good  data collec-
tion and  accuracy which make  for some  complications and  require careful design. 
Given  the right design  solutionJimprovemen~in the frequency,  range of analysis, 
accuracy and  quality of statistical data are possible,  but not always at reduced 
costs.  Useful savings in staff time  seem  to be possible. 
S43  Given  the right  circumstances and  design features also,  computer  systems 
give the potential for "control",  ie providing fairly close estimates of the 
accuracy of the statistics produced and  the possibility of monitoring the 
effects of any  changes in procedures and data on  the statistical o.utputs.  This 
involves close systems  procedural and  data definition (ie all the factors which 
produce  the required··outputs),  completeness of data in the computer  and  control 
over errors of omission, guality of data,  ie methods  to ensure accuracy in the 
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S44  Timeliness of data is important,. especially in computer systems,  both 
because of the effects on operations and on the data i tselt.  MSC  baa  &"tf8Dg8 
daily registrant flows  of about 8000  and a  delay of 1  da7 in teminationa 
means  an error of that amount  in~  stock count as well as flow errore.  :But 
there are maJ:l1'  causes of delays  and volumes  fluctuate conaiderably so that, 
without control,  the degree  o.f'  accuracy is unknown  within several thouaanda. 
Control and greater accurac7 can be obtained in computer systems  which hold 
case bf case data with desisns which  include the collection of dates  ( o£ 
events)  so that the computer can extract statistics accordingly.  However, 
this calls for verr care.f'lll 81l&l.Jais  (probably operations research)  a.nd  design 
which itself requires good, advance,  knowledge  of the statistical requirement. 
S45  '!his is the more  important since employment  services collect statistics 
of vacancies and unemployment  for manpower  economic  and labour market 
intelligence (IMI)  on which major decisions are taken.  Local labour ma.:r:ket 
intelligence (LIMI)  is used by emplo,ment  services together with statistics 
of their business flows  in planning and measuring their perfo%m&DCe. 
S46  The  emplo7JD8nt  services do  not generally describe and spec!17 their 
management  intomation as a  s79tem (MIS)  and the7 tend  to regard accurac7 
in operating statistics as of low relative importance when  the degree of 
error needs to be known if arq Masurement is to be tmderstood.  Small 
perfo1'DI&llCe  chaages ma7  mean  the difference between accepting or rejecting au 
expensive system.  Without  such knowledge  management  decisions are baaed on 
"passes" so that qualit7 of Jll&tlS.B8Dl8nt  depends  on the right degree of accurac7 
in the into%mation on which  decisions are made.  Time  aeries analyais of 
statistics collected regularlY are also needed in view of the fluctuations 
in data caused by changes in labo~ market conditions. 
S47  The  value of management  infomation is difficult to measure but a  good 
computerised MIS  may  yield better returns than some  ot the match.ing s79tema 
on which so much  effort is being expended.  Its value in fact depends  on the 
abilit7 of managers  to use it and decide what  is needed;  ie on the nature of 
the organisation and "style" of management.  It is not enough to design tor 
data collection and hope  for the best.  The  way  the data is used baa more 
effect on the general structure of the system and therefore computer procesa-
ing and files.  So  the general structure of an MIS  has to be identified in 
advance of the design of any S7Stem  which includes this application and 
critical areas of MIS  design need to be clarified in their effects on SJBtema 
work as a  whole. 
848  The  report cannot therefore do  more  tban indicate the nature of the 
opportunities presented by management  infomation and examples are quoted 
of info%mation on vacancy duration as a  possible measure  of labour scazoity, 
of speed of vacancy filling {to increase benefi  ta) and 81l&l.Jais  of registrant 
flows  to illustrate labour market segmentation and dynamics  so that 
objecti  vee  like  'qual!  ty' of plac.:f up can be better understood.  Also the 
combination of operating statisti~'·J with cost data to help monitor cost 
effectiveness. 
S49  An  important element in ~ent  information,  verr relevant to this 
report,  is evaluation.  Systems  or experiments can only be mounted in local 
offices and take a  long time to complete.  Measuring changes therefore requires 
information about levels of perfomance before the system is introduced and 
then again after it has settled down  in operation.  Good  evaluation involves 
tisht disciplines and the report makes  some  comments  on the requirements. 
• 
• V/228/81-EN 
T.be  Employment  Service Systems 
850  In a  short  SUDIJJla.%7  only brief indications can be given of the computer 
SJBtems  of the participating services.  In fact only short basic descriptions 
are g1  ven in the report and fuller,  individual,  descriptions have been written 
.a~out the developments in each employment  service. 
AD  (Denmark) 
851  AD  provides employment  services .from about 150  local offices {AF),  supe:t'-
vises the system of unemployment  insurance  (which is provided by unemplo,ment 
funds),  provides attendazlce by claimants a.t  ita AI  to certif7 unemployment  and 
bas some  other manpower  service .t\mctions. 
S52  There is a,  computerised,  central population register (CPR)  in Denmark 
and each citizen bas a  personal identity number  {also held in the computer and 
mainJy derived from  date of birth).  Other computer files can therefore be 
linked to the·  CPR  to obtain basic personal details or for checking files. 
Moat  public sector computer systems work  and process!Dg is handled by a 
centralised organisation as are moat  gove~ent statistics.  · 
S53  Linked to the CPR  are centralised computer files  (CRAM)  ot all insured 
persona and of those actually claiming unemployment  benefit from which 
unemployment  statistics are provided.  These are supplemented b7  a  computer 
file (KI8)  of those registered unemployed people who  do  not claim benefit 
compiled from daily lists of new  and  te~ted  registrants prepared by the 
D. 
854  AD  plans to develop,  by end 1981,  a  comprehensive computer SJ'8tem with 
all its U  on line through VDUs  and printers to a  central,  main frame, 
computer with fast (real-time) response and the abolition of practically a.ll 
clerical records.  The  proposed design is similar to the CAPITAL  pilot system 
of MSC  (see paragraph S70. 3) with vacancy receipt centralised at job notifi-
cation centres.  In conjunction with the CRAM  files this would provide all 
statistics and management  inf'o:rmation,  vacancy and SS  circulation~ and 
(bilateral) matching and ret!ieval facilities.  . 
S55  The  programme  is ambitious both in t:im!Dg  and extent and follows  a 
strategy ·of  speedy,  comprehensive,  computerisation ~o improve matching, 
circulation,  the provision of statistics and  the supervision of·the unemploy-
ment  funds.  Computerieation has been stimulated by studies of'  labour market 
"mismatch"  and .AD  hopes to achieve impro'vements  in job stability and speed 
of' vacancy filling. 
ANPE  (France) 
S56  ANPE  has about  600  local offices (ALE)  which are organised into 100 
departments and then 25  regions.  Some  .i.:10rease  in the number of offices is 
planned.  Matching services are provided through S8,  "flow" and register 
matching.  It has no  responsibility for unemployment  benefit but provides 
fortnightly attendance for claimants at its ALE  and reports cases of doubt 
to the benefit authorities.  It baa  depended.to some  extent tor its computer 
services on the French Ministry- of Labour but has now  created  i  .;s  own 
central computer installation and intends to be largely independent for 
878tems.  Its computer systems pl.ans  and projects are as follows. V/228/81-:m 
S56.1  A computerised statistical system of registrants and  vacancies. 
Copies of local office forms  and  transactions are sent by  post to 2 data 
preparation centres which  pass a  magnetic  tape to the  ~inistry of  ~bour 
computer centre.  This system provides unemployment  and  vacancy  ~ 
statistics and  som~  but  not all, management  information. 
S56.2  A system SrTO  1  which  links terminal printers in ALE  to a 
configuration of mini  computers.  This circulates multiple copies of 
vacancies and  SS  display cards according to pre-programmed  patterns. 
It is being replaced  (by mid  1981)  with a  more  modern  version,  SITO  2 
which  will link 400  ALE  to 7 mini  computers leaving 200  offices with 
low circulation to provide their data off line.  srro  2  includes a 
processing  CApacity and  maintains up-to-date files of vacancies, 
submissions and  placings.  The  clerical records are all retained but 
the computer provides regular information about the state of vacancies 
to enable staff to organise their communications  with employers and to 
control submissions.  The  system is also designed to include vacancy 
and placing statistics. 
S56.3  A message-switching system  for vacancies and general messages 
LICRA  (similar to SITO  1)  links regional offices. 
S56.4  An  experimental management  information system,  Analyse  de 
Gestion collects and  analyses monthly reports from  ALE  about the use 
of staff time by  function and  groups of activities measured  in units of 
a  half day.  This is linked with operating statistics (of registra-
tions,  placings,  training applications etc)  to assist· in monitoring 
and  interpreting changes in performance.  ANPE  will also develop its 
own  computer  systems for staff salaries and  other financial information 
with a  ~ew to developing a  more  comprehensive MIS. 
S56.5  Project SAGE  e~visages a  comprehensive system for matching 
vacancy circulation and  statistics which  is also similar to the CAP1TAL 
system.  Howeve~ANPE does not plan to have  centralised order taking, 
may  retain some  of its clerical records and  proposes to implement  in .a 
more  modular  fashion.  This is partly because  SAGE  will have  to 
replace S1TO  2.  Design work  has begun  with a  view to a  pilot trial 
and,  if successful,  implementation in the Paris region.in 1983.  A 
national system would  require 7 large,  inter-regional,  mainframe 
computers  each with a  separate database,  but because of costs the 
system may  be restricted to 4  (out of 7)  inter-regions which  contain 
the biggest labour markets. 
S56.6  A register up-dating system is at the experimental stage.  · If 
the experiment  succeeds,  it will replace fortnightly attendance at the 
ALE  by  monthly postal declarations by  registrants.  A computer file 
created from  the statistir,'"\1 system will be held on  a  computer at a 
management  centre to whict,  registrants will  send their forms  each 
month.  These will be marked  to show  days of unemployment  or sickness 
or when  unemployment  ceases.  The  forms  will be input to the computer 
by  optical character readers.  This system will create a  computerised 
statistical file of registrant data from  which  information about 
terminationswill also be  sent to the ALE  to help maintain their  · 
clerical files.  When  SAGE  is implemented>the  computerised registrant files (for matching)  can be maintained by  computer checks. 
Information about  periods of unemployment  will also be sent to the 
benefit authorities. 
S57  ANPE  has ambitious,  demanding,  computer  system plans which  support a 
general strategy of improving its services and  labour market  standing.  It 
hopes that the computer  systemswill enable this to be achieved with only 
moderate increases in staff. 
1  BA (Germany) 
S58  BA  administers unemployment  benefit  (UB)  and  other payment  systems as 
well as a  number  of manpower,  including employment,  services.  It has a 
large computer organisation with a  central installation of mainframe 
computers which  calculate and  make  UB  and  other payments.  Matching in the 
professional (FVD)  occupations,  which  is concentrated at certain office~has 
been assisted by the central computer since 1974,  but an attempt to extend 
this to other occupations was  unsuccessful.  BA's own  experience as well·as 
a  study of computer developments in other countries has led it to adopt  a 
strategy of. using small computers.  It rejects centralised systems except  for 
its 'heavy'  payments and  statistical tasks.  The  central computers will also 
be used to amend  or update databases held  in small computers. 
S59  There are 9 regional offices (in the Federal Lands)  with 146  local 
offices (LO)  and  about  500  subsidiary offices.  Benefit work  is largely 
concentrated at the LOs  which  send their data by  post to the computer centre 
where it is input using optical character readers (OCR).  Claimants and 
registrants do  not  have  to attend regularly but are called for interview at 
intervals of  up  to 3 months. 
S60  The  computer  systems are as follows. 
S60.1  The  FVD  System.  Data is input  -on-lin~ using VDU'.s  with 
:output (ie selections)  printed on-line the next  morning  using "batch" 
procedures.  Telecommunication,  ·links are achieved by  dial-up 
arrangements.  Only  the matching and  identity details of jobseekers 
and  vacancies are held in the computer.  Fairly complex  coding systems 
of occupation,  experience,  professional skills and  qualifications are 
used  in making  selections together with pay  and  mobility.  The  system 
is considered a  success but  has not  been evaluated. 
560.2  A microfiche system is being implemented.  The  microfiche hold 
all the vacancies in the local commuting  area in 2  sets,  one  for the 
use of the placing officers and  the other,  without  employer details, 
for the information of  jobseekers.  Microfiche viewers have  been 
specially designed.  Vacancy details are sent by  post to be input  to 
the central computer  by  OCR  from  '.Nhich  the actual microfiche slides 
are posted to the local and  subs~diary offices.  The  postal delays 
will be  reduced at the LOs  when  small computers(on-line to the central 
computers)  are introduced there for UB  purposes and  in· other offices 
when  they are on-line through  the Co  Arb  system  (paragraph 560.4). 
The  display of vacancies on  microfiche  for  jobseekers  -·  .,;  intended to 
improve  labour market  transparency.  Submissions will continue to.be 
made  by  placing ataft. S60.3  Small  computers are being provided at all the LOs  so that 
UB  data can  be  entered on-line and  then transmitted,  over night,  by 
automatic dialling arrangements to the central computer.  The 
computer will eventually hold local databases of claimant data St)  as 
to reduce dependence  on  clerical records and  the central computer. 
Supplemented  by  registrant information this  syst~m will also provide 
unemployment  statistic·s and  management  information. 
S60.4  The  Co  Arb  system is at the experimental stage and  can best be 
described as an on-line job bank  to provide registrant matching  (RBM), 
vacancy  circulation and  vacancy and  placing statistics, though it may 
be  developed  for other applications.  An  experiment is in progress in 
one district and  will be evaluated in 1981.  If results are promising, 
it will be  extended  to 2  more  districts.  Successful evaluation could 
then lead to national implementation;  perhaps by  1986.  Under this 
experimental system the computer is used to search the vacancy bank 
(see paragraph S4o)  containing all the vacancies notified in the local 
labour market  and  those circulated from  other areas.  Occupational, 
experience and  locational factors are coded  and  other factors are 
employed.  To  obtain selections,  registrant matching details are input 
to (but not  retained in)  the computer which  then displays the  nu~ber 
of vacancies which  match.  Summary  data or the full vacancy details 
can then be  obtained.  Matching details of jobseekers can be entered 
progressively and  can be  varied,  flexibly,  so as to conduct  a  search. 
For unskilled registrants factors which  cover type of work  or working 
conditions can be used,  instead of occupation (see also 
paragraph S44.1). 
S61  BA  therefore envisages a  computer architecture with two  levels of 
processing,  at central and  local levels,  and,  similarly,  on-line 
communications  using both permanently connected lines and  auto-dial 
arrangements.  The  success of Co-Arb  depends  to  some  extent on  the ability 
to "fit" the local computers to labour markets (particularly in large urban 
areas)  so  as to avoid  excessive duplication of databases or discontinuity in 
vacancy retrieval.  The  lVD  system will remain on  the central computer 
because of the degree of  mobility in these occupations.  The  computer 
strategy is based on  progressive development  so as to achieve the more 
immediate possibilities whilst proceeding by  c~reful experiment  towards 
future opportunities.  It supports a  general strategy of improving 
equilibrium in the labour market  by  increasing the transparency of 
job offers and  improving the capacity of the service to help individuals 
adjust. 
MLPS  (Italy) 
S62  It is not possible in a  short  summary  to give an adequate picture of 
Italian conditions and  systems.  ~~ere is control of job engagements  to 
support social priorities and  the placement office (PO)  is assisted by 
Commissions  which  determine  job categorisations,social criteria and  the 
selection of registrants.  Jobs involving family  employment  or direct  pass-
age  from  one job to another have to be reported by  the employer to the PO. 
The  employer  can  recruit for managerial,  "white collar" and  specialised 
manual  jobs subject to an engagement  permit  (nominative request)  from  the 
PO.  For the remaining  ("blue collar")  jobs the employer can only make  a (  - .numerical request  (number  of vacancies)  and  must  engage  the worker(s) 
submitted by  the PO  (unless unsuitable).  Such  vacancies are displayed in. 
the PO  and  there is 55  as well as "traditional" matching  but all selections 
· are made  on a  system of points based on  family  circumstances,  length of  · 
.unemployment  (registration)  and  handicaps.  Control is enforced by  law and  a 
labour inspectorate;  it is also supported by  legal regulation of dismissals. 
S63  In principle matching is by OBM,  ie by  selecting or checking 
jobseekers.  This and  the maintenance and  updating of the points system 
requires that all jobseekers are registered and  that: their records are kept 
up-to-date.  They  have  to attend monthly at the PO.  A change in family 
circumstances (including one  member  of the family getting a  job)  affects the 
points of the whole  family.  Up  to  33  million live and  historical jobseeker 
records could be  involved in a  computer  system. 
S64  A (legal)  reorganisation of the Italian Employment  Service is 
required if computerisation is to be successful.  Some  8,000 existing POs 
will be  reduced,  especially in rural areas,  to about  800  but  with  some 
increases in big labour markets;  Rome  (3 million population)  has one  office 
at present.  Also  there will have  to be more  consistency in the way  the 
Commission  operate the social criteria.· 
565  Although  a  database of (clerically compiled)  statistics is held on  a 
central computer all existing MLPS  systems are clerical.  An  experimental 
computer  system  (in the Latina area , giving good  results)  computerises all 
data about .registrants and  updates records with  any changes, including . 
engagements  from  direct,  nominative and  numerical requests.  The  data is held 
mainly  in coded  form  and  clerical records (partly for legal reasons)  are 
retained.  The  system prints·lists or selections of registrants for numerical 
requests in points order and  also prints the permits.  The  registrant records 
are also continually updated with  changes in circumstances (eg with  · 
placements and  thence consequent  changes in family·points)  and the monthly 
attendances.  Lists of registrants can also be provided ac.cording  to 
qualifications or various other factors. 
S66  The  envisaged (national)  computer architecture consists of 9 large, 
inter-regional computers  connected through  concentrators to about  2,800 
terminals in 800  offices and  to a  central computer.  This .will process 
statistics, matches which  involve national mobility and will control 
communications  between the inter-regional computers.  The  computer files 
are complex  (a database management  system)  and all input and  most  output 
is in real-time with fast  response, though batch procedures are used 
wherever  possible. 
S67  MLPS  also has a  system  for matching mobile  jobseekers against 
vacancies which  cannot  be  filled locally  based  upon  (SEDOC)  procedures 
designed by  the European Commission  for Community  matching.  Records are 
held at provincial offices and  informatJon about  vacancies and  registrants 
is exchanged  by  means  of a  telex system.  This is also linked to, regional 
offices and  a  head  office branch  (UMOTEM:  the office for geographical and 
territorial mobility)  so as to include vacancies circulated from  other 
. Community  countries.  UHOTEM  also advertises t1ase vacancies whic'l-t  cannot  be 
filled by  matching.  The  telex system  and  certain "summary"  mai...;hing 
procedures are to be  replaced by  a  computer.system and,  perhaps,  eventually by  computer matching but  timing depends  on  the implementation of the, 
experimental,  local office system and  completion is-unlikely before 1987. 
S68  Because of the regulation of engagements,  matches in Italy are 
determined by  the factors used in selections and  not by  the market  as in 
the other employment  services.  The  clerical system of MLPS  is not  very 
efficient because of the amount  of data to be  handled.  It is anticipated 
that computerisation will both improve  selections and  data handling for the 
system of regulating engagements.  The  main  objectives of MLPS  are to 
operate the social priorities and  controls,  according to the law,  but with 
the minimum  of disadvantage to the efficient operation of the labour market. 
Although  close attention is being paid to costs the computer  system is 
justified mainly on  social and  political grounds.  A configuration of large 
computers ls probably essential having regard to the nature of the tasks to 
be performed. 
MSC  (GB) 
S69  The  ES  Division (ESD)  of MSC  has about 1,000 jobcentres (JC)  100  of 
which  are in Greater London  and  about 4o-50  each in 4 other large 
conurbations.  There is a  philosophy of structuring services to promote 
"self-help" and  enable staff time to be concentrated on  cases and activities 
where it will be  most  effective so that self service as well as traditional 
methods of matching are used.  Modernisation of the employment  service began 
in 1973  and is now  nearly completed.  This included the development  of 
computer  systems to improve  both management  and  operations.  MSC  works 
closely with the Department of Employment  (DE)  which  administers a 
comprehensive  system of unemployment  benefit  (UB),  through separate UB 
offices,  and  provides statistics of employment,  unemployment  and  vacancy 
demand. 
570  ESD  computer  systems and  plans are as follows. 
570.1  The  JUVOS  system(s)  brings  tog~ther a  number  of sub-systems 
in order to create computerised statistical files to provide 
unemployment,  vacancy and  those management  statistics which  are 
ob~ained from  ESD  registrant and  vacancy  operations.  Vacancy  and 
placing  statistics for management  will be  extracted through the VACS 
system  (paragraph 570.2)  and  processed by  ESD  on  its mini  computers 
and  the LMI  statistics of vacancies on  the DE  computer.  Unemployment 
statistics will be collected through the DE's  computerised UB  payments 
system with registration details passed to the UB  offices to be 
included in the UB  computer.  This is an  interim measure  (interim 
JUVOS)  and  should be  completed  by  1984.  Later when  ESD  computerises 
its own  registrant data this will be  linked with claims data in the 
computer and  this will  asei~t in maintaining registrant files in a  more 
up-to-date state. 
570.2  The~  system  will link about  600 JOlon-line through 7 mini 
computers,  with  about  300 JCsoff-line.  It is similar to the SITO  2 
system  of ANPE  but provides vacancy  circulation and  (vacancy and 
placing)  statistics.  The  system  could be  further developed to meet 
other needs  but decisions on  this are being deferred pending the full 
development  of an  E5D  computer  strategy.  It is planned to complete the VACS  implementation (excluding London)  by  1983.  A system 
~essage  ~tch),·similar to SITO  1,  was  introduced into London  as a 
temporary measure  pending full implementation of CAPITAL. 
S?0.3  The  CAPITAL  pilot system  was  developed,  beginning in 19?3,  for 
Greater. London  wherejobcentres handle about li million registrant and 
vacancy  records each year.  It covers all 3 applications as well as 
holding a  file of employer's details.  Most  clerical records are 
eliminated and  vacancy receipt and  follow-up are largely concentrated 
at vacancy notification centres.  The  computer data is organised in a 
(DBMS)  database management  system  for  speedy response in real-time 
operation to give very flexible access to data.  The  (15)  pilot offices 
each  have  a  generous supply of VDUs  and  a  printer which  produces SS 
display cards and  other material.  The  system provides continuous 
bilateral matching and  the entry of a  vacancy or a  registrant generates 
a  selection for  further examination by  staff.  There are other 
retrieval procedures.  Selections are baaed on  matching factors of 
occupational classification,  location,  average weekly  pay,  age,  sex,  the 
possession of a  driving licence and  job requirements such  as shifts, 
part-time etc.  Tables of locations are programmed  into the computer 
and  the geographical extent of any  search or selection depends  upon  the 
size of wage  offered.  It is progressively widened  to provide a 
sufficient number  of selections.  List~ of selections are presented 
in order of preference. 
S?0.4  · The  CAPITAL  system  was  successfully evaluated but  though it 
considerably reduces staff time  for routine work,  the heavy  capital and 
running costa of a  full system  for Greater London  would  involve 
increased expenditure.  For its viability the system  depends  upon  the 
value of economic  benefits because vacancies are filled more  quickly. 
When  these are taken into account the system produces a  positive net 
return,  the size of which  depends upon  assumptions made  about 
procurement  costs,  the reduction in staff time and  the level of 
unemployment.  Sensitivity analysis of these factors showed  that 
CAPITAL  would  still be  cost-effective in a  variety of conditions but 
that the economic  benefits would  be reduced by  high unemployment.  In 
1980  the MSC  decided to abandon  the CAPITAL  system  because of the 
increase in unemployment  and  because the British Government  has 
imposed  reductions in staff to the extent  that it will not  be  possible 
to  fully exploit the system.  Also  whilst the pilot system  received 
technical approval there was  an investigation to see whether 
modifications were  possible to spread the costs of implementation., 
for  example,  by  splitting the database to cover geographical segments 
of London  or by  implementing only certain applications.  Neither of 
these were  possible because of the integrated nature of the design or 
because they would  increase technical problems and  costs. 
870.5  The  Jobscan  experiment  wa~ carried out  in a  number  of offices 
using a  mini-computer  linked by telephone lines to keyboard printers. 
The  results are discussed in paragraphs 537-839.  Similar,  Mach  Match, 
systems in a  few  jobcentres using separate micro-computers produced 
comparable results. 570.6  A computer matching system  in the professional occupations, 
.  PER,  has operated successfully since 1974.  It was  partly introduced 
~support a  system of charging employers  to fill their vacancies. 
It is now  being abandoned  because of the staffing economies  imposed  by 
the Government.  The  matching procedures are somewhat  similar to those 
in the FVD  system of BA  but nearly all registrant and  vacancy details 
are included in the computer records and  the system is expensive in 
staff time for data collection.  Also  communication with the computer 
by  post using batch processing makes it an inflexible and  somewhat 
inconvenient  system  for matching. 
S71  In 1978/9 ESD  had  a  variety of computer  systems developments  which  lead 
it to attempt to set a  strategy for computerising its r~gistrant and  vacancy 
data (described more  fully in the report).  The  problems of matching and 
uncertainty about  future computer developments  led to the adoption of an 
interim strategy based on  the VACS  and JUVOS  systems with further studies to 
determine its future systems and  the computer configuration.  The  recent 
decision to abandon CAPrTAL  has changed  the pattern of further studies which 
now  include a  feasibility study of an on-line job bank.  This is to be 
completed  by  the end  of 1981  so as to give early information about  the 
required  computer  configuration in London  ie whether to implement  VACS  or 
an on-line  job bank,  there. 
DMS  (N  Ireland) 
S?2  Northern Ireland has independent powers  of administration over its 
employment  services and  designs and  operates its own  systems.  It has a 
computerised statistical system  (COMPUS)  similar to that of ANPE.  The  size 
and·Diture  of the local office network does not  justify further computerisa-· 
tion,  at present. 
ONEM  (Belgium) 
873  In addition to providing an employment  service,  ONEM  makes  payments 
under training and  work  creation schemes  for which  it uses computer systems. 
It has its own  central,  main-frame,  computer installation.  It is also 
responsible  for supervising the system  of unemployment  benefit which  is 
mainly administered by  unemployment  funds.  To  do  this ONEM  checks and 
authorises payments.·and  calculates the total reimburse~ents to be made  to 
the unemployment  funds.  Wholly  unemployed  claimants have  to attend daily 
at their local Commune  and  this provides the basis of the daily payment  of 
unemployment  benefit and is a  link between the claimant and  registration 
records.  The  local office network  consists of 30 local (and sub-regional) 
offices with about  ?0  subsidiary offices.  ONEM  is also experimenting with 
SS  on  similar lines to MSC  and  has opened  a  number  of job offices. 
S74  The  computer  systems of ONEM  are as follows. 
S74.1  There are statistical, case by  case computer files of 
vacancies,  registrations and  people  who  apply for and  undergo  training. 
Local offices send data by  post on  daily lists to the computer  centre 
where  the details are input on  punched  cards.  The  computer maintains 
a  sequential file for statistical analysis and  an immediate access i 
file,  on  disc,  for on-line retrieval.  In addition to regular 
statistics (ONEM  publishes a  large amount  of information)  a  series of 
fixed  format  messages are printed and  sent  to the local offices. 
These  contain details of registrants vacancies and  people in training 
including sex,  occupation,  qualifications,  Commune,  industry and  the 
office holding the registration or vacancy  (which also include the 
details of the employer).  Local offices use these reports to identify 
apparently sui  table vacancie·a cr registrants at other offices. 
Subsequent action is then arranged by telephone. 
S?4.2  Certain offices are already on-line to the computer  with 
printers but ONEM  plans to link all its local offices on-line to the 
computer through VDUs  and printers (the _P.lacing: eystem)  and  to create 
an on-line file of claimant data to assist in supervising the 
unemployment  benefit system.  The  use of VDUs  on-line ia intended to 
improve the speed and  flexibility of the {existing)  placing system and 
to provide for on-line communications  between local offices. 
Conclusion 
S?5  This study has not raised questions of broad policy or of individual 
design details but it does identify some  important issues of manag~ment and 
general systems work.  Because of gaps in information (eg,  about  costs and 
benefits or future  events)  any  conclusions must  involve a  degree of systems 
judgement  on  the part of the study leader.  The  problems identified are those 
of the applications themselves;  of management;  of computer  matching or 
"retrieval" from  registrant and  vacancy databases;  of particular technical 
issues;  and  of strategic planning.  Some  possible implications for the SEDOC 
system  of the Commission are also discussed. 
S76  The  employment  service environment  is not an  easy one  for  computer 
systems because of the dispersed operations,  the volumes  of data and great 
variations in clients and  labour markets.  The  applications are difficult. 
The  matching  problem  will not  be  easily solved  - quite the reverse - the 
statistics face problems of accuracy and  data collection for big, 
politically sensitive,  series and  management  information systems are known 
to be  very difficult to get right.  And  yet improvements in management 
information are essential for choosing and  implementing good  computer 
systems. 
S7?  The  most  important  problems arise for managements.  Managers  ~e going 
to have  to face up  to the changes  brought  about  by  computers and  to the 
impact  on  their management  systems and  decision making,  in general.  For the 
employment  services engaged  in large scale computerisation the effects on 
resources and  services are such as to require the attention of top 
management.  Though  these managers  must  be  involved they have  to remain 
objective and  create the right  conditiO?~~· for  good  decision making  and 
control.  Some  of the systems covered in this study are so big and  costly 
that they can reach a  point in development  where  it is very difficult to 
change or go  back.  Bearing in mind  the impact  on  staff and  organisational 
relations - sometimes  even  public relations - it is not  impossi~le to get 
into a  position where  a  decision either to stop or go  forward  b~comes a 
matter of management  credibility.  There are comments  in the report on some  critical aspects of management  control,  ie the user requirement 
project direction and  control and  evaluation. 
878  Some  of the systems managers also thought a  significant problem  was 
that of costs or the level of expenditure.  The  report identifies this as an 
issue of objectives and  cost-effectiveness.  Expectations from  computer 
matching have  been  too optimistic and  more·careful estimates and  analysis 
of,  or investigation into,  costs and  benefits are required.  There are three 
requirements which  managements·need  to follow.  Firstly there is a  need  for 
more  clarity of thinking on,  and  better definition and  measurement  of, 
benefits.  Secondly there has to be more  understanding that computer 
systems can affect staff behaviour and  line management  responsibilities in 
ways  detrimental to performance.  Thirdly,  and  most  important,  managers need 
to ensure that the options are specified,  coated and  presented in ways  that 
lead to good  ~ecisions. 
S79  The  major systems issue arises with computer matching systems because 
of high costs,  long time-scales and  the need to get better systems of data 
retrieval than have  so far been achieved.  Matching is not a  "natural 
activity"  for computers because the  fac~  used in making  selections do  not 
follow well-defined,  logical,  sequences.  This,  retrieval,  problem  has to be 
solved if employment  services are to get the full benefit from  the 
developments  now  taking place in computers and  telecommunications. 
sBo  The  services have  good  technical,  systems,  staff capable of making a 
success of advanced  systems within the limits of good,  current, practice. 
But  they are facing a  "generation change"  in systems due  to the emergence of 
low  cost small computers allied with advances in telecommunications.  The 
levels of support,  by  way  of distributed databases,  standards and  · 
communications  software,  have  not reached the point where distributed 
database systems on small computers  can  be  adopted with confidence or at. 
reasonable cost.  This technical problem  compounds  with the other issues to 
complicate,  and  add  to,  the risks of decision making.  It is a  question of 
opportunity  cost~whether to wait and  be satisfied with systems wnich 
possibly give lower,  if quicker,  returns;  or adopt  the best of what  is 
available of the comprehensive  systems;  or whether  to try and  promote 
systems which  may  be  adaptable in future  meanwhile  accepting compromises in 
database organisation. 
S81  Risk and  compromise  are involved in all systems work  but at present 
it is exceptional in degree.  Q~ve~an uncertain future the time-scales of 
development  and  implementation make  this a  matter of strategic planning. 
If one' a  destination is uncertain all one  can do  is try and  move  in~·:the 
right direction.  MSC  experience and  practice in this respect is discussed 
in the report.  Computer  strategy must  be  founded  on  general strategy and 
this again emphasises the close alliance which  must  be  created between 
systems design and  management,  generally; as well as the management 
disciplines. 
S82  The  study illustrates this by  comparing differences of approach 
between,  indeed within,  the exployment  services which affect computer 
architecture and  planning.  On  one  side are the so-called "total" systems 
like CAPITAL  and, possi  bl:h  SAGE  as well as the plans of AD;  also,  for 
different reasons,  those of MLPS.  These  systems are designed to be very 
flexible in operjtion and  to meet  a  variety of current and  future 
" 
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needs.  They  must  therefore provide for matching and  different retrieval 
procedures which  result in high capital and  operating costs and  long time-
scales of development.  Several features of this 'typ.e  of design make  for 
difficulty and  cost  when  it comes  to changes in the system itself  (see 
for example  paragraph 570.4).  Moreover  they cannot be "total" for the 
organisation if services find themselves with a  mixture of systems,  after all, 
because of the time taken to implement  them  or because they are limited to 
the very big labour markets. 
S83  The  converse· approach is one  of pragmatism  in systems development  which 
is only possible with less complicated or less costly systems and  can lead to 
piecemeal development.  Neither of these approaches need  be wrong  in all 
circumstances;  as is shown,  for  example,  by  the needs of MLPS  and  the 
benefits,  to ANPE,  of SITO  1  over a  number  of years.  However,neither 
approach,  on  its own,  is compatible with good  planning in circumstances 
such as  those  faced  by  employment  services which  need  to be responsive to 
external changes. 
S84  If change is to be  taken into account  in computer planning - and  that 
is What  planning is all about  - then  change  has to be part of the design 
philosophy and  the systems have to be  flexibl~ in adapting to  change; 
at least this is a  conclusion of MSC.  The  basic ingredient of  such a 
design  ~hilosophy is modularity which  "implies something that is clearly 
identifiable, manageable  and  inter-changeable without  causing disruptions 
to the whole  of which  the module  is a  part".  It is a  paradox that modularity 
has to be "total" if it is to be applied to the organisation as a  whole. 
Modularity will have different aspects for hardware,  software,  applications 
and  implementation.  MSC  experience also  emphasises the need  for caution and 
good  planning before attempting ·too rapid development  or,  big,  ~atching 
systems.  -
S85  To  limit the size of  the study it ~s  agreed_that it would  not 
specifically include the SEDOC  system of the  Commission  but that it 
would  explore any  problems which  might  be  created by  national developments. 
S86  The  participants (except,  perhaps,  MLPS)  did not see the  existence of 
separate,  national,  computer  systems as creating such  difficulties given 
that  SEDOC  requirements are known  and  that they are able to design suitable 
system  "interfaces",  which  are likely to be mainly clerical in operation. 
In any  case the problems of inter-communicating databases will inhibit 
substantial developments in the near future.  The  issues of system planning, 
flexibility and  design philosophy discussed previously are no  less relevant 
at the supra-national level and  clearly variability is much  greater.  The 
procedural costs in matching between  countries are likely to be higher 
(than local matching)  and  therefore to require a  greater degree of 
selectivity as to cases and activities.  At  the Community  level,  even more 
than at the national level,  the  "gener~"~" computer  solution is unlikely to 
be  feasible.  What  is important is that policies should  be as clear as 
possible,  that there should be good  communications about  system develop-
ments  between  the employment  services and  that the Commission  and  any 
Community  requirements,  eg  for statistics or labour market  intelligence, 
should be  clarified;  particularly where  they may  have  imp lie. cions for 
definition and  therefore for system design itself. ) 